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PERSONAL WIRELESS NAVIGATION SYSTEM

The present application claims priority from U.S. Provisional No. 61/344,091, filed May 21, 2010 to Sheha et al., entitled "Personal Wireless Navigation System"; and from U.S. Provisional No. 61/344,245, filed June 18, 2010 to Sheha et al., entitled "Personal Wireless Navigation System", the entirety of both of which are explicitly incorporated herein by reference.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

This invention concerns communication systems and methods, but more specifically, the invention relates to a server-based personal wireless navigation system with a user interface on a wireless phone.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

In accordance with the principles of the present invention, a carousel user interface for a personal wireless device comprises a circular-depicted carousel comprising a plurality of carousel pages of information sources. The carousel is visually rotated about a center. The carousel continuously rotates sequentially the plurality of carousel pages of information sources, and repeats the rotation in a same order on subsequent full rotations of the carousel. The carousel further comprises at least one carousel page of changing information that changes upon each full rotation of the carousel.

A method of displaying a plurality of pages of information on a personal wireless device comprises assembling the plurality of carousel pages of information visually into a carousel that rotates about a center point. The plurality of carousel pages of information display information readable from a direction outside a perimeter of the carousel. A content of one of the plurality of carousel pages of information is changed after each rotation of the carousel beyond when the one of the plurality of carousel pages of information is displayed front and
center. The carousel is rotated in a clockwise or counter-clockwise direction by hand gestures on a touch screen of the personal wireless device.

**BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS**

Features and advantages of the present invention become apparent to those skilled in the art from the following description with reference to the drawings:

Fig. 1 shows an exemplary overall system architecture of a NAVBuilder platform, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 2 shows an exemplary client architecture diagram of an AtlasBook application, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 3 shows exemplary NAVBuilder client architecture, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 4 shows exemplary NAVBuilder inside client architecture, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 5 shows another exemplary embodiment of NAVBuilder client architecture, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 6 shows an exemplary navigation interaction, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 7 shows additional sample navigation interaction, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 8 shows yet additional sample navigation interaction, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 9 shows an exemplary navigation session timeline, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 10 shows a high level architecture diagram, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.
Fig. 11 depicts redundancy of the NAVBuilder, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 12 shows another high level architecture diagram, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 13 shows exemplary server components, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 14 shows an exemplary physical database layout, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 15 shows a Map Tile Server, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 16 shows detailed architecture, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 17 shows a top level user interface flow for the carousel, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 18 shows exemplary user interface flow for application launch of the AtlasBook Navigator, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 19 shows exemplary user interface flow for voice recognition for Say Business, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 20 shows point of entry states, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 21 shows point of entry states for non-touch screen embodiments, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 22 shows exemplary user interface flow for landing zones, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 23 shows exemplary user interface top level flow for location selection, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.
Fig. 24 shows exemplary user interface flow for non-touch screen location wizard operation, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 25 shows exemplary user interface flow for touch screen location wizard operation, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 26 shows exemplary user interface flow for entry and acceptance of a license key, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 27 shows exemplary user interface flow relating to a user's account information, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 28 shows exemplary user interface flow relating to launch of AtlasBook Navigator from Contacts, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 29 shows exemplary user interface flow relating to launch of AtlasBook Navigator from Calendar, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 30 shows exemplary user interface flow relating to synchronization of Events, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 31 shows exemplary user interface flow relating to please wait screens, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 32 shows exemplary user interface flow relating to voice navigation for the feature Say Airport, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 33 shows exemplary user interface flow relating to voice navigation for the feature Say Address - Nuance, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.
Fig. 34 shows exemplary user interface flow relating to voice navigation for the feature Say Address(Vlingo), in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 35 shows exemplary user interface flow relating to launch of AtlasBook Navigator under a third party's trademark, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 36 shows exemplary user interface flow relating to launch of another embodiment of AtlasBook Navigator, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 37 shows exemplary user interface flow relating to a clickable embodiment of the Carousel, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 38 shows exemplary user interface flow for first time through (FTT) provisioning of the AtlasBook Navigator, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 39 shows exemplary user interface flow for SPG Storm/Curve2 type devices, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 40 shows exemplary user interface flow for SPG Calgary/Palm type devices, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 41 shows exemplary user interface flow for launch of an alternate embodiment of the AtlasBook Navigator, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 42 shows exemplary user interface flow for first time through (FTT) purchase of a license for use of an AtlasBook Navigator product, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 43 shows exemplary user interface flow for upgrade of the AtlasBook Navigator product & services from a map view, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.
Fig. 44 shows exemplary user interface flow for operation of a location wizard for selecting location, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 45 shows exemplary user interface flow for working through a user's account information, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 46 shows exemplary user interface flow in a Carousel view of the AtlasBook Navigator, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 47 shows a minimum device list for the form factors for AB and the personal wireless navigation system, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 48 illustrates one avenue for purchasing the personal wireless navigation system, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 49 illustrates an exemplary flow chart for a billing process, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Figs. 50A and 50B show an exemplary sequence when a user speaks a complete or partial address, the personal wireless navigation system processes the single utterance as a destination, and displays the processed text in the appropriate address fields, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 51 shows when the user speaks a POI category or name, the personal wireless navigation system processes the spoken word and displays the processed text in a 'What' field.

Figs 52A and 52B show an exemplary "please wait" display area, in the given embodiment a gray area in the screen, recognized by the inventors herein to be a preferred area where an advertisement or other paid-for information may be placed within the screen.

Fig. 53 shows an exemplary "Please Wait" screen with premium placement advertising.
Figs. 54A and 54B show when a geo poke or response to a geo-poke is received, it preferably includes brief information or a flag identifying the brand of the personal wireless navigation system to the receiver, such that the receiver knows that they are getting poked by someone who has a branded version of the personal wireless navigation system on their phone.

Fig. 55 shows that when a geo poke or response to a geo-poke is received, it includes brief information or a flag identifying the brand of the personal wireless navigation system to the receiver; such that the receiver knows that they are getting poked by someone who has a branded version of the personal wireless navigation system on their phone.

Fig. 56 shows an exemplary touch screen device where a user can click on an icon, and details relating to the clicked-on POI are displayed, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 57 shows an exemplary enhanced trip summary screen, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 58 shows a personal wireless navigation system displaying new map information as it becomes available, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 59 shows a table identifying where in the application users can change specific options, and whether the change will be permanent (i.e., ✓ = Sticky) or temporary (X = non-sticky).

Fig. 60 shows the Zoom slider using a touch and drag gesture, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 61 shows the user interface (UI) flow for a MOVIE... RESULTS/MOVIE DETAILS. Horizontal Swipe sequence: DOWN, GESTURE sequence.

Fig. 62 shows dragging up and down support use instead of a scroll bar. The personal wireless navigation system uses a floating bar (with no track and no arrows at the top or bottom of the track) that illustrates proximity to either end of any list; e.g., search result list, Recent Searches list, etc.
Fig. 63A shows a box-out transition, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 63B shows a box-in transition, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 63C shows a slide-in/slide-out transition, e.g., used in response to moving from one screen and moving from search details, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 64 shows an example of LBS functions available as a menu option when a user selects a contact within the 'AddressBook' application, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 65 shows a pop-up displaying address fields for a contact.

Fig. 66 shows a main menu comprising four general frames, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 67 is a table showing a menu of options when the user taps on the marker for the current location.

Fig. 68 is a table showing a menu of options when a user double taps on the same spot on the map.

Fig. 69 shows a personal wireless navigation system expediting speech-to-text conversion by eliminating or reducing the wait time for a first screen when a user speaks a business type, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 70 shows a user can tap on any POI to see a brief description of the POI.

Fig. 71 shows exemplary zoom levels, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 72 shows an exemplary Tile Map architecture, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 73 shows a tile coordinate system dividing the map of the world into $2^z$ tiles where, $z$ is zoom level, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.
Fig. 74 shows a map tile for z=9, x=88, y=204, size=256 (reference tile).

Fig. 75 shows Metafile enabled, x=88, y=204, z=8, size = 256, with a region to be cut from this meta tile to satisfy the request z=9, x=88, y=204, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 76 shows an exemplary call flow sequence to obtain the map from the tiled maps server.

Fig. 77 shows an overall functional block diagram of an exemplary platform taking the first approach, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 78 shows an exemplary flow of information from terminal to the web service, and back, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 79 shows an exemplary traffic probe network, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 80 shows traffic probe and related components, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 81 shows exemplary call flows when the application starts up and requests initial settings from the server, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 82 shows exemplary call flow when the client requests MOTDs, and probes the EULA for collecting probe data, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 83 shows exemplary call flows relevant to the use of User Preferences to change the accept/decline status of the Probes EULA, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 84 shows exemplary call flows relevant to GPS probe data collected by the client which periodically sends it to the server for distribution to the various data collectors.

Fig. 85 shows an exemplary "U R Here!" area of a Heads-Up display, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.
Fig. 86 shows an exemplary "Real-time Content Carousel" area of a Heads-Up display, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 87 shows an exemplary "Commands" area of a Heads-Up display, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 88 shows exemplary alternative display modes, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 89 shows an exemplary Carousel setup screen, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 90 shows a carousel display sequence, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 91 shows an exemplary Carousel Setup Screen enabling users to add additional content in the Carousel, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 92 illustrates an exemplary model for displaying this content type, which is properly localized in accordance with the user's regional settings.

Fig. 93 shows an exemplary content screen displaying the name and location of the upcoming Next Meeting Alert (Time & Place) event that is on the user's calendar, such that the user can invoke an LBS action such as 'Go', 'Find', 'Share', or 'Map'.

Figs. 94A-94C show an exemplary web interface Mock-up, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 95 shows exemplary support for Enterprise definition, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 96 shows presentation of Custom POIs to eligible/interested users, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 97 depicts a device screen for a user to select enterprise or interest-specific POIs as a specific Category (SEARCH > CATEGORY), in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 98 shows that in this way the inventive navigation product avoids potential problems of multiple duplicate listings by providing a "binary"
selection capability that does not merge existing/other POIs with enterprise or interest-specific POIs.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF ILLUSTRATIVE EMBODIMENTS

A personal wireless navigation system is provided, branded AtlasBook Navigator (ABN) version 5 (v5). It is the core platform for products commercially available from Telecommunication Systems, Inc. in Annapolis, Maryland, including Verizon (VZ) Navigator v5, Telus Navigator v5, Your Navigator v5, AAA Mobile v5, etc. The present inventors developed and launched the personal wireless navigation system on limited devices per each suitable available platform (Windows Mobile, blackberry Java, Brew, J2ME, etc), and then ported the application to device batches for each business partner.


A direct billing and distribution mechanism is also created for AtlasBook Navigator and selective brands independent of the carrier's application shops.

The AtlasBook (AB) v5 personal wireless navigation system is a core product that other brands are based on. The personal wireless navigation system is a platform for empowering a merchant-paid search.

Performance of a navigation functionality in the personal wireless navigation system is higher and more comparable and competitive with PND and in-car navigation systems, and the search capability is comparable and competitive with the most popular web search engines. A user interface (UI) and look and feel of the personal wireless navigation system is provided which is enhanced so that users do not simply want to use the product - they covet it.

Ideally the personal wireless navigation system is constructed such that a subset of it with fewer features and functions can be productized, marketed and deployed to users.
The general requirements of the AtlasBook v5 personal wireless navigation system include capacity planning, the available platforms that it needs to support, and the time frame for launching it.

**NAVBuilder platform architecture**

Fig. 1 shows an exemplary overall system architecture of a NAVBuilder platform, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 2 shows an exemplary client architecture diagram of an AtlasBook application, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 3 shows exemplary NAVBuilder client architecture, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 4 shows exemplary NAVBuilder inside client architecture, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 5 shows another exemplary embodiment of NAVBuilder client architecture, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

The purpose of the NAVBuilder client architecture is to provide a common interface for device and operating system (OS) services to enable cross-platform Core code. It is separated into three components: Core services, NAVBuilder services, and AtlasBook services. Preferably improper dependencies are controlled, with enforcement in the build. Preferably different packaging and distribution options are enabled.

All code is preferably cross-platform C or JAVA. Preferably only PAL abstractions are used, and does not call device or library APIs directly. No #ifdefs or conditional code based on platform.

Core services provide basic utilities and services, not specific to product or functionality. Network features include generic network request/reply handling, and protocol packing/unpacking (TPS).
NAVBuilder services provide application independent Geoservices. It features geocode, reverse geocode, local search (POI, movies, events, weather, traffic incidents). It also features map features such as static raster, raster tile, and vector tile. It includes static directions, optional navigation, and analytics.

AtlasBook services provide application specific services for the AtlasBook application. It preferably includes features such as subscription, filesets, synchronization, share, server message, ASR, profile (User Settings), and datastore.

Service Connector provides a thread-safe interface to NAVBuilder and AtlasBook services, and also provides support for cross-language marshalling.

The User Interface provides a consistent experience across all versions of the application. Unified User Interface (UI) flow is provided with touch and non-touch variations. The OS and platform specific variations provide pop-up menus, toolbars, footers and soft keys. The User Interface is integrated with device applications such as Contacts and Calendar, and provides App2App APIs to support integration with other applications.

Fig. 6 shows an exemplary navigation interaction, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 7 shows additional sample navigation interaction, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 8 shows yet additional sample navigation interaction, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 9 shows an exemplary navigation session timeline, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 10 shows a high level architecture diagram, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 11 depicts redundancy of the NAVBuilder, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.
Fig. 12 shows another high level architecture diagram, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 13 shows exemplary server components, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Server components include Servlets, Master Servlet, Mux, and Service. The servlets are stateless worker processes that handle a single client request. The master servlet spawns worker processes to handle a specific type of client request (e.g., geocode). It manages servlet workers, providing both request queuing and flow-control. The Mux is an Edge gateway that manages client connections on a public listening port. It is responsible for routing messages between servlets and clients: 'target name'|<message payload>. It provides a simple round-robin load balancing for distributed servlet workers. Service is any program running on the server that is not a servlet or mux.

Multiple database schemas use an assortment of technologies, including Oracle Real Application Clusters (RAC), PostgreSQL, and SQLite. Caching is distributed to reduce load to the backend databases. A DB-proxy decouples critical features from potential database latency. A "DB Bypass Mode" provides fault-tolerance.

The user database 652 shown in Fig. 13 maps client devices to user preferences; supports recent/favorite places, messaging (e.g., Place Messages and MotD/OTA/EULA), and subscriptions.

The monitoring database 654 shown in Fig. 13 uses PostgreSQL. Every client transaction is recorded. Server metrics are recorded, and it is used for business intelligence. It preferably has operational alerting capabilities, and permits non-intrusive debugging of run-time anomalies.

The traffic database 656 shown in Fig. 13 tracks in-progress client navigations for notification. In the disclosed embodiment the traffic database 656 contains no traffic flow data, or traffic incident data.
A SearchBuilder database 658 shown in Fig. 13 stores dynamic search data, e.g., movies, events, weather, gas prices, traffic incident data, etc. It is used for a combination of spatial and temporal-spatial searches.

The points-of-interest database 660 shown in Fig. 13 stores point-of-interest search data. It uses stored-procedures for executing complex query logic. It supports queries that have both spatial and non-spatial criteria, and preferably supports customer-provided content (e.g., "custom-poi"). Some services may use a subset of this data via SQLite.

With respect to the databases 652-660, some data is accessible from any cluster running core services. Some data is read-only. This is generated by offline processes, such as vendor feeds or quarterly NAVTEQ updates. It can be stored as one copy per cluster or one copy per machine for reliability and performance. On the other hand, some data is write-only. This is transient, replaceable data, and 'precious' data that cannot be (easily) regenerated.

Fig. 14 shows an exemplary physical database layout, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

The databases include global data, e.g., the User DB 652 and the Traffic DB 656. The databases use Oracle 10g RAC for fault-tolerance, and EMC storage (RAID1 0).

Read-only databases include, e.g., the SearchBuilder DB 658, and the POI DB 660. Read-only databases use multiple instances of Oracle 10g, each one a copy of the others. SQLite uses one instance per machine that runs services using the read-only data.

Write-only databases include, e.g., the Monitoring DB 654. They use PostgreSQL. They store precious data immediately, from the service in which it was generated. For example, first time user, billing events, etc. It can be aggregated later via offline processes. For heavy data loads, write throughput is critical. They reduce disk I/O and apply 'best-effort' semantics for non-critical data.
Fig. 15 shows a Map Tile Server, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Dynamic map tile generation functions with no pre-rendered web tiles. It uses multi-tiered caching. Tiles are served immediately from front-end cache (if implemented). Metatile caching increases reusability of tiles without having to redraw the map. A Pre-caching tool loads popular areas during service initialization. A RESTful web-based interface increases accessibility.

Fig. 16 shows detailed architecture, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

AtlasBook USER INTERFACE (UI) FLOW

Fig. 17 shows a top level user interface flow for the carousel, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 18 shows exemplary user interface flow for application launch of the AtlasBook Navigator, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 19 shows exemplary user interface flow for voice recognition for Say Business, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 20 shows point of entry states, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 21 shows point of entry states for non-touch screen embodiments, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 22 shows exemplary user interface flow for landing zones, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 23 shows exemplary user interface top level flow for location selection, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.
Fig. 24 shows exemplary user interface flow for non-touch screen location wizard operation, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 25 shows exemplary user interface flow for touch screen location wizard operation, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 26 shows exemplary user interface flow for entry and acceptance of a license key, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 27 shows exemplary user interface flow relating to a user's account information, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 28 shows exemplary user interface flow relating to launch of AtlasBook Navigator from Contacts, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 29 shows exemplary user interface flow relating to launch of AtlasBook Navigator from Calendar, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 30 shows exemplary user interface flow relating to synchronization of Events, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 31 shows exemplary user interface flow relating to please wait screens, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 32 shows exemplary user interface flow relating to voice navigation for the feature Say Airport, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 33 shows exemplary user interface flow relating to voice navigation for the feature Say Address - Nuance, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.
Fig. 34 shows exemplary user interface flow relating to voice navigation for the feature Say Address (Vlingo), in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 35 shows exemplary user interface flow relating to launch of AtlasBook Navigator under a third party's trademark, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 36 shows exemplary user interface flow relating to launch of another embodiment of AtlasBook Navigator, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 37 shows exemplary user interface flow relating to a clickable embodiment of the Carousel, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 38 shows exemplary user interface flow for first time through (FTT) provisioning of the AtlasBook Navigator, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

In particular, as shown in Fig. 38, PROBES_EULA is shown during FTT. In a first case scenario, the user accepts launch of AtlasBook Navigator, the decision is remembered and the user is never required to read the EULA (license agreement) again. They can turn Share Traffic on and off at will. There is a small amount of non-EULA text added to the preferences screen, in a similar manner as for the traffic preferences.

In a second case scenario, the user declines launch of AtlasBook Navigator during FTT. In this scenario the Share Traffic preferences is not set to FALSE, there is the same small amount of text explaining the feature, written directly on the preferences screen. If and when the second case scenario user changes the preferences to Traffic ON, the PROBES_EULA is re-downloaded and presented with Accept/Decline buttons just as per FTT. If they accept, they will never see the EULA again and become like a first case scenario user. If on the other hand they decline, they will see the PROBES_EULA each time they try and turn traffic sharing ON until they eventually accept.
Fig. 39 shows exemplary user interface flow for SPG Storm/Curve2 type devices, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 40 shows exemplary user interface flow for SPG Calgary/Palm type devices, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 41 shows exemplary user interface flow for launch of an alternate embodiment of the AtlasBook Navigator, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 42 shows exemplary user interface flow for first time through (FTT) purchase of a license for use of an AtlasBook Navigator product, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 43 shows exemplary user interface flow for upgrade of the AtlasBook Navigator product & services from a map view, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 44 shows exemplary user interface flow for operation of a location wizard for selecting location, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 45 shows exemplary user interface flow for working through a user's account information, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 46 shows exemplary user interface flow in a Carousel view of the AtlasBook Navigator, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

The personal wireless navigation system is preferably compatible with the following operating environments: J2ME, Blackberry Java (native), Windows Mobile 6 - Professional (Pocket PC) and Standard (Smartphone) Editions, Brew 2.1.3, Brew 3.1.4, Mac OS X (iPhone), Android, Symbian (UIQ and S60), Linux, and Windows Mobile 7.
Fig. 47 shows a minimum device list for the form factors for AB and the personal wireless navigation system, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

The personal wireless navigation system is provided as two LBS applications - AtlasBook (AB) v5 and AtlasBook Navigator (ABN) v5, permitting a user to upgrade to or opt in/ opt out from AB v5 to ABN v5. AtlasBook v5 and AtlasBook Navigator v5 are two distinct products that are launched simultaneously as part of the total LBS eco-system. AtlasBook v5 provides flexibility for partners that continue to have non-GPS devices, as well as an economical and competitive solution to all mobile LBS applications.

The AtlasBook v5 (AB v5) personal wireless navigation system is marketed as a low price or even as a free application that is either preloaded or downloaded from a suitable server supporting the Telecommunication Systems/NIM website or other web shop. AB v5 provides local search including search for POI, weather, movies, events, traffic; plus mapping and static directions with tracking, but without 'guidance'.

The AtlasBook Navigator v5 (ABN v5) personal wireless navigation system provides all the capabilities of AB v5 plus real time turn-by-turn 'Navigation', including 'guidance' (recalculations, maneuver announcements unrelated to turns). Only ABN v5 provides traffic enabled navigation and offers the option for detour.

For a price AB v5 users may upgrade from AB v5 to ABN v5, for a single use, a day, for a month, per month, per year, etc.

"Initial Activation" refers to the first time AB is downloaded or activated (if preloaded). This refers to both scenarios where a branded version of AB is free or available for a fee.

A "purchase" is defined as activating idle functions of AB to provide full ABN functionality, without necessarily having to download any resource files or application files.
An "upgrade" is defined as downloading an additional application or files to the standard ABN that either provides users with additional functions or content.

In selected areas of the personal wireless navigation system, AB v5 notifies users about the benefits of purchasing the personal wireless navigation system and invites them to choose from a list of purchase options, such as: Purchase ABN for this one time; Purchase the personal wireless navigation system for a day; Purchase the personal wireless navigation system on a monthly subscription basis; Purchase the personal wireless navigation system for life of the device; or Purchase ABN for a 'custom defined period' (typically only used for sales demo and trial opportunities.)

AB v5 preferably includes all the application files for the full version of the personal wireless navigation system. When users purchase navigation and other functions of ABN v5, those functions are unlocked and any necessary resource files are downloaded from the Telecommunication Systems/NIM server as part of upgrading to the ABN v5 personal wireless navigation system. This allows the purchase process to be quicker than in the scenario where all the application files and resource files need to be downloaded.

Fig. 48 illustrates one avenue for purchasing the personal wireless navigation system, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

If a user chooses to terminate using navigation, those additional functionalities are once again locked, and users may continue using AB v5.

A user may upgrade their personal wireless navigation system to include premium functions and content. For instance, the personal wireless navigation system is designed such that either Telecommunication Systems/NIM or its partners can offer certain functions and content as premium functions and content for an additional fee, in one or more countries, where the data is available. Premium functions and content include (but are not limited to), for instance, traffic information used for navigation and mapping, 2D and 3D sliding maps, movies & events, weather, other?

To support the above, certain functionalities are configurable.
For instance, billing flexibility is provided. Today, "carrier" billing options (example BREW) are supported. In these models, users pay the carrier, either directly or indirectly, and billing issues are handled either by the carrier or a third party. The personal wireless navigation system includes support for several new billing requirements, including support for the sale of products that may be sold in any of the following scenarios: monthly recurring, daily (24 hour), or "session" - used for one navigation. In each of these scenarios, users have various options, including: pay by credit card or other billing service, add purchase to an existing mobile account, or purchase through a premium SMS message (in some situations). Billing also preferably supports demo capabilities, test accounts, and other no charge options.

The A B v5 personal wireless navigation system preferably includes options for potential users to perform the following:

- Discover the application on a web site(s).
- Use the site to determine whether the application is available to work on a specific device/network combination.
- Link to a service to set up payment options.
- Receive confirmation that the payment is accepted (email or SMS) along with a means to access an appropriate download of the application (suitable for the identified device).
- Download the application automatically.
- Easily access and start the downloaded application and link a proof of payment.

Fig. 49 illustrates an exemplary flow chart for a billing process, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Upgradable Location Based Services (LBS) Website

The personal wireless navigation system LBS website companion preferably includes the following new functionalities and enhancements to support and compliment the personal wireless navigation system mobile application:
In general, the AtlasBook personal wireless navigation system branded website is open to the public for:

1. POI mapping and search including gas prices.
2. Movies and events search.
3. View traffic on maps including incident data.
4. View and print static directions.
5. Place sharing to email addresses and any mobile phone (received as text).

For users who do have an AtlasBook Navigator personal wireless navigation system on their wireless phone, once they log in they preferably can do all the above plus:

6. Send place messages to all users with the personal wireless navigation system running on their wireless phone.
7. Synchronize recent searches and favorites between mobile and website.
8. Add their own POI categories.
9. Map a friend's response(s) to a GeoPoke(s) on a website.

Store front for purchasing and downloading the personal wireless navigation system - Website

The personal wireless navigation system website provides a page dedicated to purchasing and downloading the personal wireless navigation system (e.g., AB v5).

During the purchase process for the personal wireless navigation system, log-in accounts are preferably created for the users.

The personal wireless navigation system users have the option to individually sign on to the website using an account that was created for them during the purchase and download of the personal wireless navigation system. Certain capabilities such as mapping and POI search are available without purchase of ABN. Other capabilities such as synchronization are available to the valid ABN users only after they log-in.
The personal wireless navigation system preferably includes automatic speech recognition (ASR). The ASR solution includes the ability to speak addresses or ask for a POI, in a single utterance. The ASR capability uses vlingo as the primary provider. A generic solution that can be used by either vlingo, Nuance, etc. is more desirable, but the priority is for an ASR solution that supports vlingo.

ASR (automatic speech recognition) reduces the frequency that the user needs to touch the device, which is extremely useful to drivers. Speaking addresses or long words is easier than typing them on a handheld device. In operation, the user speaks the address, business name or category, and the spoken words are converted to text before the personal wireless navigation system conducts the search. If there is more than one match, preferably all possible matches are displayed so that the user can disambiguate.

The ASR powered by vlingo includes a very flexible "single utterance" type solution that enables a subscriber to speak an utterance on the top menu and either navigate to an address or select a POI from a list (category or name).

The ASR replaces the current top "local business" only ASR collection box on the top screen with a more generic capability that enables any address, airport name, or POI name or category to be spoken and appropriately decoded. It also creates a "disambiguation" option to enable the user to define the type of input, if the result of speech recognition could be more than one thing (most likely either an address or a location). An example of the earlier concept for disambiguation is attached, though a command option is possible.

Figs. 50A and 50B show an exemplary sequence when a user speaks a complete or partial address, the personal wireless navigation system processes the single utterance as a destination, and displays the processed text in the appropriate address fields, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.
As shown in Figs. 50A-50B, the user can type or speak the values, if any of them were processed incorrectly. The user then may press NAV or go to an options menu to perform another function.

Fig. 51 shows when the user speaks a POI category or name, the personal wireless navigation system processes the spoken word and displays the processed text in a 'What' field. The user can type or speak the term, if it was processed incorrectly, and then may press FIND to get an options menu to perform another function.

When the user speaks a POI category or name at an address or airport, the personal wireless navigation system first displays the spoken POI category or name, and then processes the spoken address or airport, and then displays the processed text in the 'What' field. The user may type or speak the term, if it was processed incorrectly. The user can then press FIND to get an options menu to perform another function.

The personal wireless navigation system also allows users to speak a movie title, event type such as 'Concerts' or event name such as 'Pageants of the Masters', and the personal wireless navigation system processes the spoken words similar to how it would process POI categories or names.

A merchant paid search functionality provides the ability to cover some data costs, and helps wireless operators and partners to potentially lower the subscription prices as price erosion catches up with mobile GPS Navigation. There are also benefits to the end users, as they see more relevant information about the POI and businesses that they are searching for.

In a given embodiment, it is recognized that some subscribers who search for a certain type POI, e.g., hotels, may be enrolled in several hotel rewards program and would find it useful to see only those brands. Likewise, some POIs and businesses would pay to present certain marketing or other retail information to a user requesting the POS. In one
example, user generated reviews and/or ratings about the POIs may be presented to the user.

The personal wireless navigation system may also show coupon information offered by the merchants.

Figs 52A and 52B show an exemplary "please wait" display area, in the given embodiment a gray area in the screen, recognized by the inventors herein to be a preferred area where an advertisement or other paid-for information may be placed within the screen.

As an example, the dimensions associated with the "please wait" gray area shown above in a PQVGA display are 176px wide by 40px high. In this given example, the user launches their application on their wireless device and selects execution of the navigation program. The user then selects a location they would like to navigate to. As soon as they select Nav, an integrated "Please Wait" screen is displayed with no visible delay. Since this is a navigation "Please Wait," the client preferably integrates a run of a paid-for network banner into the area otherwise normally comprising a "Please Wait" information screen.

When local search is performed using one of eight predetermined premium categories (traffic, restaurant, hotels, ATM, gas, weather, movies, events), the user launches the personal wireless navigation application and selects operation of the navigation application. The user then selects a location that they would like to navigate to. As soon as they select "Nav," the integrated "Please wait" screen is displayed without significant or visible delay. Because this is a specific category of the "Please wait" screen, the client may integrate paid-for information in a suitable banner appropriate to the keyword (category) into the area of the display previously displaying "Please wait."

As an example, when Local Search is performed using one of the other categories, the user launches the personal wireless navigation application and selects navigation. The user then selects a location that they would like to navigate to. As soon as they select Nav, the integrated "Please Wait" screen is displayed with no visible delay. Since this is a non-specified category "Please Wait," the client integrates a run of the network into the "Please Wait" screen.
In a given embodiment, premium placement advertising is displayed or otherwise appears only when a local search is performed, whether for a specific category or for all categories around a specific geographical location. The Telecommunication Systems/NIM server preferably passes as much information as possible to an Idearc server to get the most relevant advertisement response for the user's search criteria including location information, plus the category and/or sub category and/or any key words.

Fig. 53 shows an exemplary "Please Wait" screen with premium placement advertising.

In a preferred embodiment, the user has the ability to click on the display to see additional information as well as initiate a call to the location by pressing the call key on the handset.

In an example showing a premium placement local search use case, when Local Search is performed specifying a category and sub-category, the following occurs:

The user launches application and selects local search. Then the user selects a category (e.g., eating and drinking). The user then specifies a sub-category (e.g., Italian). Both eating and drinking as well as Italian are sent to the Idearc server along with the location. Thus, while Search Builder performs the POI results, all of this information is sent to Idearc's server and relevant or desired advertising results are obtained back by the personal wireless navigation system.

Continuing on, the geo information is provided back in the ad results and this information is used to calculate the Premium Placement ad's distance from the user. The search results are returned to the client and the first line item displayed is, e.g., "0.8 mi Olive Garden, <address>, <etc.>".

Other search results display in the standard distance order including Italian restaurants that are closer than the Olive Garden in this example. While distance is included in the banner, it is preferably not used to determine the placement within the display. In the preferred embodiment, the ad always appears in the same location, e.g., at the top.
Preferably the personal wireless navigation system website also provides paid merchant information including banner advertisement and premium placements, similar to how it is deployed on the mobile application.

The messaging capability of the personal wireless navigation system allows users to poke, referred to herein as "GeoPoke", their friends and request their location. Users are able to request friends' locations by composing and sending a place message that has the default greeting, e.g., "Where are you?" The recipient or recipients can respond with their GPS location. In this way, the messaging capability enhances social networking capabilities of the personal wireless navigation system.

Figs. 54A and 54B show when a geo poke or response to a geo-poke is received, it preferably includes brief information or a flag identifying the brand of the personal wireless navigation system to the receiver, such that the receiver knows that they are getting poked by someone who has a branded version of the personal wireless navigation system on their phone.

The same is supported via the website. In particular, the personal wireless navigation system users who sign in and had GeoPoked their friends from either the website or mobile application are able to get the response on the website, such that the location of the response (friend's location) is displayed on the map, as well as any text responses that the friend appended to the GeoPoke response.

Fig. 55 shows that when a geo poke or response to a geo-poke is received, it includes brief information or a flag identifying the brand of the personal wireless navigation system to the receiver; such that the receiver knows that they are getting poked by someone who has a branded version of the personal wireless navigation system on their phone.

Conventional place messaging and GeoPoking is only possible within the same brand of personal wireless navigation system, e.g., within AtlasBook v4. In accordance with the invention, place messaging in the personal wireless navigation system is enabled cross brand / cross platform, cross carrier. This is because competitive mobile LBS applications including Telmap and
telenav enable users on different carriers to share locations. In the personal wireless navigation system, place messaging capability is extended to enable cross branded products to be able to send and receive place messages cross platforms (WM, Brew, J2ME, BB-J2ME, etc.), cross carriers.

Fig. 55 shows an example where a AAA Mobile user on an AT&T network receives a place message from a Your Navigator user on the US Cellular network, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Traffic Probes

The personal wireless navigation system uploads the speed of its users to Telecommunication System/NIM servers, and the information is processed and made available as real time traffic data. The personal wireless navigation system samples and logs the speed of the user based on traffic partner requirements and uploads them to optimize the usage of network resources. In this way near-real-time GPS traffic probe data may be achieved.

Users of the personal wireless navigation system may be prompted with the option to provide their speed information and other information while they drive to enhance traffic based navigation. This may be accomplished via pop up as a new EULA extension. This option may be accepted or modified by each carrier as required to meet user privacy requirements.

For "approved" users, during operation, the system collects information on actual travel speeds for road segments. These speeds are stored in a file for transmission to Telecommunication Systems/NIM servers at points during product operation. The transmission of this information is preferably automatic, requiring no user intervention. At a minimum the information preferably comprises: LAT/LON, plus direction of travel and speed, and the date/time for each collection. Preferably, to ensure privacy of users, no information that could identify the user is transmitted in this regard.

The number of samples is determined based on traffic partner requirements. The primary goal is not to impact perceived system performance
for the user. An ancillary goal is not to burden the network with extraneous data transmission.

Particular NAVTEQ Requirements are met based on "hard" probe data, with fixed devices in commercial vehicles. Particular NAVTEQ information collected by the Traffic probe includes:

- The handle remains anonymous.
- Latitude (5 decimal place precision).
- Longitude (5 decimal place precision).
- Speed (e.g., in kilometers per hour).
- Heading (in degrees, 0 degrees = North).
- Timestamp of observation (year, month, date, hour, minute, second, (e.g., in GMT)).
  - Timing.
  - Frequency of collection. In the preferred embodiment, each data point is collected once every 15 seconds and stored on the device until transmission back to a central server.
  - Transmission periodicity. In the preferred embodiment, the collected data is transmitted back to a central server on a 15 minute interval (or shorter interval to the extent the carrier infrastructure can support a higher frequency of transmission). At each 15 minute interval (or shorter interval to the extent the infrastructure can support a higher frequency of transmission), the saved data points are placed into a single packet and transmitted back to a central server.

A traffic probe web service allows Traffic.com to collect and manage anonymous probe related data. Preferably a single anonymous handle, or reference string, is associated with each point within a single packet, though it need not be the same from one packet to the next. Anonymous reference strings are unique for every packet. There is thus no persistent link between data points and the device from which they originate. An exemplary method is sendProbeData, which is an
asynchronous method which accepts multiple, anonymous probe data readings for Traffic corn's consumption.

The Authentication Web Service provides access to user and web service client login using a method called authenticateWebServiceClient. authenticateWebServiceClient authenticates the web service client and returns a client context.

The schema represents the structure of the data in the traffic probe web services. The scheme WebServiceClientContext.xsd is used for web service client authentication, and enables Traffic.com to secure access to web services based on the client making the calls.

Probe.xsd represents the probe related data types.

ProbeData represents anonymous probe device, location, heading and speed data

GlobalPosition represents the global positioning data.

GeoLocation represents latitude and longitude.

An application tray is established on the wireless device to conveniently permit selection of various location based programs. In the present invention the branding is called "NAVBuilder version 5" or "NAVBuilder v5." NAVBuilder v5 version is for the same platforms, from which device specific extensions can be derived, for 3rd party application development targeting multiple carriers. Additionally, App2App and Web2App APIs are supported.

Other device applications support LBS functionality, and thus the same navigation application is leveraged whether integrated or invoked by the application. App2App and Web2App APIs enable 3rd party developers to invoke AtlasBook Navigator v5 from other device applications, WAP application, or Web application.

NAVBuilder for v5 is preferably delivered as an SDK, supporting multiple platforms and carriers without modification to the core architecture. If there are limitations to delivering a single SDK, it is necessary to support SDKs for the following platforms: C-based (Windows Mobile, iPhone, BREW, Linux, Symbian) and Java (Blackberry, J2ME).
The NAVBuilder APIs support allowing the user to create a user interface (UI) that conforms to the graphical user interface (GUI) of the parent application, as well as, offer 3rd parties the capability to use the existing graphical user interface (GUI).

As an example, one 3rd party has an application that does not use text boxes, as shown in the example below. NAVBuilder for v5 allows the developer to create a GUI that has a similar look and feel to the parent application. The NavBuilder, App2App, and Web2App is delivered as four components: libraries supported by APIs in core platform, internal specifications, 3rd party documentation, and sample code.

NAVBuilder preferably supports multiple APIs, such as: Navigation; Plan Trip; Localization Preferences; Address Lookup; and Preferences.

The exemplary Navigation API supports all features of AtlasBook Navigator 5 including: Real-time, turn-by-turn driving directions; Support for resuming an interrupted navigation session; Automatic re-routing; GPS-based navigation; Voice prompts; display of traffic information; and detour options including trip update and trip summary using traffic data.

The Plan Trip API supports all features of AtlasBook Navigator 5 including: user input to select start and destination locations, trip settings, and how they use traffic; and user capability to reverse trip.

The Local Search API supports all features of AtlasBook Navigator 5 to search for POIs by name or by category around a specific point, along a route, or in a certain direction.

The Maps API supports all features of AtlasBook Navigator 5 for downloading and rendering, both 2D and 3D sliding vector maps, 3D Perspective View, Sliding vector maps, and support for Traffic alerts overlay.

The Localization Preferences API supports user options to select languages and maps, as specified in country support for AtlasBook Navigator 5.

The Address Lookup API supports all features of AtlasBook Navigator 5 for finding the address or intersection of given coordinates or finding the coordinates of a given address or intersection. The following information is
supported: Street name and number in any sequence, city, state, zip code, and country.


App2App supports all features supported for the conventional version 4 plus new features supported in AtlasBook V5 Navigator including Internationalization and new route types (e.g., pedestrian).

WebApp supports all features supported for V4 plus new features supported in AtlasBook V5 Navigator including Internationalization.

When users run the navigation program, they always have the ability to benefit from the program's primary purpose, providing route guidance, the product's primary purpose. Thus, through NAVBuilder, other functions run without suspension of navigation on the mobile device providing the personal wireless navigation system. For instance, if a navigation session is running, and if a user views a traffic summary including any traffic incidents, map of route, etc., the navigation session continues to run.

It is preferable, though not absolutely required, to perform some functions such as POI search and sharing without suspending navigation. For instance, if a user decides to search for POI, or view the traffic summary, maneuver announcements continue to play, and once the user returns to any of the three navigation view modes, the information on the screen is maintained up to date.

As another example, if a user is navigating and then decides to do any of the actions (such as viewing traffic summary; viewing an incident detail; viewing a map of the route, map of incident, or map of a step along the route; conducting a local search; or composing and sending a place message), the navigation continues to run, to play maneuver announcements, recalculate an announcement if necessary, and/or adjust the trip parameters in the background until the user returns to the navigation screen.
The personal wireless navigation system preferably displays an immediately required section of the route quickly by utilizing 'data streaming' to illustrate the first few segments of the route. For example, if the navigation system starts up while the personal wireless navigation system is "on-route," the first maneuver map and announcement is preferably displayed quickly, e.g., within 3 seconds after the user presses NAV. If the personal wireless navigation system starts up while the mobile device is "off-route," the first maneuver map and announcement is also preferably displayed quickly, e.g., within 3 seconds after the user presses NAV.

Thereafter, the personal wireless navigation system continues to download the remaining portion of the route in the background - regardless of whether it is a short route or long route. If it's a longer route, it takes a while for the first announcement to play as the mobile application waits until the entire route is downloaded, before the first maneuver announcement is played. But the personal wireless navigation system displays the start of the route quicker, e.g. within a maximum of 3 to 5 seconds, depending on an on-route versus off-route condition.

The personal wireless navigation system uses similar techniques to streaming video download, by displaying and playing the first few maneuver announcements and displaying the first few maneuvers while the application downloads the information necessary to render the rest of the route which includes segments that users will not encounter for some time.

If a user decides to look ahead while the personal wireless navigation system displays the first few segments of the route and is in process of downloading the remaining segments, the look-ahead screen informs users that the information is being retrieved.

Similarly, if a user decides to view a trip summary or a traffic summary, the personal wireless navigation system displays a screen indicating that the information is being retrieved.

The personal wireless navigation system uses better position estimation between fixes and in poor coverage areas (tunnels & building
canyons) in deterministic areas, with simple cases. In this way the user experience is enhanced in poor coverage areas so that the personal wireless navigation system becomes more competitive with on-board solutions.

In doing this, the personal wireless navigation system uses current speed to estimate upcoming position and cache the parameters in the event that the driver enters areas with poor coverage. The personal wireless navigation system also utilizes secondary sensors, if available.

For instance, if a driver enters a tunnel, the personal wireless navigation system is unable to get a GPS fix. Nevertheless, based on sampled speed values, the personal wireless navigation system estimates the driver's position, and preferably any maneuver announcement that needs to be played, including announcement of any impending exit inside the tunnel or immediately after the tunnel, as the device may not have ample time to get a fix and update the information on the screen in time for the driver to prepare for the maneuver.

Preferably the distance to the maneuver is counted down (e.g., with a background in color yellow instead of color teal).

For an off-route start up case, the personal wireless navigation system provides enhanced navigation by guiding the user without recalculation, in the event that the user takes a different exit or driveway to get towards the main route, while continuing to show the user's progress towards the start of the suggested route.

Users in an off-route start up case may not always take the suggested driveway or exit to get to the main road. To reduce the necessary number of recalculations, the personal wireless navigation system has more information about the start up location and guides the user toward the start of the route. The inventive personal wireless navigation system uses maps to guide the user toward the start of the route without the need to recalculate a new route. Thus, e.g., if a user exits a plaza from a different road that that which was expected, the personal wireless navigation system does not recalculate, but instead guides the user toward the suggested route.
With the underlying assumption that 3D-Perspective view is the default navigation view mode, for an off-route start up case, the personal wireless navigation system displays 3D perspective view of the user's position oriented such that the start of the route is located at the top of the screen. As the user (which is represented by an avatar on the display) moves toward the start of the route, and eventually gets on the route, the 3D perspective maps is oriented and slides accordingly. The screen also displays all residual information, i.e., total travel time, total distance, traffic gauge, as well as distance to the start of the route, compass heading, GPS availability, and the upcoming maneuver type (left turn versus right turn).

If the '2D-Top View' is set as the navigation view mode, then the off-route start up case is also displayed in '2D-Top View' mode. If "Dashboard" is the navigation view mode, then the start up case will be a 2D map, and as soon as the user gets to the start of the route, the screen switches to dashboard view mode.

The vector maps during navigation displays the point of interest (POI) icons of the most relevant POIs along the route on a sliding navigation map.

For the 3D and 2D navigation view modes, the personal wireless navigation system downloads the POI information and displays their respective icons for the most relevant POIs along the route, e.g., food, gas, lodging, and rest areas. Each time the personal wireless navigation system mobile application downloads new vector information for rendering, it downloads the POI details for these categories as well.

Fig. 56 shows an exemplary touch screen device where a user can click on an icon, and details relating to the clicked-on POI are displayed, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

The following POI categories are displayed on 3D or 2D modes for car navigation: Eating & drinking; gas stations, lodging, public parking, and rest stops. In other modes, e.g., in Pedestrian mode, the displayed POI categories are different, e.g., restaurants; coffee shops; bars; public restrooms, and ATM's.
The preferred POI for display may be changed. In particular, a setting may be added under 'Preferences' to either allow users their desired (5) POI categories, or allow users to select from a predefined theme of categories, each encompassing the most relevant POI category for the respective theme. As examples, a "Business Travel" POI category includes: car rental return; train/shuttle/bus stops; gas stations; copy/mailing centers; and hotels. A "Tourist - Pedestrian" POI category includes: shopping centers; coffee shops; train/bus stops; restaurants & bars; museums, galleries and historical sites; public restrooms; and ATMs. A "Road Travel" category includes: gas stations; rest areas; auto repair; restaurants; historical sites, museums and vista points; and hotels & motels. A "Weekend On The Town" category includes: weekend specials - stores with discounts, blow out sale (merchant paid search); eating & drinking (specializing in new openings); street festivals & fairs; public parking; and ATMs. A "Commuter" category includes: gas stations; coffee shops; restaurants; fast food; and ATMs. (Note the possibility to overlap POIs within multiple categories.)

A user is able to remove and thus disable any or all POI categories from showing on the navigation maps or screens. The capability to display specific POI categories is also available via Follow Me Map, and Map of Route, and Map of Step.

The personal wireless navigation system preferably supports time based turn restrictions for all road types including HOV lanes. For instance, whenever the personal wireless navigation system calculates a route, it uses the time tables attached to each segment with turn restriction, and returns a route that avoids all segments that the user will not be able to traverse, given the expected travel time window.

Time-based high occupancy vehicle (HOV) lane support is also preferably provided. For instance, if a user has explicitly chosen to avoid HOV lanes, the personal wireless navigation system will honor this user preference setting when the HOV rules are enforced. Otherwise they are ignored and such
lanes may be part of the route if it yields the optimal route given the remaining rules and/or restrictions.

Time-based turn restriction is supported by the personal wireless navigation system in consideration of all route segments that qualify during the expected time of travel therethrough.

The personal wireless navigation system provides real time notification for other road attributes as drivers approach, e.g., toll plazas, areas where cameras are installed, tunnels, and ferry docks.

The attribute icon displays the speed limit for the segment, so that the driver can compare it to the actual speed on the odometer at a glance.

The personal wireless navigation system displays an icon representing each attribute type on each navigation or look-ahead screen, e.g., speed limit, camera zone, tunnels, or ferry docks. Preferably the personal wireless navigation system provides distinct audible and/or visual notification for each such attribute type.

For instance, the personal wireless navigation system may also be configured to notify the driver if they are sensed to be going faster than the posted speed limit. Alternatively a compliance buffer of, e.g., specified as a percentage such as 14%, or as a mph such as 9 miles per hour, may be configured so that the driver is not notified unless exceeding the posted speed limit plus a given compliance buffer for that speed.

Drivers and their passengers may require extra time to prepare as they approach areas with attributes requiring potential action by the driver, for instance camera zones in which the driver should become more attentive to their surroundings. In such a case, the personal wireless navigation system provides notification of a given camera zone. For instance, the personal wireless navigation system notifies drivers with a suitable announcement such as "Warning! Traffic camera ahead!" in advance, as they approach a traffic camera zone (or a stop light camera, or speed camera, etc.): The rules for timing of this announcement are similar to the rules for announcing an upcoming maneuver.
The notification also sets an expectation for the driver that the application may behave differently based on the attribute that they are about to encounter, e.g., an impending tunnel requiring potential action by the driver. The timing of a maneuver announcement relating to the impending tunnel may be different in anticipation of areas with poor coverage.

As another example, the personal wireless navigation system may notify a driver with a suitable audio announcement such as "Approaching Tunnel in <X> miles (yards or feet)!" in advance, as they approach the relevant tunnel. Rules for timing of this announcement are similar to the rules for announcing an upcoming maneuver. These rules are augmented by enhancement requirements to navigation in areas with poor coverage.

In a similar vein, if there is a toll plaza at a tunnel entrance, then the personal wireless navigation system uses a toll plaza notification announcement followed by the tunnel notification announcement, and the attribute icon toggles back and forth in intervals of, e.g., 3 seconds or more.

These features increase the usefulness of the personal wireless navigation system, particularly as it offers some basic features found in conventional portable navigation devices (PNDs) and in-car navigation systems, but adds significantly thereto. Some early features of the personal wireless navigation system were deployed in earlier versions in Nordisk Navigator in Europe.

For 3D and 2D, an attribute icon is displayed at the top center portion of the screen so that it does not interfere with the rules for displaying the other indicators - compass, GPS availability, and traffic alerts.

Finally, the personal wireless navigation system provides a configurable setting to disable/enable any or all of the alert types.

Ferry docks may require certain functions of the application such as TBT navigation to not be available while the user is on the ferry. The personal wireless navigation system includes a ferry dock notification that notifies a driver with a suitable announcement such as the following announcement in advance, as they approach a given ferry dock: "Approaching Ferry Dock, in <X> miles
The rules for the timing of this announcement are similar to the rules for announcing an upcoming maneuver.

The personal wireless navigation system provides users the option to view follow me maps in 3D perspective or 2D top view, similar to a user experience found in conventional portable navigation devices and in-car navigation systems. The options menu for the Follow me map includes the option for changing view mode from 3D (default) to 2D. The default setting for the follow me map may be 3D for some branded versions of the personal wireless navigation system, in order to be consistent with expected user experience, and provider requirements. On the other hand, the default setting for the Follow me map may be 2D for other branded versions of the personal wireless navigation system, particularly if users explicitly select 'Pedestrian' mode.

The personal wireless navigation system includes an enhanced pedestrian navigation function which provides a top view mode, similar to 'Follow Me Map' behavior, higher zoom levels, and bread crumbs, just to name a few examples. To provide good pedestrian navigation, the pedestrian navigation of the personal wireless navigation system meets the requirements of a typical pedestrian, which is different from a driver. Therefore, the pedestrian navigation behavior and use cases are significantly different from those for automobile navigation.

Conventional portable and in-car navigation products provide a traffic alert announcement just once for any given incident or congestion. The personal wireless navigation system uses a rule to re-announce a past traffic alert announcement at least one more time. This re-announcement rule is based on several conditions, including: the distance traveled from the point when the first announcement was played; the distance to the location of traffic alert; the time that has elapsed since the first announcement was played; and/or a logical combination of above..

Conventional portable and in-car navigation products use the same announcement for alerts regardless of which side of the road the incident or
congestion is at. The personal wireless navigation system uses a distinct, unique announcement type for a reported incident or congestion that is on the opposite side or direction of the road on the users’ route. Example unique announcement types for an alert relating to the opposite direction of the road includes:

"Traffic congestion ahead in X miles on eastbound <road name>”, used when the user is approaching congestion from a westbound direction.

"Traffic incident ahead in X miles on westbound <road name>”, used when the user is approaching congestion from an eastbound direction.

"Traffic congestion ahead for the next X miles on northbound <road name>”, used when the user is approaching congestion from a southbound direction, etc.

Wherever necessary, the personal wireless navigation system uses the 3D engines of the hardware such as OpenGL ES 1.0 to support 3D graphics with improved performance - if and only if the architecture for the personal wireless navigation system mobile application can benefit from them.

Enhanced Trip Summary Screen

On selected devices with larger screens, an enhanced trip summary screen is used to provide trip summary information illustrated such that it looks more like an automobile dashboard rather than a page full of text.

Fig. 57 shows an exemplary enhanced trip summary screen, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Faster Rendering of Maps

In the personal wireless navigation system, when a user pans the map, the application responds quickly by panning the map instantly, and getting or drawing the new areas of the map. In conventional portable or in-car navigation systems, the application waits before the complete display area is rendered or downloaded, before it shows the result to the user. Also, when the user pans, the screen does not refresh instantly and waits until the new map is
loaded. The present inventors have realized that this is not an optimum user experience as people in general expect immediate response to panning.

The personal wireless navigation system in accordance with the principles of the present invention provides immediate response on the map. As soon as the user input requests moving the map, the map pans in the respective direction (pressing a button, tapping on screen, or dragging on screen). Thereafter, as shown in Fig. 58, the personal wireless navigation system displays new map information, as it becomes available.

The personal wireless navigation system leverages the native controls of the device platform, and integrates with native applications and services, including Windows Mobile platforms. Supported native features include: Menu, Cut, copy and paste, Combo boxes with pull down menus, Buttons, Messaging APIs, List view, Scroll bar enable/disable, Month calendar, Progress/Status Bar, Tool Bar Controls, Contacts API, and Calendar API. This applies as well to UI enhancements including the use of combo boxes with pull down menus, buttons, list view, scroll bar, tool bar controls.

The personal wireless navigation system implements scalable graphics. For instance, icon size, fonts and text spacing is designed for scalability to reduce porting time. The Icon size, fonts and text spacing is determined based on the design guidelines of each device or defined as a percentage of the screen size and dimensions used for spacing.

The personal wireless navigation system preferably meets requirements of the Windows Hopper test. The personal wireless navigation system implemented in a Windows Mobile environment meets requirements of Microsoft Logo Certification.

The personal wireless navigation system handles selection and/or switching between portrait and landscape display modes for all target platforms, taking into consideration accelerometer values and/or other hardware settings. Some mobile devices require the application to function only in portrait or landscape mode. All features and functions of the personal wireless navigation system application operate seamlessly in both orientations.
Landscape only mode orientation supports buttons or keys on the left edge or right edge. The default in the preferred embodiment supports buttons or keys on the right edge.

When changing orientation in a map screen, the displayed map redraws without sending a request to the server.

All settings and configuration information resides within Preferences.

Fig. 59 shows a table identifying where in the application users can change specific options, and whether the change will be permanent (i.e., ✓ = Sticky) or temporary (X = non-sticky).

User selection controls have a similar look and feel regardless of the platform. The user selection controls provide a good user experience whether on touch screen or non-touch devices. For non-touch screen devices, user input controls are accomplished through use of a trackball, D-Pad, or rocker and LSK and RSK.

User selection controls are easily identifiable, meaning that the user implicitly knows what the function of the control. For example, a shortcut key identified as Map indicates to the user that upon selection, the application downloads a map of the selected item.

For touch screen devices, there is preferably enough spacing between controls to prevent users from accidentally selecting unintended items.

Lines is used in lists (contact list, call list, etc) to separate rows if list items contain more than one line. For example, category lists and airport lists do not have line separators. Rather, results screens containing the name on one line and details on a second line has line separators.

The graphics for a footer toolbar/shortcut keys/commands in the personal wireless navigation system are preferably similar to the toolbar footer used throughout the device. It is preferred that numbering of menu lists and options lists be omitted in the personal wireless navigation system for touch screen devices and smartphone devices. Instead, either a small icon
representing the function replaces what would otherwise be numbering, or no bulleted is used at all.

The width of each row or field (text entry field and drill own field) is the same as the pixel width implemented by the OEM device manufacturer in given OEM screens.

For personal wireless navigation system devices with touch screen support, the personal wireless navigation system utilizes a touch interface throughout the application for selecting functions, executing commands and

The personal wireless navigation system supports larger fingertip targets for user interface controls. The layout of the application is modified to accommodate larger icons and list text to prevent accidental activation of the wrong control. The application has greater spacing between menu and list items. This spacing is typically defined by the OEM, carrier, or as a percentage of the display area of the device. Preferably there are no highlighted states when the application launches its home page.

The personal wireless navigation system uses single gestures such as swipe, drag, click, flick as appropriate to provide functions such as scrolling up and down and panning left and right through the entire list on the screen.

Gestures are specific movements performed by users to get specific results. Gestures are used to mimic actions typically used with a mouse or keyboard. Gestures can be used to navigate through the application, change screens, drill down to detailed information, zoom, panning, etc. The personal wireless navigation system supports the native gestures of the platform. Supported gestures include: touch/tap; touch and hold; and touch and drag.

**Touch/Tap** - Touch or tap requires the user to briefly contact the screen in one location. A touch/tap selects an item or invokes an action. It is also preferably used to position the cursor for text entry. Touch sequence: DOWN, UP for 250 ms - 500ms. The screen types and the action associated with a Touch/Tap include: main menu icons; second layer list or icons; search results; and shortcut keys.
Main menu icons perform a drill down action to the next layer. Second layer list or icons perform a drill down action to the next layer. Search Results highlights the item, and shortcut keys invoke the action, i.e. navigates, maps, displays local search options, displays place message options, etc.

If the user touches or taps an inactive area of the display, there is no action.

**Touch and Hold** - A touch and hold is a touch that lasts more than, e.g., 500 ms. The screen types and the action associated with a touch and hold includes: main menu icons; second layer list or icons; search results; and shortcut keys.

**Touch and Drag** - The user touches, holds, and moves their finger without losing contact with the screen. The item touched moves in the direction of the motion of the finger. A touch and drag gesture is used to scroll a list of items either up or down. The screen will move in the direction of the drag. Exemplary types of screens using a touch and drag gesture include: a 'Category' list; 'Recent Searches'; 'Favorites'; 'Airport'; 'Address Book' list; 'Messaging - Inbox' list; 'Messaging - Outbox' list; 'Movies - ...'; 'Events - ...'; and 'Preferences - Country'.

Fig. 60 shows the Zoom slider using a touch and drag gesture, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

As shown in Fig. 60, a user touches, holds, and moves their finger without losing contact with the screen. In response, the zoom slider moves up or down in the direction of the motion of their finger.

The map display uses a touch and drag gesture (panning) to enable the user to change the viewing area of the map. To accomplish this a user touches and holds; and moves their finger in any direction, without losing contact with the screen. In response, the map moves in the direction of the motion of their finger.

A zoom bar displays on the right side of the map on all non-navigation maps. The user can change the zoom level by touching and
dragging the zoom slider, or by selecting the +/- icons above and below the zoom bar.

**Swipe/Flick** - A swipe or flick is a unidirectional gesture used to contact the screen in a quick swiping or flicking motion. The screen scrolls in direct response to the swipe or flick of the finger in the same direction with speed based on the speed of motion before release. The screen movement continues until speed decelerates or the user touches the screen to stop the motion.

**Horizontal Swipe/Flick** - A horizontal swipe is used for navigating to the next or previous item of detail screens. The current screen will move in the direction of the swipe, and the next screen will appear one at a time. The motion will continue until the next screen is fully visible. This feature is used to 'page' through "details" screens of the application.

Fig. 61 shows the user interface (UI) flow for a MOVIE... RESULTS/MOVIE DETAILS. Horizontal Swipe sequence: DOWN, GESTURE sequence.

**Vertical Swipe/Flick** - A vertical swipe is used for a fast inertia-based scroll such as quickly scrolling up or down a screen or list. The screen moves quickly in the direction of the swipe and eventually slows down and stops. This gesture is used in the application to scroll up or down list items. An exemplary vertical swipe sequence: DOWN, GESTURE. When the user gets to the top or the bottom of the list, their screen displays a 'bouncing' animation that signals to the user that they are at the top or bottom of the list. Screens supporting the vertical swipe gesture are classified by 'search results' or lists. Exemplary screens include: a 'Category' list; 'Recent Searches' Results; 'Favorites' Results; 'Airport' List; 'Address Book'/Contacts list; 'Messaging - Inbox' list; 'Messaging - Outbox' list; 'Movies - Now Playing, Coming Soon, In Theaters, Theaters, Search Results List; and 'Events Results List.

In general the elements used on the screen to illustrate gestures mimic the native illustrations gestures as much as possible.

Fig. 62 shows dragging up and down support use instead of a scroll bar. The personal wireless navigation system uses a floating bar (with no track
and no arrows at the top or bottom of the track) that illustrates proximity to either end of any list; e.g., search result list, Recent Searches list, etc.

When in the navigation screen, the user is able to drag up and down to switch between the navigation view and the upcoming turn view.

If drag support is not available in the particular host device for the personal wireless navigation system then the scroll bar is present at a width of, e.g., 24 pixels.

The swiping gesture is used to support scrolling back and forth through: details screens; POI search results; movie search results; event search results; recent searches and favorites; weather for each day; navigation screens; look ahead screens; trip summary screen; and traffic summary screens.

The navigation application supports box-out/box-in and slide-in/slide-out transitions.

A box-out/box-in transition is used in response to leaving the main menu and going back to the main menu.

Leaving the main menu (box-out) to any of the immediate landing screens: navigation, local search, movies & events, messages, maps & traffic, and my places.

Fig. 63A shows a box-out transition, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 63B shows a box-in transition, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 63C shows a slide-in/slide-out transition, e.g., used in response to moving from one screen and moving from search details, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

In particular a slide-in/slide-out transition is used when moving from one screen with menu list to the subsequent screen if the landing screen is a screen with: menu; text entry and/or category selection fields; radio buttons; and check boxes. In the given example the transition is from left to right as one drills down, and from right to left as one goes back.
A slide-in/slide-out transition is used when moving from a search details screen to the next, if the next is, e.g.,: POI search details; favorites and recent searches; movie details; weather details; and navigation screen. A slide-in/slide-out transition is also used if moving from a traffic screen to look ahead screen.

There may be transition exclusions. For instance, in the exemplary embodiment there are no transition requirements for pop ups, wait screens, display of maps, zooming in or out, or panning.

Help text is simplified and applied to areas of the application that may not be intuitive to the user. Examples of these screens include: plan trip; movie search; event search; new message; and detour options.

The personal wireless navigation system implements a device menu feature that launches whether using the device soft 'Menu' key or device hardware 'Menu' key. Specific elements of the device menu include the ability to switch application, and show symbols (RIM devices); and the ability to exit the personal wireless navigation system application (Windows Mobile).

Selecting an item from the Menu invokes the action in the Menu. For example, selecting 'Navigate' starts a navigation session, selecting 'Map' downloads a map centered on the specified location, selecting 'Add to Favorites' saves the location information to Favorites, and selecting 'Close' takes the user to the previous screen. If the user selects 'Close' after entering text in a text entry screen, the application prompts an appropriate message, e.g., "Changes will be lost. Go back anyway?"

The personal wireless navigation system enables users to cut, copy and paste text from other applications into the Navigator text entry fields and vice versa. The options for cut, copy and paste are available in the application 'Menu'.

To copy or cut, the user is able to select the item by touching and highlighting the selected text, selecting the menu, and selecting copy or cut. For Windows Mobile devices, the user touches and holds on the text area to launch the cut, copy, paste dialog box.
To paste, the user touches the text entry field, selects menu, then selects paste.

The following areas of the personal wireless navigation system support cut, copy, and paste:

- **Navigation**
  - Address
  - Intersection
  - Home/Edit
  - Work/Edit
- **Local Search**
  - What
- **Movie Search**
  - What
- **Event Search**
  - What
- **Messaging**
  - New Message/To
  - Place/Address
  - Place/Intersection
  - Message
- **Search**
- **Maps & Traffic**
  - Map Location/Address
  - Map Location/Intersection
  - Traffic/Address
  - Traffic/Intersection
  - Weather/Address
  - Weather/Intersection
- **My Places**
  - Favorites/Add/Address
  - Favorites/Add/Intersection
Windows Mobile and Blackberry devices support multi-tasking, meaning that when other applications are used, the Navigator application on the personal wireless navigation system continues to operate on the device. For Windows Mobile users, the application icon appears in the task manager. For Blackberry devices, the application icon appears in the switch applications menu.

If the personal wireless navigation system receives a voice call during a navigation or follow-me map session, Navigation continues to run in the background, unless it is not supported by hardware or its carrier. If not supported by the device, if the user answers the call, the navigation session is suspended until the voice call ends. Once the voice call ends, the navigation session resumes (preferably by forcing a recalculate) including recalculating the route.

If the personal wireless navigation system is downloading a map when a voice call is received, the map download is terminated. When the user ends the call, the user receives an appropriate pop-up message, e.g., "Could not process your request due to voice call. Please try again", along with the appropriate error code. When the user presses 'OK', the map downloading is retried.

When using a media player, the navigation or follow-me map continues to update GPS. Voice prompts continue. However, the media player may be paused for navigation announcements. This is dependent on the priority settings of the OEM. Alternatively, it may be a configurable feature of the personal wireless navigation system.

For all other applications, the navigator runs in the background, until the user exits the application running in foreground, or pulls the personal wireless navigation system to the foreground. Voice prompts are heard upon upcoming maneuvers or announcements.

The personal wireless navigation system provides an alarm clock. In operation, when the navigator application is in the foreground, upon receipt of an alarm event, the alarm event goes to the foreground and the navigator
application runs in the background, providing voice prompts until the user takes action to dismiss the alarm event. Upon dismissal of the alarm event, the navigator application returns to the foreground.

If during a navigation session the personal wireless navigation system goes outside a service area, as long as the user does not go off route, the application continues to provide turn-by-turn voice prompts. If the user goes off route, the application tries to recalculate, but pops up an error message.

The personal wireless navigation system application terminates upon an insufficient memory event. For instance, a pop-up error message is displayed indicating "insufficient system memory or resources" or the like.

A low battery event may impact GPS capability. In such a situation, the personal wireless navigation system may not be able to get a fix, impacting searching, mapping, and navigation based on GPS location. The personal wireless navigation system displays a low battery event to the user and preferably informs them of the impact to the GPS capability.

The personal wireless navigation system application terminates upon device power off, device reset, or factory reset.

The navigation application continues to operate when a universal serial bus (USB) device is connected or disconnected.

The personal wireless navigation system application detects when a hardware keyboard is open. If the hardware keyboard is open, the software keyboard does not launch when the text entry field is selected. Instead, the user is permitted to enter text with the hardware keyboard. On the other hand, when the personal wireless navigation system application detects that the hardware keyboard is closed, the software keyboard launches when the text entry field is selected, permitting the user to enter text with the soft keyboard.
When the navigator application of the personal wireless navigation system is in the foreground, upon receipt of an incoming e-mail event, the user has the option to immediately respond to the event. If the user does not immediately respond, the navigator application continues to run in foreground, providing voice prompts. If the user opts to view the incoming e-mail, the navigation application continues to run but in background, continuing to provide voice prompts as required. Once the user dismisses the e-mail application, the navigation application returns to the foreground.

When the navigator application of the personal wireless navigation system is in the foreground, upon receipt of a short messaging system (SMS) event, the user has the option to immediately respond to the SMS event. If the user does not immediately respond, the navigator application continues to run in the foreground, providing voice prompts. If the user opts to view the incoming SMS message, the navigation application continues to run in the background, continuing to provide voice prompts as required. Once the user dismisses the SMS application, the navigation application returns to the foreground.

The navigation application of the personal wireless navigation system continues to operate when ActiveSync starts or stops.

During a navigation session, if the user selects the 'Back' softkey or hardware key and selects 'Yes' when receiving the pop-up "Stop Navigation? Are you sure you want to stop navigation?" Navigation stops, and no GPS fixes are taken. Navigation also stops when the personal wireless navigation system reaches the navigated destination and remains at the destination for more than a given significant amount of time typically unrelated to traffic, e.g., for more than 10 minutes.

If the navigation application is running in back-ground, and the location information has not changed for a given significant amount of time, e.g., 10 minutes, the application invokes a pop-up message "Do you want to end
Follow -Me mode? Yes/No"; user selects Yes. Once the pop-up is displayed, and the user has not selected, navigation is suspended.

The personal wireless navigation system Navigator application integrates with an 'AddressBook' or 'Contacts' application of the device. 'AddressBook' or 'Contacts' is a menu item within the application. When the application prompts the user to select a location as a starting point, destination, or center point for a local search or map, the personal wireless navigation system enables users to select a location from the device 'AddressBook' or 'Contacts' from the LocWiz.

The personal wireless navigation system has the capability to launch from the 'AddressBook' or 'Contacts' application. If the user selects a contact within the 'AddressBook' application, the LBS functions are available as a menu option. If more than one Navigation application is present on the personal wireless navigation system device, the Navigator location based system (LBS) functions take priority within the menu.

Fig. 64 shows an example of LBS functions available as a menu option when a user selects a contact within the 'AddressBook' application, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

When selecting AddressBook within the Navigator application, the application searches all address fields within AddressBook for all available addresses for the contact. Priority to first search Home, then Work addresses. If only one address is available when the user selects the contact, 'selecting' initiates the action (Navigate, Map, etc.) If both address fields are available, a pop-up displays both addresses for the contact, as shown in Fig. 65. Selecting the option initiates the action (Navigate, Map, etc.)

When selecting 'AddressBook' within the Navigator application for sending a 'Place Message,' the application displays the contact list, allowing the user to select multiple entries. If multiple phone numbers are available for a contact, the application displays all available phone numbers.

The personal wireless navigation system interoperates with a 'Calendar' application of the device when a 'Calendar Location' field contains an
address or general information. If the location field of 'Calendar' contains an address or general information, the user has the following options available in the 'Calendar' application menu: Get Directions To... , Map, and Local Search. If more than one Navigation application is present on the device, the personal wireless navigation system's Navigator LBS functions take priority within the menu.

If the address information is available in the Calendar location field, the personal wireless navigation system parses the address data and maps it appropriately to the Get Directions To... (Navigation UI Flow), Map (Map UI Flow), or Local Search (Local Search UI Flow) functions. The application launches, finds the address, and either starts the Navigation session, maps the location, or goes to the Local Search screen to select a category. For Local Search, the address or location appears in the "Where" field.

If general information such as "Starbucks" or "Telecommunication Systems" is stored in the Calendar location field, the user has the option to Get Directions To... (Navigation UI Flow), Map (Map UI Flow), and Local Search (Local Search UI Flow) functions. However, if address information is not available, the application launches the Local Search screen with the general information in the "What" field.

If no information is available in the location field and the user selects one of the options: Get Directions To...; Map; or Local Search, the application launches to the main menu of the personal wireless navigation system.

The 'Back' hardware key returns the user to the previous screen or hides the keyboard. If the user has entered text within a screen and selects the 'Back' key, the personal wireless navigation system displays the message "Changes will be lost. Go back anyway?"

The 'Send' hardware key initiates a 'call' function. If the user is in a 'Detail' screen, and the phone number information is provided, selecting 'Call' or the 'Send' hardware key initiates a call to that location. If the user is in a results screen the results item is highlighted. If the 'Call' or the 'Send' hardware key is
selected, the Navigation application displays a pop-up to either call the location or another number. If the user is in any screen having no item highlighted, yet selects the 'Call' or 'Send' hardware key, the phone dialer of the personal wireless navigation system is invoked.

Selecting the 'End' key places the Navigation application in the background and appropriately multi-tasks. For low tier devices, selection of the "End" key ungracefully exits the Navigation application.

Selecting and holding a 'Power' key (if separate from the device's 'End' key) suspends navigation and closes the Navigation application.

Selecting a 'Home' hardware key places the Navigation application of the personal wireless navigation system device into the background, and takes the user to the device's main menu (for Windows Mobile devices.)

Selecting volume keys while in the Navigation application of the personal wireless navigation system launches the Navigation volume screen, allowing the user to change navigation volume settings.

Touching in the text entry field invokes the keyboard. When the user touches a text string, the cursor is positioned behind the character or at the blank space that the user touched. If the user touches the text entry field outside of the text, the cursor is positioned behind the last character. The proper keyboard is displayed based on the contents of the text entry field.

Search/Find fields (qwerty or alpha numeric) include: Address/Street (qwerty or alpha numeric); Address/City (qwerty or alpha); Address/State (qwerty or alpha); Zip/postal code (qwerty or alpha numeric); and Phone number (numeric).

The 'Return' key moves the user to the next text entry field. Selection of 'Return' at the last text field produces no action. In the Place Messaging 'Message' field, selecting 'Return' moves the user to the next line in the field.

The personal wireless navigation system Starts-Up instantly, launching the main menu. In particular, the splash screen is presented
immediately, followed quickly by the main menu, providing the perception of an instant start-up.

Each time the personal wireless navigation system is started, the Navigation application does a "Follow Me Map" - the result being the new main menu look which shows users where they are. At the same time the main menu functions are displayed (minimum set is Navigation icon, Local Search icon, plus search box).

The personal wireless navigation system acquires real time local traffic information and weather conditions. This is particularly important for users with advanced devices and high tier devices, where the personal wireless navigation system takes advantage of a large screen size and better resolution. Thus, the personal wireless navigation system:

- Displays users' current location to help them get oriented.
- Provides current weather conditions, average gas price for regular gas in the local area, and provides an option for overlaying traffic. These features take advantage of a presumption that the user launched the Navigation application of the personal wireless navigation system to search for a place or event and to be guided accordingly.
- Provides a search box where users type or speak what they are looking for.
- Provides icons/buttons for all relevant functions.

This main menu layout makes the personal wireless navigation system more functional, appealing, and therefore more useful than Google Maps™, which only shows a map of the user's current location, and better than conventional portable navigation devices (PNDs) and some in-car navigation systems, which typically show the map of users' last destination. The main menu layout helps users access some local point-of-interest (POI) information, traffic information, gas prices and locations, and weather information, faster than conventional techniques.

Preferably the main menu is displayed within 5 seconds or less from the time that users launch the application; regardless of whether there are
splash screen requirements or not. The main menu comprises four general frames as illustrated in Fig. 66.

In under 10 seconds after launch of the Navigation application of the personal wireless navigation system, a map of the area around the users' current location is presented. If longer than 10 seconds, launch displays a map of the last GPS location until the location is updated. Address information does not display in the header.

Within 5 seconds (or less) after launch of the Navigation application of the personal wireless navigation system, buttons/icons are displayed for all major functions: NAV, Search, Place Messaging, etc.

In under 15 seconds after launch of the Navigation application of the personal wireless navigation system, a header showing relevant current information, e.g., weather, gas prices, etc., is displayed.

In under 5 seconds after launch, a search box is presented where the user can enter text or speak the term.

Shortcut keys are configurable for presentation on the left or right edge of the display.

In under 5 seconds, to accommodate small tier devices (e.g., standard phones), as soon as the Navigation application is launched, the map of "You Are here" shows on the screen. A push button at the bottom saying 'Press Down for Functions', displays a 3X2 grid icon main menu. Users can press up to return to the map of where they are.

When the user launches the Navigation application, the personal wireless navigation system gets a fix for the current location under 10 seconds. The map of current location is displayed with user's current location in under 15 seconds after launch and upon successful location fix. Current weather conditions, and/or average local regular gas price around the users' current location, is obtained and displayed in under 15 seconds after launch and upon a successful location fix.

When the user taps on the marker for the current location, the screen displays a menu of options as shown in the table of Fig. 67.
The user zooms in and out or snaps to the appropriate zoom level by using the zoom toolbar on the map. The user pans by tapping on a different area on the map, flicking or dragging on the map, or using the scroll buttons/trackball.

When the user double taps on the same spot on the map (within 500 milliseconds of one another) the screen displays a menu of options as shown in the table of Fig. 68.

When the user selects/taps the 'Traffic' button to hide/show real time traffic flow and incidents (if any) that are overlaid on the map, by default, traffic is always shown.

When the user selects/taps the 'Gas' Button displaying local average, and the personal wireless navigation system conducts a local search for gas stations around the current locations, a list of gas stations around the current location is displayed.

When the user selects/taps the 'Weather' button, the screen obtains and displays the current and forecast weather (e.g., a 6 day forecast) for relevant local areas.

When the user selects/taps the search box, types or speaks the business name or category, search results are listed after the necessary transition screens are displayed.

When the user selects/taps 'Map', the location of the first 10 (or 20) search results are displayed on the map.

When the user selects/taps one of the search results, a POI details screen is displayed.

When the user selects/taps the 'Search' button, the personal wireless navigation system prompts the user to select from POI search, movie search, or event search.

When the user selects/taps the 'Navigation' button, the personal wireless navigation system prompts the user to select a destination from: Recent Places, Favorites, Address Book (high end phones), Address, Airport, Home, Work, or Plan Trip.
After the route has been calculated and the transitions screen(s) have been displayed, the Map automatically zooms in (or snaps to) the default zoom level for displaying the start of the route.

For car navigation, the personal wireless navigation system also switches from top view to perspective view after it zooms in (or switches to perspective view if the 'zoom in' effect is patent protected by a 3rd party). For Pedestrian navigation, the view mode stays at 2D after the personal wireless navigation system zooms in.

For the reduced feature version of the personal wireless navigation system (e.g., "AB v5"), when the user selects/taps the 'Navigation' button, AB v5 prompts the user with information for purchasing (unlocking) a full featured version of the personal wireless navigation system (e.g., including GPS navigation).

If the personal wireless navigation system cannot fix a location, the personal wireless navigation system displays a map of the United States (or Europe).

The personal wireless navigation system supports night mode. Some colors make it difficult for drivers to see the details of the 3D and 2D at night time, where the dark background makes the screen relatively brighter. In particular, the personal wireless navigation system uses a different set of color palettes at night time to make the vector maps more legible at night time. Moreover, the personal wireless navigation system uses a table of sunset and sunrise times to switch to night mode whenever the 3D and 2D navigation maps are rendered.

Alternatively, the night mode features may be activated only through a manual setting under configurable navigation options, including an option for changing from Day Mode to Night Mode. This setting is a sticky setting. Each time a route is calculated, the application will look up a time table and based on the current time either render the vector maps in day or night mode. Moreover, the personal wireless navigation system provides users with a
configurable time table and based on the current time as compared to the configurable time table, either render the vector maps in day or night mode.

Each time the personal wireless navigation system is started the application does a "Follow Me Map" which achieves two things: First, it gives the personal wireless navigation system the main menu look; and Second, it obtains the users' current location to support other product functionality and usability requirements. The location acquisition process is performed in under 10 seconds after launch, if the user launches the application in a new area.

The personal wireless navigation system automatically completes the 'State' portion of the address as soon as possible, when possible, as the user enters a street address. Moreover, local airports are provided first if a user is designating an airport as a destination, starting point, or center point for a map or search.

The personal wireless navigation system uses any one or combination of services such as Cell towers, PDE, GPS, Wi-Fi, etc., to determine users' location once they start the application, in 10 seconds or less.

When a user speaks a business type, the personal wireless navigation system expedites the speech-to-text conversion process by eliminating or reducing the wait time for the first screen, as shown in Fig. 69.

If none of the above services are available, an error message is logged/reported back to the personal wireless navigation system server. No error message need be displayed on the device screen unless the user explicitly initiates an LBS request that requires getting a location fix.

The personal wireless navigation system provides international localization support by enabling a user to enter addresses in the appropriate format for a given country. Each time the personal wireless navigation system is launched, if its user is in a different country, the address entry fields are listed and ordered based on how addresses are entered in the current country. The country and state (province, region) fields are populated in the event that users choose to navigate to, search around, or map a location in that country/state (as that has a higher degree of probability). The personal wireless navigation system
may obfuscate certain POI category names, or access to event search and movie search in each country. Each time a user starts the personal wireless navigation system and the application detects that the location is outside the "home" country, the personal wireless navigation system checks to see if country support is available. If it is, it uses the coordinates to automatically change the country profile used for that session (if not changed since last time), and to format the address entry field for that country. The appropriate set of navigation features available to users, such as 'traffic' menu settings, or traffic gauge, are determined for the new country.

Some functionalities of the personal wireless navigation system are configurable, such as traffic, navigation view, movies and events, weather and languages. Thus, for certain brandings of the personal wireless navigation system, the functionalities may not be exposed to the user.

For instance, there is no need to display traffic enabled navigation if the branded version of the personal wireless navigation system does not have access to real time or historical traffic. Configurable show/no show parameters of traffic include: traffic setting field; traffic setting screen; traffic gauge bar in navigation screen and look ahead screen; Traffic delay column with or without value; Traffic summary screen; Access to traffic summary screen via LSK on Trip Summary or options menu in the navigation screen; Menu option for listing traffic incidents, details; Delay time per segment in detour around segment landing screen; 'Incident' and 'Congestion' choices in the Detour type selection screen; and Traffic Alert icon. With respect to Traffic overlay on maps, the following parameters are configurable to show/no show in any given branded implementation of the personal wireless navigation system: Traffic as an option under Maps; Menu option for hiding and un-hiding traffic; and Menu option for listing traffic incidents, details.

For some brands of the personal wireless navigation system, 2D and 3D views with sliding maps may not be optionally included, depending up whether or not its users have to pay per Mb for data access.
The navigation view setting field and/or the navigation view mode selection screen may also be a carrier, OEM and/or provider configurable parameter to be shown to the user.

With respect to movies and events screens that may be configurably shown to a user, the following screens are configurable by the carrier, OEM and/or provider to be shown to the user: Movies & Events main menu selection; All sub menus related to movies; All sub menus related to events; Access to movie search from the options menu of a POI detail, Favorite, or Recent Search; and Access to event search from the options menu of a POI detail, Favorite, or Recent Search.

Regarding weather screens: Weather as an option under Maps may be shown or not shown based on the configurable status set by the carrier, OEM and/or provider. Similarly the Language of the personal wireless navigation system may be a configurable item.

If a user needs to enter an address in a different country, they may go to a 'Country Selection' field. The personal wireless navigation system preferably does not update parameters in the background, until the user's GPS location is indeed confirmed to be in that different country. A country list only includes supported countries. If a user types a country that is not in the list, then a pop up informs the user that 'No support is available for the selected country'. This includes all countries without map data. Countries are listed if map data is available but POI data is not, so that in special cases, the personal wireless navigation system can navigate users through such a country (Country B) in order to get them to a destination in another country (Country C), where the starting point was in yet different country (Country A).

If users are using the personal wireless navigation system to navigate through a country/region that ABN does not support, i.e., where no map data or route data is available, (and yet data roaming is available), then the personal wireless navigation system provides limited visual and audible support to guide the user to the destination.
The list of the countries includes the international country code as a prefix (one or two letters), followed by the spelling of each country as it is pronounced in the language setting of the application, followed by the spelling of that country, as it is done by local people. This last example is done to help familiarize users with the most likely spelling that they are about to encounter in airports, roads, etc.

Examples:
- If an English speaking American travels to Germany, the country field will show Germany as:
  Germany
- If a French speaking Canadian travels to Germany, the country field shows Germany as:
  Aleman

The default value for what units of measure the personal wireless navigation system uses when users move to different countries is set as each brand of the personal wireless navigation system is prepared.

For some brands, the default is set to keep 'Use Current Units of Measure', such that when users select a different country where the units of measure of distance and/or date formats are different for displaying, e.g., movies and events, the results are displayed in the same units of measure. For example, an exit sign may state "1 kilometer ahead," but the navigation application would still display and announce "0.6 Miles" to help its user relate to it more effectively. The users can select 'Preferences' to change either to metric or British units.

For some brandings of the personal wireless navigation system, the default is set to keep 'Use Local Units of Measure', such that when users select a different country where the units of measure distance, and date formats for displaying movie and events are different, the results are displayed as they are in that country. For example, if an exit sign states "1 kilometer ahead," the navigation application would announce "1 Kilometer" to help its user relate to it more effectively.
The search engine searches for category names even if the user specifies a common name and search within 'All Categories'. The user is able to enter a common name in the "What" field while searching under "All categories", and the search engine returns all POIs that include the word that was entered in the "What" as part of the POI's respective 'Category' description, regardless of whether the common name is part of the POI name or not. As an example, a user types 'Coffee' in the "What" parameter, and the search engine lists all "Starbucks" establishments, as the category for this POI is "Coffee Shops", even though the name 'coffee' is not part of the POI name (It is not listed as "Starbucks Coffee" in NAVTEQ Database - it is just listed as "Starbucks").

The personal wireless navigation system supports fuzzy and partial search. For instance, the personal wireless navigation system automatically disambiguate strings entered by a user and conducts a search in instances where the user types a partial string or makes slight spelling errors.

The search engine of the personal wireless navigation system intelligently guesses what the most popular terms that the user was intending to type in the event that the user made a spelling error or only entered partial text. The following table illustrates general examples of an input text string and how the personal wireless navigation system automatically disambiguates the same, without prompting the user to do so.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Typed Word</th>
<th>Returned Options</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Piz</td>
<td>Pizza Hut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pan Pizzeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PanPiz</td>
<td>Pan Pizzeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pan Piz</td>
<td>Pan Pizzeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pizzas</td>
<td>Pizza Hut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pan Pizza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pissa</td>
<td>Pizza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oland</td>
<td>Öland</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The POI category and subcategory is preferably added on behalf of the relevant partner/operator/brand in real time. The customer partner or enterprise customer of partner supplies an electronic list of POI and category name, and it is incorporated into the appropriate Category/Sub category directory. The Telecommunication Systems/NIM server provides the infrastructure to integrate and classify the supplied POI category/subcategory in real time with a frequency equal or less than once per day. The POI list is geo-coded if not already.

For instance, an operator supplies a list of authorized resellers electronically. The POI list, e.g., "XYZ authorized resellers" is uploaded, in the appropriate category/sub category list. The supplied POI list is then geo-coded, and then uploaded and classified in the database - preferably no more than once per day.

The personal wireless navigation system implements user defined tags of 'Favorites.' In particular, the user may tag one or more 'Favorites' so that they can enter the tag name in the search box for faster recall of favorites with the same tag. In this way, the personal wireless navigation system helps a user find a bookmarked 'Favorite' faster, as opposed to requiring them to recall the first few letters of the favorite POI that they are trying to locate in a favorites list.

A user can create a tag name and assign it to one or more favorites, such as 'favorite restaurants', 'favorite bars', etc., and organize their favorite POI in logical groups.

Whenever the user synchronizes 'My Places' with the navigation central server website, the 'Favorites' with tags is synchronized such that users can also search for favorites by entering the tag name.

Each time a user adds a favorite, the personal wireless navigation system gives them the option to select a tag name for that favorite place. Users can select from previously entered tag names or type a new one. Similarly, each time a user edits a favorite, the personal wireless navigation system gives them the option to edit the tag name. If a user views their list of favorites, the tag name for each favorite is listed in tandem. If the user sorts the list of favorites in
alphabetical order, the favorites with the same tag name are sorted together. If the user views the place details of a favorite having a tag name, the tag name appears at the bottom, before the Category classification (if a POI).

The present invention appreciates that drivers with kids in the back seat might like to know how far the next rest stop is when traveling. Therefore, in the personal wireless navigation system, 'Rest Areas' is added as a distinct POI category. Furthermore, 'Rest Areas' is a default POI that shows along the route during navigation. For metro and urban areas, especially in Europe, display of public restrooms is as relevant to pedestrians as it is to 'Rest Areas' to drivers.

The present invention also appreciates that users of the personal wireless navigation system desire knowledge of the location of public Wi-Fi Hot Spots. This is particularly relevant as more complimentary and premium hot spots are rolled out. Also, as more phones support dual modes (3G/2.5G and Wi-Fi), more people can explicitly choose Wi-Fi to place a phone call via VolP+Wi-Fi Solutions. Free Wi-Fi Hot Spots are rare in Europe, so users are more likely to want to find Hot Spots that are part of their wireless network account. To satisfy this unsolved need, the personal wireless navigation system includes a distinct category called Wi-Fi Hot Spots. A feed for Hot Spots is preferably obtained, where the Hot Spot locations are updated, e.g., monthly.

When searching for hotels, for each search result, the personal wireless navigation system obtains and provides pricing for the hotel POIs relevant to that evening, or when the navigation would bring the user to each particular hotel or other POI. The price is displayed as $NNN.NN and the results are listed similar to how gas prices are displayed. Hotels without an available price are listed similar to how gas stations without available price per grade are listed. Helpfully, the personal wireless navigation system displays 'Sold Out' instead of a price for hotels that it determines are sold out for that day or evening.

For J2ME devices where JSR-293 is available instead of JSR-179, the personal wireless navigation system utilizes JSR-293 Location API 2.0 to obtain location information and GPS fixes.
The personal wireless navigation system permits a user to search for movies and events, and once they found the desired movie or events, they are able to search for theaters and venues hosting them. The central server providing navigation services also preferably provides a link to the official movie poster and/or movie trailer.

The personal wireless navigation system provides phone numbers of the major roadside service providers, including the ability to find the nearest roadside service provider near to the current location. A user with a stranded vehicle is then able to either request access to desired service center if they are a member of one, or get fast access to a local roadside service providers. A fee may be associated with this service feature.

As an example, a user breaks down when traveling. The user wants to find someone nearby who can supply roadside service (may involve a tow). The personal wireless navigation system modifies the current "Emergency services" category search to display a phone number (and preferably connecting to the phone number) which provides a link to a suitable tow truck and/or other emergency services. The coordinates for the users current position (latitude, longitude) is also displayed on the screen enabling users to report the coordinates to the dispatch person. The personal wireless navigation system preferably includes a reverse geo-code to a closest street address of the current location coordinates.

Once the personal wireless navigation system displays POI search results, either the footer or options menu provides users with the option to map all search results.

The map is always centered on the location specified in 'Where'. As shown in Fig. 70, the user can tap on any POI to see a brief description of the POI. A second tap provides the user with the POI detail screen. If the user zooms out, the personal wireless navigation system displays additional POIs, and the personal wireless navigation system downloads the next batch, when necessary. This functionality may be excluded from use on devices with smaller screen sizes if desired.
A user may view a map of search results and friends together on a map, providing a visual reference for geo poking capabilities. Rather than be limited to only a map of the highlighted search result, the user is able to view their friends' location and relevant POIs on the same map. This functionality may be excluded from use on devices with smaller screen sizes if desired.

The personal wireless navigation system is able to read maps from either NAVTEQ or TeleAtlas. If an international edition of the personal wireless navigation system needs to provide maps for two bordering countries such that the map for one country is supplied by NAVTEQ while the other one is provide by TeleAtlas, the personal wireless navigation system continues to render maps with very little disruption on the display screen.

The personal wireless navigation system website provides users with the ability to report problems with maps, including wrong street names, wrong business name, etc., through the central server website.

Wherever necessary, the personal wireless navigation system uses the 3D engines of the hardware such as OpenGL ES 1.0 to support 3D graphics with improved performance - if and only if the architecture for the personal wireless navigation system mobile application can benefit from them.

Some features may be disabled by a non-full-featured edition of the personal wireless navigation system as compared to a full-featured product. For instance, a non-full-featured edition of the personal wireless navigation system may disable turn-by-turn guidance, rerouting guidance, detour features, and traffic aware routing. Other features may be enabled in both, e.g., Instant On, Map Main Menu, International Localization, POI Search, Movies & Events Search, Weather Search, Traffic Search, Synching with Website, Place Messaging (for both mobile & Web), GeoPoke, 411 Interface, App-to-App, Web-to-App, and Opt-in/Opt-out.

UP/DOWN THERMOMETER CARTOGRAPHY DETAIL CONTROL
A visual thermometer or volume up/down type bar may be implemented to enable the user to control the level of detail displayed on the
navigation map. As an example, when the control knob is visually placed all the way down, the most limited cartography would be displayed. Then, as the user increases the 'volume' of the up/down thermometer cartography detail control, the available levels of detail are incrementally displayed to the user, up to a maximum 'up' causing display of the most detailed information available (e.g., street view, 3D, etc.)

In the disclosed embodiment a mid-way position of the up/down thermometer-like cartography detail control, traffic may be displayed to the user on the navigation map. This provides instant flexibility to the user.

In an alternative embodiment, a user who might want a simpler visual may be presented with a one-touch control. And those users who might enjoy more detail may want to instantly see more detail (e.g., around a turn they may quickly want some greater detail displayed), then may dial the knob up to a maximum position for a brief time, gain knowledge from the additional detail shown on the navigation map, then dial the cartography detail control back down to cause display of less detail on the navigation map.

FASTER RENDERING OF MAPS

The system design of Tile Maps in AtlasBook v5 is now described. AtlasBook products prior to v5 have relied on maps that were generated to fit the screen of a device for a particular coordinate and zoom level. This type of map works well for situations when user interaction is minimal and thus the central point and zoom level of the map is not expected to change often. However, this design does not work well on devices such as those with touch screens, causing more map render/download cycles as the user has an increased ability to interact with the map. These pan/wait/download cycles hinder the user experience. Version 5 addresses this issue by introducing a tile-based implementation for raster maps. This document details the system design for this solution, including the client- and server-side components.
The client-side component comprises two main layers: a graphical UI layer (orange box) and a data management layer (blue box). Both of these layers are described in full detail.

Faster rendering of maps is accomplished in v5 by the adoption of a Tile Maps architecture. The Tile Maps implementation comprises three sections: (1) App layer (how the user interacts with the new map controls from various parts of the application); (2) Platform-specific Tile Maps UI layer (the map control itself, providing a host of relevant map-related features); and (3) Platform-independent data management layer (the underlying Tile Maps architecture responsible for providing data to the Tile Maps UI layer).

The app layer is responsible for deciding how to use the map control to provide the user with all of the v5 features relating to Tile Maps. This includes the ability to display a map, center a map, pan/zoom, rotate, ID, show POI, show "Where Am I?", traffic and Follow Me. These are the functional requirements of the Tile Map system as seen from the user's perspective.

The UI layer comprises all the functionality associated with drawing map tiles and responding to user interaction. This includes but is not limited to sending prioritized tile requests to the lower layer, drawing downloaded map tiles to the screen, user interaction with the map, and displaying place data on the map. This layer is implemented in a way that is customized to each platform in order to match the platform's look and feel / conventional user interaction as well as optimize drawing performance by making use of native platform features.

The client has a multi-level cache for the tiles, indexed using the tile's coordinates and ordered based on last use. This system allows for a more optimal experience by storing unused tiles in a file-based storage to reduce memory footprint, while keeping relevant tiles in memory for faster recall as the user pans the map. In addition, the client has an algorithm for determining the tiles to download as well as prioritizing the queue of tile requests. This is necessary due the fact that as the user pans the map, tile priority changes and some pending tile requests may need to be de-prioritized or thrown out altogether.
Previously, maps were rendered on the server, along with the time-based information like traffic flow, upon request. Tile maps, in contrast, are rendered by a "dedicated" tile server and do not have time-based information such as traffic stored on them. To display this dynamic information, there is a need for overlays for features such as drawing traffic and navigation routes. These tile layers are drawn as a transparency over the map tiles. This way if the user were to disable an overlay, the base tiles would not need to be downloaded again. Currently the list of server-rendered overlays comprises traffic and route polylines.

The engine is able to select from any number of tile sources, either internal or from external vendors, such as Microsoft Virtual Earth (in V5, the only map source supported is the NIM Dynamic Tile Server (DTS)). This is controlled by retrieving a NIM Service URL on initialization which determines the URL and request format used for tile downloads.

The description of tile map rendering includes a description of functional requirements, which is where system-level test cases are derived. The overall system architecture is then described, as are various system analysis topics. Use cases and functional walkthroughs follow, and the specifications of various sub-systems are outlined.

The top-level functional requirements for Tile Maps are broken down by user-level function. Tile Maps is a very visual function and a screenshot or drawing is often the best way to convey detailed requirements. The Maps UI flow includes numbered screens.

Requirements for general map functionality for the server include: zoom level; tile size (for labeling); region (e.g., US, CAN, EU, etc.); various location densities (various location densities (e.g., metro areas vs. suburban vs. sparse); supported dot per inch (DPI) values (e.g., 96 or 192); and supported locales.

Map features that are displayed include, but are not limited to: road classes; road names; address ranges; railroads; ferry routes; building outlines; state borders; direction of traffic arrows; city center icons; city, state and country
names; highway shields; area features like oceans, rivers, lakes, parks, airports, shopping malls; area names; Languages to be used in labels; Widths and borders of visible map features; Colors of map features; Stipples to be used for area features; Font sizes, colors, borders, and anti-aliasing; Highway shield density, colors, and sizes; Road, city, area label densities; Traffic flow colors, borders, and widths; and Route line colors, borders, and widths.

The Map Tile Server returns map tile images via HTTP GET request. The Map Tile Server returns transparent traffic overlay tile images via HTTP GET request. The Map Tile Server returns transparent route overlay tile images via HTTP GET request. The Map Tile Server supports an application name of "map" for map tile images, an application name of "traffic" for traffic overlay tile images, and an application name of "route" for route overlay tile images.

The Map Tile Server URL supports a locale in the query string specified by a field named "loc". The Map Tile Server only supports a locale value of "en-us", and may support other locale values. The Map Tile Server URL supports an image format to be requested in the query string specified by a field named "fmt". The Map Tile Server URL supports an image format value of "PNG", and may support other image format values. The Map Tile Server URL supports a specific resolution to be requested in the query string specified by a field named "res". The Map Tile Server URL supports resolution values of either "96" or "192", and may support other resolution values. The Map Tile Server URL supports a zoom level to be requested in the query string specified by a field named "z", and supports zoom level values of 2 through 18 for 256x256 map tiles. The Map Tile Server URL supports zoom level values of 3 through 19 for 128x128 map tiles, and zoom level values of 4 through 20 for 64x64 map tiles. The Map Tile Server URL supports a specific tile for a zoom level to be requested in the query string specified by the fields named "x" and "y". The Map Tile Server URL supports a tile size to be requested in the query string specified by a field named "sz". The Map Tile Server URL supports tile size values of "64", "128", and "256. The Map Tile Server URL supports a version to be requested in
the query string specified by a field named "v". The Map Tile Server URL uses
the version of the request and for cache invalidation. The Map Tile Server URL
supports a route overlay tile for a given route ID to be requested in the query
string specified by a field named "ridl" or "rid2" in the case of a second route ID
being requested. The Map Tile Server URL supports route overlay tile route IDs
as a base64 encoded string of the binary route ID returned in an NB Server
navigation reply. The Map Tile Server URL supports route color to be specified
by a field named "rc1" or "rc2" in the case a second route ID being requested.

The Map Tile Server URL supports route color values to be
specified in the following format: "RRGGBB", where: (a) RR is an uppercase 2
color character hex octet from 00-FF signifying the red channel, (b) GG is an
uppercase 2 character hex octet from 00-FF signifying the green channel, and (c)
BB is an uppercase 2 character hex octet from 00-FF signifying the blue channel.
The Map Tile Server URL supports route color values to be specified in the
following format: "RRRGGBBAA", where: (a) RR is an uppercase 2 character hex
octet from 00-FF signifying the red channel, (b) GG is an uppercase 2 character
hex octet from 00-FF signifying the green channel, (c) BB is an uppercase 2
color character hex octet from 00-FF signifying the blue channel, and (d) AA is an
uppercase 2 character hex octet from 00-64 (decimal 0 to 100) signifying the
alpha channel which controls transparency. A value of 0x00 (0%) signifies that
the route is fully opaque (no transparency). A value of 0x64 (100%) means that
the image is fully transparent (invisible!). The Map Tile Server URL returns a 204
(success - no content) status code for traffic overlay tile requests where there is
no traffic info to be displayed in the map. The Map Tile Server URL returns a
204 (success - no content) status code for route overlay tile requests where
there is no polyline to be displayed in the map. The Map Tile Server URL returns
a 404 (page not found) status code for invalid or unsupported URLs based on the
above requirements. The Map Tile Server supports detailed maps for all desired
countries.

Different wireless devices each have their own device-specific
functionality. Parameters which vary from device to device include: Height and
Width of the relevant display (in mm); DPI of the relevant display; Tile size best suited to the relevant display; Resolution/DPI best suited to the relevant display; Keyboard type or types associated with the relevant device; and Keyboard shortcuts to be used for the relevant device.

The map supports fast display and panning of tiled maps. Tiled maps act on all types of inputs that a device is capable of for panning, zooming, tracking one's own position, and searching for POIs.

The map downloads tiles asynchronously and displays them as they become available. Downloading map tiles is done in the background and is not limited by the user's interaction with the map. Tiles are displayed as soon as they become available. This applies whenever the map is zoomed, panned or rotated. Upon zoom in/out existing map tiles are scaled and used as placeholders until the new map tiles are available. If a tile is not available then a placeholder graphic is displayed in the confines of the tile. This graphic MAY be specific to each product. Graphic should be non-obtrusive. The user is able to pan the map by dragging the stylus/finger (touch) or D-pad (non-touch) on the map. The user is able to zoom in and out, with a preconfigured minimum/maximum zoom level.

Preferably the map has a DEBUG user interface that takes the form of a live text overlay in the top corner of the map. The overlay shows the following data: (1) Number of tiles pending (Pending:#); (2) Number of tiles downloaded (D/L:#) cumulative; (3) Number of tiles loaded from the cache (Cache loads:#); (4) Number of tiles in the cache (Cache size:#); Number of tiles discarded by cache (Discards:*); and (5) Zoom level of the current screen (Z:#).

The user is not able to pan North of the North Pole (no wrap around to the South Pole), nor able to pan West of -180 or East of +180 degrees longitude. Map wraps in the horizontal direction.

The client expects to be able to request and receive any tile from the server. If the server returns an error, the client performs three (3) retries before leaving the tile background image in place and moving on. Map is centered at the last highlighted pin (user pin, gps location, or a POI/incident pin)
(i.e last pin, may be user pin, gps location disc, or a POI/incident pin that shown with a detail balloon) when "Center Map" menu item is selected.

The map displays the buttons "traffic", "zoom out", "zoom in" and "locate me" on the screen. The zoom buttons are grayed out when the user cannot zoom in or out any further. The user is enabled to double click on a location. Doing so zooms in one level using the clicked location as the new center of the map. If a particular platform does not support a "double-click" gesture, then this is manually implemented by measuring the time and distance between the clicks. Regarding the screen size of a device, the number of possible buttons shown on the screen may differ. Buttons that are to be omitted on certain touch screen devices will have their functionality duplicated in the Menu. If functionality is present on a button, it is not repeated in the menu, as the menu is preferred to be as short as possible.

Shortcut keys are used to let the user interact with the map. Available shortcuts are shown as a legend on the map, which is displayed on initial map launch and hides with the first user interaction within the app. "Show Legend" in menu displays legend on the map screen. The legend is hidden with the next user interaction within the app. Legend shows all shortcuts regardless of the map mode. The shortcut key press is ignored by the application when the key has no valid function (e.g. pressing zoom in button at the highest zoom level.)

The user is enabled to perform general POI searches in AtlasBook v5. The results of these searches are displayed on the Tile Map. Clicking on the map menu entry from a UI Flow screen 3.2 displays a map showing entries from the results list. If present, a Premium POI is also displayed on the map.

POIs are represented by color pins. Different colored pins depict normal, premium, enhanced and user POIs. For example, a purple pin is used to show Regular/Custom POIs; an orange pin to show Premium POIs; and a light green pin to show Enhanced POIs.

The map "zooms-to-all" to show all POIs on the map. A dev tool is provided to allow experimentation between showing POI at a default zoom level
vs. showing POI at "zoom-to-all." With the Zoom-to-all function, all POI results listed or returned by the server are shown on the map, the premium POI is shows on the map, "my location" does not have to be visible, and the balloon of the first POI is visible. The zoom level / position may be adjusted as required to make sure the balloon doesn't overlap the side or header.

The currently selected POI in the list view is shown a balloon showing information about the POI when map is selected from the list view or detail view. The map also shows the other 9 (10 when there is a premium POI result) POI results in the visible list. If the next/previous POI is selected and the POI is outside the visible area (e.g. after the user paned or zoomed in) then the map centers on the POI showing the balloon. If the next/previous POI is selected and the POI is on the map but showing the balloon would result in the balloon being partially outside the map, then the map pans so that the balloon is visible. The exact amount of padding depends on the screen size, i.e. the percentage of the screen filled by the balloon may be reviewed and adjusted on a per-device basis. For initial implementation, the amount of padding is 3mm or greater from any edge. Balloons are drawn under the screen buttons should an overlap exist (they are part of the map layer and do not cover any other element or extend outside the map). Clicking the back/forward screen arrows moves the balloon to/from the next/previous POI. Clicking the back/forward screen arrows cycles through the POIs in the same order as the POIs in the list view. If the balloon for the last POI is shown and the forward button is pressed, then the app downloads the next set of POIs. The download of new POI blocks the map control. A progress bar is shown on top of the map while the download is in progress. The user has the option of cancelling the download using a device-dependent "Back", "Cancel" or "CLR" key. Once the download is complete, the map is updated with the new POIs. The old POIs are removed from the map and only the new set of POIs are shown. The map "zooms-to-all" after the download to show all the new POIs. The first POI in the list is shown with its balloon visible. If the map control shows the next slice of POIs, then the back button is not disabled if he/she views the first POI of this slice. If the user hits the back screen arrow button, then the
previous set of POI results are shown. A blocking progress bar is not presented if the previous results are cached. "Clear Pins" menu item clears all the pins on the map. Selecting "List" menu item (or "List" soft-key) shows the list of the POI search results. Cycling through pins does not bring focus to any existing Traffic Incidents. When the user starts a search, the highlighted icon (blue disc, pin or incident etc which has the bubble) is in the search center. If no icon is highlighted, the center of the map is used as the search center. Map first reverse geocodes the map center and then starts the find module (aka find screen is shown). This address is shown on the find screens. When the user clicks back from any search related screen (a list view or a detail screen for POI, movies or events search), the search module updates the map with the latest result list. In most of the cases, POI results returned by the server include at most 10 (+1 premium) at a time, hence there are only 10(+1) pins at a time on the map. However, in some cases such as a search for events where the server may return more than 10 results at a time, all POI results (more than 10) are shown on the map via pins. Pins on the map always have the same number of entries as the list, and vice versa.

With respect to touch-specific POI functionality, back/forward buttons are shown in a device-specific location. Clicking the back/forward arrows moves the balloon to/from the next/previous POI. If the balloon for the first POI is shown and there is no previous POI results list, then the back button is shown disabled. If the balloon for the last POI is shown and there is no next POI results list, then the forward button is shown disabled. Clicking on a pin displays the balloon for that pin independent from the back/forward buttons. This presents the device to the user at a different point in the list should they now view the POI in list view. Any click outside a balloon and outside a pin hides the balloon. Clicking on a balloon displays the results detail screen. If pins are sufficiently overlapped to be considered co-located, then clicking on the top pin cycles through all balloons of the overlapping pins. If the balloon of the last pin is shown, then it restarts the cycle.
With respect to non-touch-specific POI functionality, shortcut keys are used for non-touch devices. If the balloon for the first POI is shown and there is no previous POI results list, then clicking on 1 has no response. If the balloon for the last POI is shown and the search is exhausted, then the shortcut key has no response. When the user either clicks on D-pad so that the map is panned, or picks ID Mode from the sidebar menu, the balloon is hidden. The user may see the balloon of a POI again, when they either click on 1 or 3. Pressing 1 shows the previous POI from the last shown POI, and pressing 3 shows the next POI after the last shown POI. When the user presses the select-key while a balloon is shown on the map screen, the POI detail screen is displayed.

The user can run an identification query on any arbitrary location on the map. A Reverse Geocode is used to convert any latitude/longitude into the most detailed address available for that point, and the result is then displayed on the screen using drop-pins (ID Mode).

In particular, the balloon is shown after dropping a pin. An indication is provided to the user that reverse geocoding is in progress immediately after dropping a pin. The balloon shows immediately with the text string "..." (ellipsis), which is replaced by reverse geocode result as soon as it is available. The latitude/longitude is reverse-geocoded in the background. Once the reverse-geocoded result is received, the balloon automatically updates the displayed information. Only one user pin is shown at any time. Dropping a new pin removes any old user pin. Toggling between Results Detail and map does not remove the user pin. Panning and zooming do not remove the user pin. Starting the Follow me routine does not remove a previous POI search result of user-dropped pins. Selecting "Clear pins" from the menu removes the user pin. A blue pin is used to display a user pin.

A touch and hold action drops a user pin on that location, and shows the balloon.

Regarding non-touch specific drop-pin functionality, the ID Mode is used to reverse geocode any point on the map screen. The user is able to select ID Mode via the sidebar menu. The ID cursor is always displayed in the center,
and the map slides left/right/up or down when the user presses any arrow key or moves the trackball. When the user either clicks on the trackball or presses on "select", reverse geocoding of that point is started in the background. The map stays on ID mode until the user changes the mode of the map via the menu options, or presses any shortcut keys other than Zoom in and Zoom Out shortcut keys and Tray toggle keys. When the user starts a search by using the tray, ID mode is cancelled. The user pin is not removed when ID mode is ended.

Additional searches can be toggled on the map at any time with the use of the tray menu that appears on one edge of the map. These searches can be customized. The results are displayed on the map when activated. The map displays a tray handle on the left side. The tray handle has two states: An arrow pointing to the right if it is closed, and an arrow pointing to the left if the tray is open.

The tray displays exactly 4 icons, representing 4 shortcuts for POI searches. The icons and the searches they represent are changeable through the preferences. Selection of "Places Tray" from the sidebar menu calls up the preference page to allow you to select different shortcuts. The tray does not display any text underneath the tray icons. Performance of a tray search behaves as a regular POI search and zooms-to-all except that there is no need to reverse geocode the center of map when it is used as the search center. The first tray search does a zoom-to-all. "next 10" is at the same zoom level with a focus on the 11th POI, and need not show all POI. "prev 10" from this screen does not change the zoom level either. The icons may be same if the user picks them to be. For the purpose of feature discovery, the initial tray state is open at the first entry to map after application launch. The tray closes automatically after a system-configurable number of seconds (default is 3s) only at the first entry to map after application launch.

Regarding touch specific tray functionality, clicking on the handle toggles the current tray state (open it if it is closed; close it if it is open). Clicking on the map or clicking any button closes the tray (if it is open), and clicking on a tray icon also closes the tray. Clicking on a tray icon performs the appropriate
POI search and shows a blocking progress bar on the map. The user is able to cancel a search.

Regarding non-touch specific tray functionality, pressing the shortcut key for tray open/close toggles the current tray state (open it if it is closed; close it if it is open). When the user changes the mode of the map via the menu options, or presses any shortcut keys, the tray closes. Selection of a tray icon also closes the tray. The user is enabled to move through tray icons via arrow keys or a track ball. The currently selected tray icon is highlighted. A tray icon is selected via the "select" key or by clicking on the trackball. Selection of a tray icon performs the appropriate POI search and shows a progress bar on the map. The user is enabled to cancel a search.

Balloons are general pop-ups that appear on the map to label any object on the map which has focus. Its contents and actions vary on the object it identifies. The balloon has a minimum and maximum width. If the maximum width is exceeded, the ellipsis (...) is shown. The balloon displays one line only. The balloon has rounded corners, a shadow and an arrow behind the text. The balloon displays the name if available. If the name is not available then the balloon displays the street and city. If the street is not available only the city is displayed. Only one balloon is shown at any time.

Clicking on the balloon brings up the location detail screen for the selected pin. When a balloon is displayed on the map, pressing the "select" key or clicking on the trackball brings up the location detail screen for the selected pin.

Initial States - Pan / Zoom Mode

The preferred initial values and states for the map when a map is first launched in Pan / Zoom Mode are as follows: default map mode is Pan mode; Minimum zoom level is 2, Maximum zoom level is 18; and the Minimum zoom level that traffic is available is 8. More details are shown on the map as the zoom level increases.
Default start-up zoom levels are as follows: Address = 16 (used when showing map of full postal address, e.g. 6 Liberty, Aliso Viejo, CA); City = 10 (e.g. Aliso Viejo, CA); State = 8 (e.g. CA); and Postal = 12 (e.g. 92656).

The user is enabled to move the map via arrow keys; hold and drag; and swipe. Shortcut keys are made available on a per-device basis.

Fig. 71 shows exemplary zoom levels, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

The map has a Follow Me Mode similar to AtlasBook v4 which tracks the user's GPS position and follows it by re-centering until the user ends the tracking session, either implicitly or explicitly. Follow me mode is selected via a sidebar menu. The user location is always shown at the center, and the map under the user avatar slides. The user avatar is used to show the user's position and heading on the map. When the user's speed is below a threshold (i.e. no valid heading), a circle with a cross on it is displayed to represent the user's location. This icon rotates by 45 degrees with each new GPS fix. The speed threshold for heading is device-dependent and can be set in the files. The default value is 5.5 m/s (12.3 mph). The Follow Me remains active when the user selects: zoom in/out; or show traffic. The panning (Pan Mode), and the dropping a pin (ID Mode) is disabled when in Follow Me mode.

In the disclosed embodiments the maps do not handle Follow Me Mode and POI Search functionality simultaneously. Clicking on a tray icon to perform a new POI search deactivates the Follow Me mode. GPS tracking also stops when this happens. Activating Follow Me Mode does not affect any POI search that was previously executed. Pins shall remain present. Pressing a shortcut to cycle pins deactivate Follow Me Mode. Clicking on a pin from a previous search shows the balloon. The map does not re-center due to balloons which don't fit the screen. Clicking on the balloon shows the detail screen and deactivates Follow Me mode. Activation of the Follow Me mode does not change the zoom level.
Clicking on a Locate-Me/Where-Am-I button (if it is shown) has no effect in Follow Me mode. The where-am-l menu entry is disabled (or removed) from the menu when in Follow Me mode.

The map has a Where-Am-I Mode which gets the user's GPS position and displays it in the center of the map at an appropriate zoom level to present the user with their immediate whereabouts. The user's current location is shown with a blue disc on the map. The map is initially centered on the user's location. A balloon is used to show the details of the user's current location.

Current location is not updated automatically. Rather, the user must either click on the "Locate Me" button (for non-touch) or select the "Where Am I?" menu item to refresh their location.

The map has a general Traffic Overlay functionality which can be toggled at any time, comprising a tile overlay and a set of Traffic Incident POIs. The map has a traffic mode which can be either on or off. Toggling the traffic mode is different between touch and non-touch devices. The map displays a traffic overlay if the traffic mode is on. The text "Zoom in for traffic" is displayed if the traffic mode is on and the zoom level is above a set zoom level. The text "No traffic information available" is displayed if the traffic mode is on and the zoom level is below the set zoom level, but there is no traffic information available for this region. Traffic information is displayed as overlaid tiles from the server. The overlaid traffic tiles are displayed asynchronously as soon as they become available.

Regarding touch traffic overlay functionality, clicking on the traffic button toggles the traffic mode. The traffic button indicates the traffic mode (pressed/un-pressed button display).

Regarding non-touch traffic overlay functionality, a "Show/Hide Traffic" menu item is used to turn on/off traffic on the map.

The map has a general Traffic Overlay which can be toggled at any time, comprising a tile overlay and a set of Traffic Incident POIs.

When the user turns on the traffic feature, traffic incidents search is started in the background.
A traffic incident search may be performed in a bounding box centered at the map center, and the dimension of the bounding box is larger than the area covered by the visible map on the screen. A new search is started when the user pans out of the bounding box. There are three (3) different traffic icon levels to indicate severity: Yellow (Informational / Minor), Orange (Major), and Red (Severe). When the traffic feature is enabled, there is a menu item that shows a list of currently-visible incidents. The list only contains currently visible traffic incidents. Selection of a "Traffic Incidents" menu item shows the list of visible traffic incidents on the current screen. Only currently visible traffic incidents are shown so the list depends on the map center and zoom level.

Traffic incidents are clickable and show a balloon for it. The balloon is clickable and shows a detail screen for that traffic incident. The currently selected incident in the list view shows a balloon showing information about the incident. Balloons are drawn under the screen buttons should an overlap exist (they are part of the map layer and preferably do not cover any other element or extend outside the map). There are no forward/back shortcut keys to iterate through traffic incidents on the map screen.

Traffic incidents are reachable only through "Traffic incidents" menu item. There is no shortcut key to see the detail of the incidents through the map screen.

The raster map is a user interface (UI) element. A Trip Summary screen, Detour screen and pedestrian navigation uses raster map as part of the screen. The map features may or may not be available in these screens.

A trip summary screen is included. The Map is not intractable with the user except zooming in/out and panning. Only zoom in/out shortcut buttons are shown for touch devices. A show legend on map option is available in menu options for non-touch devices. Legend only shows zoom in/out shortcut keys for non-touch devices. Route layer is shown. Route color is set by the navigation module. User position is shown and updated with GPS fixes sent by the navigation module to the map component. Traffic layer is available. The user
toggles the state of traffic layer through menu options. Traffic incidents are not selectable. The traffic incidents list is available through menu options.

A detour screen is provided. The Map is not intractable with the user except zooming in/out and panning. Only zoom in/out shortcut buttons are shown for touch devices. A show legend on map option is available in menu options for non-touch devices. Legend only shows zoom in/out shortcut keys for non-touch devices.

Route layer is shown. Route colors (current and detour) are set by the navigation module. Traffic layer is available. The user toggles the state of traffic layer through menu options. Traffic incidents are not selectable. Traffic incidents list is available through menu options. Detour route is selected through menu options for non-touch devices.

Pedestrian navigation is provided. The Map is not intractable with the user except zooming. The route layer is shown, and the route color is set by the navigation module. User position is shown and updated with GPS fixes sent by the navigation module to the map component. Bread crumbs are shown to indicate the last 10 positions of the user. POI icons are shown along the route. Tray and shortcut buttons aren’t shown except for zoom buttons.

Map tile expectations were derived by taking the peak number of map queries we see today on our largest customer deployment, multiplying that by average number of tiles per screen, then multiplying that by four as a result of extra usage from end users due to the improved feature. Testing of these requirements is performed using well known HTTP load test tools, such as Seige. The input data for load testing is derived from actual map queries taken from production. The queries span at least 1 week of usage.

For the requirements below, a load test that successfully supports peak load is defined as meeting all of the following requirements: Runs for at least 1 hour; Uses URLs based on real world queries captured from production; URLs cover all possible device specific combinations (that is, it tests all tile sizes, dpi values, and regions); URLs have a regional distribution based on actual subscribers (that is, 99.99 of the queries will be based in NA); URLs used cover
at least 1 week of real world data; Returns proper images for at least 99.999% of the requests; Processes 99% of tile images (3 standard deviations) within 333 ms; and All tile queries are performed simultaneously.

A Map Tile Cluster supports, at minimum, a peak load of 1553 transactions per second for map tiles. A Map Tile Cluster supports, at minimum, a peak load of 469 transactions per second for traffic tiles. A Map Tile Cluster supports, at minimum, a peak load of 777 transactions per second for route overlay tiles. A Map Tile Cluster supports, at minimum, the peak loads for map tiles, traffic tiles, and route tiles simultaneously, for a grand total of 2799 (1553+469+777) transactions per second.

A Map Tile Cluster capacity increases by adding more instances of any given component. Thus, cache capacity may be increased by adding another cache; DTS capacity may be increased by adding another DTS, etc.

QA logging records are used to record tile requests and tile receipts.

The following log files are kept on the tile server (Nginx): "error.log", which logs any information about errors encountered by the server; and "access.log", which logs access URLs requested by the client, and if or not the requests succeeded.

It is important that client maps redraw at a usable speed. On platforms where this is possible, threading is used to allow the cache to load with minimal impact to the drawing. Due to the large variety of device performance expectations, different pass/fail thresholds are used for the various metrics. Exemplary pass/fail thresholds include "CLIENT-METRIC-1", which is an average time to show the first tile from map request; and "CLIENT-METRIC-2", which is an average time to fill screen with tiles from map request.

Server performance is measured through the use of an HTTP load test tool. Cached and non-cached tests are performed.

Tile download bandwidth on the network is determined per client in terms of the number of concurrent downloads. All devices support tile maps. The Map Tile Server supports the "en-us" locale, and preferably does not support
any locale settings other than "en-us". Tiles are localized based on the Locale setting, controlled by the tile retrieval URL. The localization applies to the label text seen on every tile.

A Map Tile Server system comprises 3 services: Cache (Varnish), Web server (DTS), and Map Renderer (DDS). While all 3 services can run on a single box, it is strongly suggested that they run on a 3-box cluster: a 64-bit box for Varnish Cache, a 32-bit box for DTS Web Server, and a 32-bit box for DDS.

As for route tiles, information within a route tile request is specific to the NB Server system that generated the route. Therefore, a separate route tile server is required for every NB Server system.

Traffic tiles require traffic flow information. For the North American region, this is provided by NAVTEQ's Realtime Traffic Feed. For the European Union region, traffic information is provided by ARC.

The map data is the same as for all of ABv5: NAVTEQ 2009.Q2 UTF-8 Discover Cities.

Fig. 72 shows an exemplary Tile Map architecture, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

In particular, as shown in Fig. 72, the user-accessible functions listed in section Error! Reference source not found, are provided by the App Layer. The platform-specific Map Control user interface is shown in the center of the figure, and the platform-independent external lower-level APIs are shown at the bottom of Fig. 72.

As shown in Fig. 73, the tile coordinate system divides the map of the world into $2^z$ tiles where, $z$ is zoom level. So for zoom level '0' there is one map tile with 'entire' world in it. For zoom level '1', there are four tiles as shown in the figure below.

As shown in the figure above, the indexing starts from the top left corner (0,0) of the tile system. The indexing scheme used by the exemplary embodiments is the same as that used by Google map tiles.

The scale (meters/pixels) of a particular map tile at a given zoom level is given by the following equation.
\[ \omega = \frac{2\pi r \cos \varphi_y}{2^z} \]

Where 'r' is the radius of the earth (6378137 meters), \(^{\wedge}\) is the latitude of the centre of the tile and 'z' the zoom level. From the above equation, the scale for a particular tile is calculated as follows;

\[ \text{Scale} = \frac{\omega}{\text{tileSize}} \]

Different map tile sizes are supported. A reference map tile serves the purpose of comparing the scale of the map tiles for different map tile sizes. The tile size '256x256' has been chosen as the reference map tile size. However, other tile sizes are envisioned within the principles of the invention (assuming that all map tiles have the same width and height), e.g., the NIM DTS supports map tiles of sizes 64x64, 128x128 and 256x256.

The concept of a 'meta tile' is used to speed up map tile creation at the server side. Though this is hidden from the client, the 'scale' used at each zoom level varies depending on whether or not meta tiles are used.

A meta tile is a 'larger' tile created to avoid hitting the DDS (Map Server) on a per request basis. Map creation by DDS can be a very time consuming process, depending on the region from where the maps are requested. For example creating map tiles for the European region is considerably slower than (x1000) creating maps for the 'US' region. Therefore, when the client requests a tile, a meta tile is basically created and 'cuts' the appropriate region from the meta tile. This meta tile is cached to avoid DDS access for the tiles falling under the meta tile.

Meta tiles are turned on/off on per zoom level. When using meta tiles, the 'new' x, y coordinates and zoom level and tile sizes are calculated as follows:

\[ X = x/m \]
\[ Y = y/m \]
\[ Z = z - (m/2) \]
Tile Size = tile size * m

where 'm' is the meta tile factor. Meta tile factors have the following values 2, 4, etc., though a meta tile factor of '2' has been preferred.

When creating a meta tile, one zoom level down is used (i.e., z to z-1) to create the meta tile. This process is shown in the example of Fig. 74, which shows a map tile for z=9, x=88, y=204, size=256 (reference tile).

Fig. 75 shows Metatile enabled, x=88, y=204, z=8, size = 256, with a region 290 to be cut from this meta tile to satisfy the request z=9, x=88, y=204, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

In addition to the DTS external vendors or services may be used for fetching map tiles either as a backup or for displaying different kinds of maps.

The possible 'types' of maps supported include basic maps, satellite maps, hybrid maps, and terrain maps. Basic map types may be obtained from DTS, Google Maps™, Microsoft Virtual Earth™.

The different map sources listed above can use different map projections. The client module that requests the tile must perform the necessary conversions between different coordinate systems, before it makes a request for the map tile.

Exemplary call flows and call sequences in the implementation of the tiled maps will now be described.

Fig. 76 shows an exemplary call flow sequence to obtain the map from the tiled maps server.

In particular, interactions are shown in Fig. 76 between the client platform layer and the server side components, such as servlets, the dynamic tile server, and the drill down server. The call depicts the retrieval of a map tile from the NIM DTS.

As shown in Fig. 76, call flow steps to obtain map tiles are as follows:

In step 1, the UI Widget requests a map tile from the Advance Tile manager (Advanced Tile Manager (ATM)). This is usually in response to an action taken by the user.
In step 2, the Advanced Tile Manager (ATM) module requests the map tile from the cache maintained at the client side.

In step 3, a check is performed to determine if the requested tile is in the caches (RAM cache and DB cache).

In step 4, if the requested map tile is present in the cache, the tile is returned to the Advanced Tile Manager (ATM) module.

In step 5, the Advanced Tile Manager (ATM) module returns the map tile to the UI widget which then draws the map tile on the display.

In step 6, if the map tile is not present in the caches maintained at the client side . . . .

In step 7, the map tile is requested from the data source module.

In step 8, the data source module opens a TCS connection and connects to the NIM mux.

In step 9, the mux routes the query to the appropriate servlet.

In step 10, the data source sends the query to retrieve the list of map sources.

In step 11, the servlet returns the list of map sources.

In step 12, the data source gets information about the map sources and sends a request to the dynamic tile server, requesting the map tile.

In step 13, the cache server (which is part of the dynamic tile server) checks if the requested tile is already cached in the server.

In step 14, if the requested tile is not present in the cache server, the cache server routes the request to the upstream server.

In step 15, the upstream server (Nginx) requests the meta-tile corresponding to the requested tile from the DDS.

In step 16, the DDS creates the image and returns the image to Nginx.

In step 17, the Nginx tile cutter module cuts the required tile from the meta-tile returned by DDS.

In step 18, the tile cutter returns the tile to the cache server.

In step 19, the cache server caches the tile.
In step 20, the tile is returned to the client (data source module).
In step 21, the data source module returns the tile to the map tile cache.
In step 22, the map tile cache stores the newly fetched tile in the cache.
In step 23, the tile is returned to the Advanced Tile Manager (ATM) module.
In step 24, the Advanced Tile Manager (ATM) module returns the module to the Ul.
In step 25, the Ul Widget draws the image on the Ul.

The following is a sequence diagram depicts the sequence of operations involved in retrieving and displaying overlay (traffic) tiles on the client Ul. The overlay tiles are created by the server upon the client request.
In particular, in a step 1, the user enters a raster map screen from any point in the application. (i.e. Maps->Where am I?, Maps -> Follow me Map)
In step 2, the map is drawn as quickly as possible.
In step 3, the user's GPS position is drawn on top of the map when provided.
In step 4, the user controls the cursor using the arrow keys to operate the panning / selection on the map for non-touch-screen devices.

The user may continue to interact with the map if they want while the map tiles are downloaded (i.e., there is no lockout of the Ul flow during the download.)

In an alternate scenario, if there are missing tiles in the ClientApp, placeholder images are drawn instead of the missing map tiles. Then the missing map tiles are redrawn when appropriate after they are downloaded.

In another alternate scenario, the user pans to any edge of the map. Then the user may experience some parts of the map screen in lower resolution. This happens when there are missing tiles. These areas are covered by tiles from a lower zoom level until they are downloaded, hence will look blurry for a while.
The route highlight and the traffic information are sent as overlay tiles separately instead of a sent together with map on the same tile. Relevant devices are the 'User' (the actual device using the application); the 'ClientApp' (the client application); and 'NIMServer' (the provider's server). To achieve this, first the user enters a raster map screen from any point in the application (e.g., Navigation -> Map of Route). Then the user asks for traffic information. Lastly, the traffic information is drawn on top of the current map.

In one alternative example, the user pans the map. Traffic incidents on the new map are then shown on the map, if traffic incidents are enabled for the previous map.

In another alternate embodiment, the route is shown on top of the map when in 'map of route' mode, or any screen that route information is available on. In yet another alternate embodiment, placemarks (POIs) are shown on the map when provided. "Ballons" are used to show the captions or details for that POI. Lastly, when the user pans the map, a new search for new POIs is not performed automatically. Only the previous existing POIs are shown.

In still one more alternative example, the user selects disablement of the traffic information, in which case the traffic information is instantly erased from the map.

To perform zoom, the 'User', 'ClientApp', and 'NIMServer' elements are involved. Described as a process, the user first enters a raster map screen from any point in the application (e.g., Maps -> Where am I?, Maps -> Follow me Map). The user then zooms in via any available zoom-in option. The zoomed-in map screen is drawn (possibly at a lower resolution in an initial drawing).

In an alternative embodiment, the user zooms out via any available zoom option. The zoomed-out map screen is drawn quickly, initially at a lower resolution, but eventually getting sharper.

When the user clicks on a POI, a balloon is shown, using the scaled down or up version of previous map tiles until the map tiles for the current map are downloaded.
The user is presented with friendly shortcuts to zoom in or out and pan quickly for touch screen phones. In particular, the user enters a raster map screen from any point in the application (e.g., Maps -> Where am I?, Maps -> Follow me Map). The user then enters an input through an arrow key or a trackball or any other appropriate directional key. The map screen or the cursor is panned in the direction of the input.

For touch screen devices, the user double taps the screen, and the map screen zooms in one level. In an alternative embodiment, the user DRAGs the screen by either finger or stylus. Newly-revealed tiles are downloaded when the user releases the finger/stylus. In yet another scenario, the user FLICKs the screen by dragging with sufficient velocity. In response, the map pans on its own in the direction of the flick until it decelerates to a stop. Newly-revealed tiles are downloaded when the map stops moving.

For multi-touch input screen devices, in an exemplary case the user two-finger double taps the screen, and the map screen zooms out one level. In an alternative embodiment the user does a pinch-in gesture on the screen. The map screen then zooms out based on the pinch. The center of the map then moves along with the center of the pinch, and the map sets its new zoom level upon completion of the gesture.

In still another case scenario, the user does a pinch-out gesture on the screen. In response, the map screen zooms in based on the pinch. The center of the map moves along with the center of the pinch. The map sets its new zoom level upon completion of the gesture.

Auto pan of the map, i.e., movement of the center of the map changed appropriately by user actions, is now described.

In particular, the user first enters a raster map screen from any points in the application, (i.e. Maps -> Where am I?, Maps -> Follow me Map). The user enables POIs on the map. The user clicks on a POI at the any edge of the map. The center of the map is then set to the location of the selected POI. Note that the selected POI need not necessarily be set to the center, but rather to somewhere that feels best for the user experience.
The user can change the tile modes for the raster maps. Available options include map, bird's eye, satellite, etc. To do this, the user is enabled to enter a raster map screen from any point in the application (e.g., Maps -> Where am I?, Maps -> Follow me Map). The user then changes the tile map mode from maps to satellite, and then the satellite version of the current map is displayed.

These options will only be valid when the ClientApp has a URL to a server capable of different tiles. The ClientApp has built in flags to support this use-case when required.

The map data is updated automatically with every draw if there are any changes to layers, etc. that have been made since the last draw. To accomplish this, the user is enabled to enter a raster map screen from any point in the application (e.g., Maps -> Where am I?, Maps -> Follow me Map). The map data cached in the ClientApp is updated if necessary. The latest version of the map is then drawn on the screen.

Maps are preloaded as much as possible to provide faster rendering of map tiles. The user enters a raster map screen from any point in the application. The user clicks on the map, and the map moves via animation. As a variation of this scenario, a popup enters the screen while animation is in progress, causing the animation to stop. The map is moved to its final location instantly without animation.

The MAP Tile UI component draws tiles in their appropriate positions on the screen, or draws placeholder images when tiles are not yet present. Rout overlays are drawn over map, as are traffic overlays. PLacemark icons are drawn on top of the map when provided. 'Balloons' are drawn for placement icons to show captions or details for that placemark. The user’s GPS position is drawn on top of the map when provided. Upon zooming in or out, the Map Tile UI component draws the previous zoom’s tiles scaled to cover the area until the new tiles are loaded. When panning, the Map Tile UI component attempts to cover any areas still needing to be downloaded with tiles from a lower zoom level until these new tiles are downloaded. A cursor is provided to operate the panning/selection on the map for non-touch-screen devices, controllable
using arrow keys. The Map Tile UI component provides controls for buttons to change between different base/overlay tiles, whenever present. Upon being notified of receipt of tiles, the Map Tile UI component redraws itself when appropriate.

The Map Tile UI component handles events from arrow keys, trackballs, other appropriate directional keys, etc. for panning the map and/or moving a cursor. Drag events are handled if the map is panned with the user's finger or stylus. Newly-revealed tiles are downloaded when the user releases the finger/stylus. Flick events are handled if the user drags with sufficient velocity. This causes the map to pan on its own in the direction of the flick until it decelerates to a stop. Newly-revealed tiles are downloaded when the map stops moving. Two-finger double tap gestures on multi-touch input screens zoom out one level on the map.

The Map Tile UI provides an API to set the center position of the map in lat/lon, an API to change zoom level, an API for the application to change the tile mode (e.g., between map mode, bird's eye mode, satellite mode, etc.) An API toggles the viewing of traffic data, and sets the map viewing size. An API queries the available features of the UI component, and specifies a route overlay on the map. An API passes a list of placemark icons and callbacks used for user interaction with them, and redraws the map and updates it with any changes to layers, etc. that have been made since the last draw. The tiles necessary to display the current map are pre-loaded, and the available map tile types (e.g., road, satellite, bird's eye view, etc.) are enumerated. An API selects from the available map tile types, and an API enumerates the available map overlay types (e.g., traffic, route). An API selects from the available map overlay types, and an API translates between lat/lon and pixel coordinates of the map view. An API retrieves the center of the map in lat/lon, and one obtains the bounding box of the map view in lat/lon. An API obtains the lat/lon for any map view pixel coordinate, and one obtains the map view coordinate for any lat/lon. The Map Tile UI component includes an API to let the application choose whether to show controls to allow the user to manipulate the map view. This includes buttons for
showing map tile types and overlay types. An API programmatically manipulates
the map view, and an API sets the center point of the current map view to a
specific latitude and longitude. This API includes an option to animate this
transition, and a callback function to be called when the animation is complete.
An API sets the zoom level of the current map view, this API including an option
to animate this transition, and a callback function to be called when the animation
is complete. An API zooms to a specific bounding box, this API including an
option to animate this transition, and a callback function to be called when the animation
is complete. An API determines if an animation is currently in
progress, and an API cancels the current animation. An API jumps to the final
position of the current animation. Another API allows the implementation of
Custom Map Overlays, using a specific set of callback functions or interfaces.
One API supports multiple custom map overlays, and another allows a custom overlay to draw its content into the map view while allowing for multiple drawing layers (drop shadows, main content, labels, etc.) An API allows a custom overlay to handle key events, and another API allows a custom overlay to handle
touch events.

The following are means by which the App Layer makes use of the
Map Tile UI component.

An API sets the center position of the map in lat/lon.
An API changes zoom level.
An API toggles the viewing of traffic data.
An API sets the map viewing size.
An API queries the available features of the UI component.
An API specifies a route overlay on the map.
An API passes a list of placemark icons and callbacks used for user
interaction with them.

An API passes a list of placemark icons and callbacks used for user
interaction with them.

An API redraws the map and update it with any changes to layers,
etc. that have been made since the last draw.
An API pre-loads the tiles necessary to display the current map.
An API enumerates the available map tile types (road, satellite, bird's eye view, etc.)
An API selects from the available map tile types, and an API enumerates the available map overlay types (e.g., traffic, route).
An API selects from the available map overlay types.
An API translates between lat/lon and pixel coordinates of the map view.
An API retrieves the center of the map in lat/lon.
An API obtains the bounding box of the map view in lat/lon.
An API obtains the lat/lon for any map view pixel coordinate.
An API obtains the map view coordinate for any lat/lon.
An API lets the application choose whether to show controls to allow the user to manipulate the map view. This includes buttons for showing map tile types and overlay types.
An API programmatically manipulates the map view.
An API sets the center point of the current map view to a specific latitude and longitude. This API includes an option to animate this transition, and a callback function to be called when the animation is complete.
An API sets the zoom level of the current map view. This API includes an option to animate this transition, and a callback function to be called when the animation is complete.
An API zooms to a specific bounding box. This API includes an option to animate this transition, and a callback function to be called when the animation is complete.
An API determines if an animation is currently in progress.
An API cancels the current animation.
An API jumps to the final position of the current animation.
An API allows the implementation of Custom Map Overlays. This would normally be accomplished by allowing the developer to implement a specific set of callback functions or interfaces.
A Custom Overlay API supports multiple custom map overlays, and allows a custom overlay to draw its content into the map view while allowing for multiple drawing layers (drop shadows, main content, labels, etc.) The Custom Overlay API allows a custom overlay to handle key events, and to handle touch events.

An API notifies the application if a touch and hold operation occurs for the application to perform a custom operation such as dropping a new pin at the lat/lon.

The Map Tile UI component resides in the NavBuilder UI component of the platform-specific app layer. Its purpose is to retrieve tiles from the NavBuilder™ Inside (NBI) layer, draw tiles to the screen, and handle user input events. It is implemented natively to maximize access to native interaction controls.

The Map Tile UI component draws tiles in their appropriate positions on the screen, or draws placeholder images when tiles are not yet present, it draws route overlays over map, and traffic overlays over map. The Map Tile UI component draws placement icons on top of the map when provided, and "balloons" for placemark icons for the purpose of showing captions or details for that placemark. The user's GPS position is drawn on top of the map when provided, and draws the previous zoom's tiles scaled to cover the area until the new tiles are loaded. When panning, the Map Tile UI component attempts to cover any areas needing to be downloaded with tiles from a lower zoom level until these new tiles are downloaded. The Map Tile UI component provides a cursor to operate the panning / selection on the map for non-touch-screen devices, controllable using the arrow keys. The Map Tile UI component provides controls for buttons to change between different bases / overlay tiles, whenever present.

The Map Tile UI component also handles input events. For instance, the Map Tile UI component handles events from arrow keys, trackballs, other appropriate directional keys, etc. for panning the map and/or moving a cursor. Double-tap gestures for zooming in one level on the map are handled, as
are drag events to pan the map with the user's finger or stylus. Newly revealed tiles are downloaded when the user releases the finger/stylus. Flick events are handled if the user drags with sufficient velocity. This causes the map to pan on its own in the direction of the flick until it decelerates to a stop. Newly-revealed tiles are downloaded when the map stops moving. Two-finger double tap gestures are handled on multi-touch input screens to zoom out one level on the map. Pinch-in gestures are handled on multi-touch input screens to zoom out based on the pinch. The center of the map moves along with the center of the pinch. The map sets its new zoom level upon completion of the gesture. Pinch-out gestures are handled on multi-touch input screens to zoom in based on the pinch. The center of the map moves along with the center of the pinch. The map sets its new zoom level upon completion of the gesture. Touch and hold gestures are handled to drop a pin placemark at the relevant location for reverse-geocoding and thereby obtain an address for the pinned location.

The following are ways that the Map Tile UI component interacts with the NavBuilder™ Inside (NBI) Layer portion of Tile Maps. The Map Tile UI component requests tiles by coordinate from the Advanced Tile Manager using the universal \( <x, y, z> \) coordinates, plus a priority parameter based on the tile's position relative to the screen center. The Map Tile UI component registers to be notified upon receipt of requested tiles.

The Tile Map UI component, upon notification of receipt of tiles, redraws itself when appropriate.

An Advanced Tile Manager component resides in the NavBuilder™ Inside (NBI) component of the platform-independent layer. Its purpose is to retrieve and store tiles as requested by the UI layer, as well as to manage the tile cache of the system and the data interaction layer. It is agnostic of any map center or user interaction and is focused on the retrieval of tiles as prioritized by the UI layer.

The following are requirements for the interface by which the UI layer requests tiles and sets up notification of new tiles. In particular, the Advanced Tile Manager provides a generic Get Tile function which takes
universal tile coordinates, a download priority, and the type of tile image (map, bird's eye, satellite, etc.) The Advanced Tile Manager returns the tile if found in the cache, or signals to the caller that the tile has been added to the download queue. The Advanced Tile Manager provides a way to notify the UI layer that a tile previously added to the download queue is available for drawing. The Advanced Tile Manager provides a way to reset the priority of pending tiles so that their priority can be reevaluated by the UI layer. The Advanced Tile Manager provides a way to flush pending tiles that are no longer relevant to the current map state.

The Advanced Tile Manager component manages the cache as well as the data services. The following are the required operations carried out by the Advanced Tile Manager (ATM) that do not pertain to external interfaces. In addition, the Advanced Tile Manager (ATM) keeps track of usage data, collected for the session and saved in prefs.

In particular, the Advanced Tile Manager manages a queue of pending tile downloads ordered by priority, maintains the Data Source object, and maintains the Map Tile Cache object. The Advanced Tile Manager uses the result from the Data Source's Service URL query to invalidate / clear the Map Tile Cache in the event of a new tile generation. The Advanced Tile Manager mediates tile requests between the UI Layer, the Map Tile Cache, and the Data Source as necessary, and adds tiles to the Cache upon receipt of them from the Data Source. The Advanced Tile Manager keeps track of usage data for Tile Maps, comprising per-tile-type data, and stored in persistent storage for Data Source to upload later for (1) Total number of requests; (2) Number of RAM cache hits; (3) Number of Database Cache hits; and (4) Tiles retrieved from the server.

The Map Tile Cache component is an NavBuilder™ Inside (NBI) component of the platform-independent layer. It has two levels of caching: a RAM cache and a database cache. The multi-level design is intended to optimize the speed in which tiles are fetched (RAM portion) while having a means of persistent storage for future sessions (database cache).
The RAM cache is a temporary cache for tiles that are the most relevant for drawing to the screen to avoid pauses caused by loading tiles from the database cache. Since the cache has no concept of screen position, tile relevance is tracked by the most recent request that was made for the tiles. The RAM Cache is a temporary storage for recently-fetched tiles and remains active until the app is exited. The RAM Cache has a capacity that is proportional to the number of tiles that could be realistically fetched at once to prevent thrashing. The RAM Cache, when at capacity, drops tiles in least recently used (LRU) order for storage in the DB cache. The RAM Cache serves as storage for tiles both as they are downloaded from the server and when they are recalled from the lower-level cache.

The database cache is a persistent means of tile storage and holds most commonly-used tiles to avoid accessing the network. One tile database saves tiles from all zoom levels. A combination of "least-often-used" and "least-recently-used" (least often used (LOU) and least recently used (LRU)) attributes are used to discard tiles from this cache when it has reached its capacity. The Database Cache has persistent storage on the device with a device-configurable maximum capacity, and keeps track of how often tiles are accessed to determine which tiles to throw out when full. The Database Cache both stores and retrieves tiles fast enough to be performed synchronously.

All multi-level caching operations are handled within the Map Tile cache, leaving a very simple get/add/clear interface. The Map Tile Cache provides a means to Get a tile, which first looks in the RAM cache and then looks in the database. If there is a "hit" in the database, it is loaded into the RAM cache. The Map Tile Cache provides a means to Add new tiles to the cache when they are downloaded. The Map Tile Cache provides a means to Clear the database and RAM caches when a new tile generation is detected, or for other purposes such as the un-installation of the app or a Master Clear.

The Data Source component is an NavBuilder™ Inside (NBI) component of the platform-independent layer which is responsible for the interaction with both the NIM Service URL server and the HTTP tile server. Data
Source is also responsible for tracking user analytics, which tracks information for each tile request and download.

One duty of the Data Source component is to obtain the Service URL used to download tiles over a HTTP connection. Upon initialization, the Data Source makes a request to the NIM Service URL server to obtain the format for the requests and tile generation for the pre-designated tile server. The Data Source considers this Service URL valid for the duration of the application session. As part of the request, Data Source also uploads usage data collected from the previous session. The Service URL returned by the server has a schema flexible enough to provide a template for any provider's tile URL.

If the system does not have a needed map tile, the Advanced Tile Manager (ATM) requests a tile from Data Source. It is the duty of Data Source to do the conversion functions necessary to form an HTTP request to obtain map tiles. The Data Source has the ability to create HTTP file requests using the template provided by the Service URL and the universal tile request parameters as provided by the higher layers.

Data Source provides a means for the Advanced Tile Manager (ATM) to make tile requests in universal tile <tx, ty, tz> coordinates, along with a supplied map type. Note that different map sources might support different map projections and the client module might need to convert from one coordinate system to another. The Data Source provides a means to cancel all pending tile downloads, and a notification system to return tiles asynchronously after completing a tile download request.

Upon launch of Tile Map data services, the client needs to retrieve a map server URL from NIM servers. This URL is specified as a template for making requests from that particular server. The template has placeholders for the 'parameters', which are filled in by the client, before issuing the HTTP request. This extra 'layer' between the client app and the dynamic tile server is put in place so that an administrator can update the URL at the server side and thus point the client to a 'different' map server, with ease.
The map server returns a value indicating the 'generation' of the map tiles along with other information related to a 'map source'. Client can use this value to invalidate the cache it maintains at the client side. The map server returns a value indicating the 'map projection' associated with each returned map source. The map source server returns information about at least 2 map sources. One primary and the other, secondary.

The URL 'template', returned by the map source server, has the following parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>type</td>
<td>type of the tile downloaded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'map' – base map tile.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'traffic' – traffic overlay tile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'route' – route polyline tile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v</td>
<td>version of map tiles.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$fmt</td>
<td>image format can be any one of the following;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'png'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'gif'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'jpg'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x</td>
<td>x coordinate of the requested map tile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y</td>
<td>y coordinate of the requested map tile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>z</td>
<td>zoom level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sz</td>
<td>size of the map tile (width shall be equal to the height)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>res</td>
<td>Map resolution. This is the DPI value for the device's screen size. Takes the format 'X' where X is the DPI value.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'96', '192' etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;rid1&gt;</td>
<td>This parameter is only valid for 'route' overlay tiles. This is</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameter</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;rc1&gt;</td>
<td>This parameter is only valid for 'route' overlay tiles. Color is specified either as RRGGBB or RRGGBBAA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;rid2&gt;</td>
<td>Similar to 'rid1' parameter. This parameter was added to support route detours.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;rc2&gt;</td>
<td>Similar to 'rc1' parameter. This parameter was added to support route detours.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Dynamic Tile Server (DTS) is the source from where clients can download 'base' map tiles using the HTTP protocol. Internally the map tiles served by the DTS are generated by the DDS and depict geographical features. The dynamic tile server provides an HTTP interface for the clients to download map tiles, and supports PNG, GIF and JPG image formats. The dynamic tile server supports tiles of size 256x256 and 128x128 and 64x64. While the dynamic tile server supports only one tile size from a list of supported tile sizes (at this time comprising 64x64, 128x128 and 256x256), support for other tile sizes are within the principles of the present invention. Dynamic tile server supports generation of maps for both 'low' and 'high' resolution devices. Dynamic Tile Server supports caching of the generated tiles at the server side to speed up the process of delivering the map tiles.

With the design of the new map tile server, the base map tile is generated from a dedicated tile server (DTS), which serves 'base' map tiles for different zoom levels. The overlay tile server has the responsibility of serving different Overlay' tiles. An overlay tile here means an image of either the route polyline or the traffic flow, with a transparent background. The transparent background enables the client application to 'overlay' the tiles as appropriate on the 'base' map tiles.

The overlay tile server provides an HTTP interface for the client to download a particular overlay tile, and supports two kinds of overlay tiles: traffic tiles, and route polyline tiles. The overlay tile server generates tile images with a transparent background, and generates the overlay tile image for a given x,y
coordinate (unit is a tile) and a zoom level. The overlay tile image server is
delivered in the 'PNG' format, and allows the client to specify the tile size. The
overlay tile server supports tile sizes (length, breadth) which are powers of 2, and
supports caching at the server side to speed up delivery of the overlay images.

The tile servers serve 'tiles' of different types. The tiles can be
'base' map tiles, traffic tiles etc. The dynamic tile server can be accessed
through the HTTP interface to download a map tile. The HTTP client requests a
particular tile by specifying the coordinate (x, y) of the tile and the zoom level.

The URL format is as follows:
http://www.server.com/tiletype?v='version'&loc='locale'&fmt='format'&res='res'&x='x
'&v='V'&z='z'&sz='size'&rid='route'&rc='color'

'$rid' and '$rc' are optional parameters and are only valid when a 'route polyline'
overlay tile is requested. For example, the HTTP request for downloading a
traffic tile for coordinate (4, 5) at zoom level 3 has the following form:
http://www.server.com/traffic?v=1.0&loc=enus&fmt=PNG&res=96&x=3&v=4&z=5
&sz=256

Similarly, to request a 'route' polyline for the coordinate (4,5) at
zoom level 3, displaying the route identified by route 'xyz' has the following form:
&sz=256&rid1=a1b2b3b4b5&rc1=FF0000

Also, to draw two routes on the overlay, the request is issued as
follows:
&sz=256&rid1=a1P2b3b4b5&rd =0000FF& rid2=a1b2b3b4b5&rc2=FF0000

Note: A maximum of two routes can be drawn on an overlay.

The dynamic tile server includes different hardware components
such as a Nginx HTTP Server and a Varnish cache server. The Dynamic Tile
Server (DTS) requires a 64 bit server to implement caching, with a cache size in
excess of 2 Gb.
The TPS servlets for a tiled map support the following functions (queries):

- A map tile source request (maptile-source-query) to obtain a validated location for a user specified location.
- A map tile source reply (maptile-source-reply) to obtain a validated location for a user specified location.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>maptile-source</td>
<td>1..n</td>
<td>Information about the map tile source</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Maptile Source**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>internal-source</td>
<td>0..1</td>
<td>If present, the map source is owned by NIM.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>urt</td>
<td>0..1</td>
<td>The tile server base URL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uri-args-template</td>
<td>0..3</td>
<td>The url templates to be used for fetching different types of tiles. The 'real' URL shall be formed by concatenating 'server-url' with the appropriate url template from this collection.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Attributes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>gen</td>
<td>string</td>
<td>Generation of the map tiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>projection</td>
<td>string</td>
<td>Map projection type. The client can use this value to determine, if it needs to convert the NIM coordinates to match the coordinate system used by the map source server. Supported types: 'mercator'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: - This element is added to
support diverse 3rd party map sources. NIM map server uses Mercator projection. But other map sources might use different map projections.

**URL-ARGS Template**

This element specifies the URL template for a particular 'map tile' type.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>type</td>
<td>string</td>
<td>Type of the tile downloaded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>'map' - base map tile.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>'traffic' - traffic overlay tile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>'route' - route polyline tile</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>template</td>
<td>string</td>
<td>The template for the URL arguments.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$v</td>
<td>The version (generation) of tiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$loc</td>
<td>The locale. Ex: 'en-us'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$fmt</td>
<td>Format can be any one of the following;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'PNG'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'GIF'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'JPG'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x</td>
<td>x coordinate of the requested map tile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$y</td>
<td>y coordinate of the requested map tile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$z</td>
<td>zoom level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$sz</td>
<td>size of the map tile (width shall be equal to the height)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
$res  |  map resolution The resolution is specified as client DPI.

<$rid1> | This parameter is only valid for 'route' overlay tiles. This is the base64 encoded representation of the 'route id'.

<$rc1> | This parameter is only valid for 'route' overlay tiles. Color is specified either as RGB(r,g,b) or RGB(r,b,g,a)

<$rid2> | Similar to '$rid2'

<$rc2> | Similar to '$rc2'

**Note:** The second route parameter set ('$rid2' and '$rc2') is optional, so those parameters are not present in the exemplary template.

It may be desirable to limit the maximum number of routes that can be specified on a route overlay, e.g., to 2 routes.

The URL element specifies the map usage data that is uploaded by the client to a server side persistent medium.

**FACEBOOK UPDATE**

Facebook™ is an external website that aids its users with their social networking needs. In accordance with the principles of the present invention, "NIM FB APP" is a Facebook application created for communicating with Facebook for each of the users. "NIM FB APP DB" is a database for NIM FB APP functionality.

The AB Navigator mobile client provides users with location based services they are interested in. This inventive Facebook update feature provides the user with an option to update the status field of his/her Facebook (FB) account from the AB Navigator mobile client.
There are three ways to communicate with FB servers: The first method, which can be used for any platform, creates the web Facebook application "NIM FB APP" for this purpose. The NIM FB APP is the medium of communication between AB Navigator and Facebook servers. To facilitate this, the user adds the NIM FB APP onto their Facebook account. Upon adding the NIM FB APP to their account, Facebook would generate a userid and session key associating the NIM FB APP and the user account. This userid and session key are used to directly talk to the Facebook server for updating the user's status.

The second method uses the FACEBOOK Connect library, provided by Facebook. This is currently only available as an Objective C library which can be used for the iPhone platform. The library provides api for authenticating the user through the mobile client, and uses the Facebook api to update status directly from the mobile client.

The third method uses the Short Messaging System (SMS) mechanism, though this method involves the costs associated with SMS, and also won't give the complete capabilities that are obtained from the api. Because of these issues the third method is not preferred over the second approach. The second method provides a platform on which there is no library to directly talk to Facebook servers, e.g., the use of the FB Connect api for iPhone.

Fig. 77 shows an overall functional block diagram of an exemplary platform taking the first approach, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

A goal of the Facebook status update in accordance with the principles of the present invention is to provide the user with the ability to update the status field of their Facebook account with the location based information available on the mobile client, with minimal delay.

The client, upon first access to the Facebook status update feature, show an information popup menu instructing the user about how to proceed for authentication. The authenticating web application provides an easy to use PIN, and obtains a password from the user to match with a pre-stored PIN associated
with an authorized user. This is performed when received from the mobile client
to avoid unintended PIN matching. An SMS notification may be used if desired.

The client uses an FBConnect api (Facebook connect library) for authentication for the given platform.

The user is able to select any location based information available for constructing the status, and is able to view and customize the message before posting it. The user is provided with an option to set a default prefix and suffix, which are applied for all posted messages. The user has a choice of posting the status as a Short story or as a Full story.

The user is provided with an option to reset the password. The user is shown the PIN if it is not already attached to the client key. The user is enabled to send a SMS message with the PIN and password.

The user is provided with an option to change the prefix and suffix of the message at the point in time from the application preferences.

CELL ID

The CellID servlet provides a newly powered on mobile terminal (phone) with an approximate location until a GPS fix has been obtained. The location is obtained by providing information about the mobile network resources (network code, cell id etc) currently seen by the terminal to a web service, which translates these into a lat/lon point that is returned to the terminal. The lat/lon location can then be used by the phone to initiate navigation (poi, etc) before the GPS fix process has completed.

The CellID is implemented as a new tps transaction which can be sent from a terminal to a mux. The servlet itself contacts a web service (currently navizon) to do the translation.

Network types supported in the exemplary embodiments are CDMA, GSM and WiFi.

The CellID is a GSM/CDMA A single base station within a Location Area Code (LAC, which is a GSM definition of a collection of geographically contingent base stations. The CellID is implemented as a servlet, which receives
incoming queries from the terminal. The CellID accesses an external web service to translate the provided network information to a latitude/longitude/radius (lat/lon/radius) triplet. The returned radius specifies a circle around the lat/lon point that the terminal is located within.

Multiple network information entries may be provided by a terminal to increase accuracy. These entries can be mixed from several different network types such as GSM, CDMA and WiFi. The web service aggregates position from all entries to achieve a more exact location.

Fig. 78 shows an exemplary flow of information from terminal to the web service, and back, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

The CellID preferably supports queries for CDMA, GSM and WiFi network types. CDMA utilizes SID, NID, CellID and signal strength network resources; GSM utilizes MCC, MNC, LAC, CellID and signal strength network resources; and WiFi utilizes WiFi router MAC address and signal strength.

A single CellID-query sent from the terminal supports multiple network resource entries to increase precision of the returned answer. Resources within a single entry may be of different types (such as WiFi and GSM) if necessary. In the disclosed embodiments, up to 5 resources can be specified.

The location returned from the CellID servlet to the terminal contains a radius-of-confidence describing a circle around the lat/lon position in which the terminal is located.

Exemplary elements that are configurable (through the standard configuration system) for the CellID servlet include: License key (used to authorize the servlet toward the web service); Web service host (which is the DNS name or IP address of the web server that does the translation); and Web server URI (which is the URI, or path within the web server, that the service resides in.)

In addition to normal events generated by the servlet framework, a specific event is generated for each successful transaction handled by the CellID servlet. In disclosed embodiments the event contains the following information:
time stamp; device ID (e.g., MDN, MSISDN); the data sent to the web service; the returned lat/lon position; the returned radius-of-confidence; and the method (according to the web service) that the device's position was obtained through.

The CelllD servlet is completely dependent on the authorized web service (e.g., Navizon web service) for its operation. Requirements placed on the servlet are constrained by functionality available from the web service.

The CelllD capacity is limited by the web service (e.g., Navizon) capacity and/or SLA.

Multiple CelllD servlets are deployed to scale to more clients. Since the CelllD does not do anything but forward requests to the web service and generate event records, the servlet is unlikely to become a bottleneck before the web service (e.g., Navizon) reaches its limits.

Warnings are logged when one or more of the following conditions occur: The web service is unavailable; The web service did not reply with a "200 OK HTTP" response; Not all necessary TPS arguments were provided by the terminal; and/or Provided TPS arguments were out of range or incorrectly formatted.

To limit network bandwidth usage, the communication between a single servlet and the web service preferably does not exceed 512 bytes to the service and 512 bytes back from the service, including HTTP headers.

The devices that use the CelllD servlet are able to access information about network resources available to the terminal. This access is provided through a client-side API.

As an exemplary call flow:
1. Terminal sets up data link to the mux;
2. Terminal sends CelllD tps request;
3. Mux forwards request to CelllD servlet;
4. CelllD servlet repackages incoming TPS elements to a HTTP URL;
5. CelllD servlet sends request to Navizon server;
6. CellID servlet repackages reply lat/lon/radius to a CellID tps reply;
7. CellID servlet sends reply to mux; and
8. Mux forwards reply to the handset.

TRAFFIC PROBES

Traffic Probes is/are a new navigation application v5.0 feature to collect near real time traffic speed information.

Fig. 79 shows an exemplary traffic probe network, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

In particular, as shown in Fig. 79, accumulated traffic data is sent to a traffic server, which forwards the information to the traffic data provider. Ideally, the data is used to generate more accurate traffic speed information for freeways, and may provide information for roadways without dedicated speed sensors.

The system design of Traffic Probes includes modifications to the AtlasBook client, server and databases. A user accessible web site is not necessary for the system to function properly.

During a navigation session and while viewing a Follow Me Map, the client saves GPS fix information at set intervals and periodically transfers the accumulated data to the server. The server, in turn, transfers the information to the traffic data provider. All valid fixes are transmitted to the provider; no data filtering is done on the client or server.

Traffic Probes need not be tightly integrated with navigation. That is, the current speed need not be correlated with the speed limit or expected travel speed of the current routing segment to provide special functionality. The only correlation is that the probes from a single navigation or "follow me" session have the same navigation session ID to indicate that they belong to the same route. The only impact these probes have on navigation is that there is an additional, "out-of-band," upload to send the accumulated fix data to the server.
prior to the final maneuver announcement, reducing the chance that the application will end before transmitting cached data to the server.

Carriers are able to decide whether this feature is voluntary or mandatory. In either case, they are provided with the ability to require the user to acknowledge that their location and speed information may be anonymously sent to a third party for processing. If the feature is voluntary, users may opt-in or opt-out of Traffic Probes at any time by modifying preferences within the client. A carrier may also require that the user be allowed to review the terms of the Traffic Probes agreement within the client.

Traffic probes upload collected data to optimize usage of network resources.

User participation may be compulsory or voluntary.

Data is collected during navigation and Follow Me Map sessions. The data includes timestamp, latitude, longitude, speed and heading information. Collected data is uploaded automatically with no perceivable impact on the user. Data is sent to a traffic partner with no identifying information, to ensure privacy. Uploaded data may be stored for a given relevant period of time, e.g., for at least one month. Collection and upload frequency is preferably configurable by the server. Traffic probes do not impact user performance. Voluntary users may change participation at any time.

Traffic Probes participation may be either mandatory or voluntary on a per-build basis, thus each client build has a default participation. Participation in traffic probes is configured by client build based on product information such as carrier and product. Mandatory participation allows a notice, in the form of a EULA, MOTD or help text displayed to the user. Voluntary participation has a default value for each carrier/product combination, which is configured on the client. The client allows the user to change from the default participation during FTT (first time through) processing with a "confirmation MOTD" or "Feature EULA". The client considers the next invocation after the "Master Clear" function has been used as FTT. The client allows the user to change participation with a new option within a General Preferences menu. The
client immediately deletes any collected data whenever the user opts out. The
server retains any uploaded probe data if the user opts out. The client does not
provide a new settings option for mandatory participation. The server stores the
user participation setting in the server’s user database. The user participation
setting is synched with the client, and may be made available to sync with a
companion web site.

With respect to configuration, a preferred default of 15 seconds
collection sample rate is set (i.e., how often, preferably in seconds, to collect
data.) A default of 900 seconds (15 minutes) is set for the transmission interval
(i.e., the maximum time, in seconds, between data transfers to the server.) A
default of 0 seconds is set for the maximum data age that accumulated data can
reside on the handset before being deleted. (A value of 0 means that the data
will never be deleted.) A maximum collected data byte count may be set (i.e., the
maximum handset storage space that can be used for collected data.) A
maximum collected data byte count is set in the admin fileset on a per-device
type basis with a value deemed reasonable for the device. Devices with limited
storage space have a smaller maximum. The client obtains the maximum collect
byte count configuration value from the admin fileset, with the values determined
on a carrier-by-carrier basis. The current configuration is requested the first time
the client connects to the server.

Configuration values retrieved from the server include sample rate
(Config-1), transmission interval (Config-2), maximum data age (Config-3) and
maximum probe upload count (Config-1 8). Once retrieved from the server, these
values become the new default value, even across client sessions. The client
tries to retrieve the current configuration values at most once per client session.
The client applies the configuration values from the server immediately. For
example, if the max data age is decreased, the client immediately deletes data
that is then considered stale.

In response to each probe data upload, the server sends the
following settings to the client: sample rate (Config-1), transmission interval
(Config-2), maximum data age (Config-3) and maximum probe upload count
(Config-18). The client uses the collection sample rate and transmission interval from the server response for the remainder of the navigation/follow me map session, or until new values are received. If a navigation session is paused, it is considered to be ended for the purpose of traffic probes. If a navigation session is resumed, the session collection and upload configuration values are used until new values are received in an upload reply.

The client does not cache the collection sample rate and transmission interval from the server response. There is a separate "data density" interval for each traffic provider that defines the apparent collection interval for that vendor. The data density intervals have a common factor greater than 1. The client data collection interval is the greatest common factor of the data density intervals.

The client collects valid GPS fixes at set intervals during a navigation session, and during a Follow Me Map session. The client considers a GPS fix as valid if both the latitude and longitude values are marked as valid by the GPS subsystem, and represent a \( \text{\eta}_\text{(O,0)} \) location. The client does not collect fixes that are not valid. The client does not correlate fix information with navigation road segment information. The client stores the GPS timestamp, latitude, longitude, speed, heading and accuracy. These are the standard GPS fix values. The client does not store any other GPS information, or collected data in non-volatile storage. The client uploads collected data to the server whenever a message is already being sent to the server or when the maximum transmission interval is reached. The client uploads collected data to the server prior to the arrival maneuver announcement in a navigation session. The client uploads collected data when a navigation session is ended or paused. The client uploads collected data to the server when a Follow Me Map session is ended.

The client does not display a wait screen when uploading collected information. The client deletes all uploaded information when the server returns a success code.

The client packs the collected data before storing it on the handset. The client uploads all collected data to the server, and has a maximum number
of probes that can be uploaded at one time. The client attempts to upload collected data three times at each interval, and has a maximum collected data bundle count. The client purges collected data prior to upload, if necessary. This might happen if the data was collected in a prior application session and now exceeds the max-data-age, or when the max-data-age value is reduced. If the maximum number of bytes stored is reached, the oldest probes are deleted as needed to make room for the new probes. Any probes with timestamps older than the maximum data age are deleted. out-of-date data is purged at least once per minute. The "Master Clear" function deletes all collected data from non-volatile storage. A unique identifier is assigned to each group of data probes from the same navigation or Follow Me session, e.g., the timestamp of the start of the navigation session.

The server stores all uploaded client data. A unique identifier is assigned to each group of data probes from the same navigation or Follow Me session, e.g., the session ID from the client in addition to the user string (not MDN). Each data bundle is stored with the unique identifier, the UTC upload time, and the initial GPS time from the bundle. The server stores uploaded probe data for at least 30 days, and may backup or archive saved probe data before purging. The server sends probe data to the traffic partner as required, and unpacks the probe data received from the client. The server formats the data as required and transfers it to the traffic partners (such as NAVTEQ, NIM Traffic Team, etc.) The server doesn't send identifying information such as the MDN to the traffic partner.

The server also stores a Traffic Probes user agreement, and enables a user to agree or decline the terms of the agreement. The server sends the agreement and key text to the user in the form of a MOTD requiring confirmation, and stores the result of the client confirmation in a database.

Because the client sends the collected data whenever other messages are being sent to the server, it is possible that the server will send data to the NAVTEQ service more often than every 15 minutes for a given
handset. No more than 1000 probes are sent per message, and messages are not sent more frequently than every 10 seconds.

The server is capable of handling near 100% participation rate probe data, thus for all navigation sessions. As an example sizing, presume a peak hour of 137,377 navigation sessions. The average navigation session lasts at least 20 minutes, which translates to 80 probes sent in 2 queries. Thus, the system is sized to support 77 TPS for probe queries with the expectation of about 3000 probes per second. Further sizing for growth out, e.g., 6 months, the system would be sized to support 115 TPS and 4500 probes per second.

Each probe is packed on the client into 12 bytes. Ignoring the relatively small headers and other settings, the system handles sending 53 KB of probe data OTA each second.

The server uses an event monitoring database to record queries received from the client as well as information sent to third parties. This information may be used to generate monthly or other reports.

In the given embodiments and exemplary sizing, the system expects 53 KB per second of GPS probe data to be send OTA from the client to server. The NAVTEQ SOAP request is approximately 550 bytes per GPS fix, so the connection between the traffic server and the NAVTEQ web service expects 2.4 MB per second.

Preferably client preferences for traffic probes are fully localized. The server is able to store localized agreements and button text, in UTF-8 encoding, to be retrieved by the client language specified in an "ident" packet.

The Traffic Probes user preferences use a Profile servlet, and the data itself is sent as a new analytics event.

Fig. 80 shows traffic probe and related components, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

One goal of Traffic Probe services include the ability to determine the severity of stop and go traffic. Because fix data is collected at "long" intervals, it is possible for each fix to have a non-zero speed, even when much of the interval is spent at a dead stop. Inferences about traffic flow are made by
comparing the speed and relative positions of successive fixes. It is possible that
the collection interval may vary.

Fig. 81 shows exemplary call flows when the application starts up
and requests initial settings from the server, in accordance with the principles of
the present invention.

In particular, as shown in step 1 of Fig. 81 showing initialization, the
application starts up.

In step 2 showing analytics-events-query with want-config, configuration information is requested from analytics-events servlet without
sending any events.

In step 3 showing analytics-events-reply, configuration settings are
returned.

Fig. 82 shows exemplary call flow when the client requests MOTDs, and probes the EULA for collecting probe data, in accordance with the principles of the present invention. The user's response is stored in the same way as other EULA responses.

In particular, step 1 of Fig. 82 shows a request for messages of the
day (MOTD.)

In step 2 showing message-query, the client requests messages-of-the-day (MOTDs).

In step 3 showing getUserMessages, messages are requested from
the database.

In step 4 showing current messages, current MOTDs are returned
from the database.

In step 5 showing message-reply, the messages are returned to the client.

In step 6, a Probes EULA message is displayed to the user.

In step 7, a user accepts/declines Probes EULA.

In step 8 showing message-confirm-query, the user's response is
sent to the server for storage.
In step 9 showing confirmUserMessage, the user's response is saved into the UserDB.

In step 10 showing message-confirm-reply, confirmation is sent that the setting has been stored.

Fig. 83 shows exemplary call flows relevant to the use of User Preferences to change the accept/decline status of the Probes EULA, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

In particular, in step 1 of Fig. 83 the user enters the preferences screen.

In step 2 showing profile-query, the client requests the current value of the Probes EULA for the user.

In step 3 showing getConfirmedUserMessage, the value is requested from the UserDB.

In step 4 showing Probes EULA value, the value is returned.

In step 5 showing profile-reply, the value is returned to the client.

In step 6, the current setting is displayed to the user.

In step 7, the user accepts/declines Probes EULA.

In step 8 showing profile-query, the user's response is sent to the server for storage.

In step 9 showing confirmUserMessage, the user's response is saved into the UserDB.

In step 10 showing profile-reply, confirmation is made that the setting has been stored.

Fig. 84 shows exemplary call flows relevant to GPS probe data collected by the client which periodically sends it to the server for distribution to the various data collectors.

In particular, step 1 of Fig. 84 shows a request for a GPS fix.

Step 2 shows a GPS fix.

Step 3 shows an update position.
In step 4 showing Every 15 sec for 15 min, GPS fixes are continued to be gathered. The actual times will vary depending on the sample rate and transmission interval settings.

In step 5 showing analytics-events-query, the collection of GPS fixes are sent to the server in a gps-probes-event.

In step 6 showing queue event, gps-probes-event data is added on to the queue for the analytics-dispatcher service.

In step 7 showing analytics-events-reply, a response is sent to the client including the current sample rate.

In step 8 showing store_data, the service stores the data local to the service provider.

In step 9 showing probeSamples, the service sends the GPS fixes to the traffic server.

In step 10 showing queue event, the analytics-dispatcher service queues the gps data for the navteq-traffic service. This second service throttles the data flow for the NAVTEQ web server.

In step 11 showing sendProbeData, the GPS fixes are sent to the Navteq traffic server.

In the user preferences, the user may change whether they accept GPS Probes being sent. The client queries the server to confirm that the value has not been changed via the web (for when the web access is implemented). If the user changes the setting, the client sends the new setting to the server for storage. TPS protocol is the existing profile TPS protocol with a new setting, probes-EULA, added.

A message/message confirm - Probe EULA component sends the Probes EULA to the client, and stores the user's response in the database.

CAROUSEL

The carousel feature of the personal wireless navigation system discloses display of real time content in a carousel section of the heads-up display for ABN v5.
The carousel provides useful information about popular content that users regularly query. This proactive nature of the carousel and heads up display makes ABN v5 more 'sticky' to users who might otherwise churn, as they might not invest time to learn how the same information could be ascertained by clicking through menus and options.

The carousel in ABN v5 lists various content, which rotates in the carousel in a circular fashion, including: local weather, local gas prices, local movies, product tips, and local events. Additional information to display in the carousel includes commuter traffic alerts, local traffic alerts & advisories, next meeting alert (time & place), flight status, partner defined events, and coupons from advertisers.

Fig. 85 shows an exemplary "U R Here!" area of a Heads-Up display, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

In particular, as shown in Fig. 85, the "U R Here!" area of the Heads-Up display informs a person of his/her current location, by reverse geo-coding their location to at least a pair of 'City, State', etc. The accuracy and type of service is used to decide whether to show "Street, City, State, Zip code" string, or just "City, State". Since the location may be acquired using other services besides GPS which are less accurate, there is no need to include a street name or number associated with the reverse geo-coded location. Plus if the person is using the product in a dense metropolitan area, the urban canyon effect impacts the reported latitude and longitude by the GPS signal. Country need not be shown unless it changes from the previous time displayed.

A 'Map' button allows the user to switch from Heads-Up display to 'Map' mode. An 'Update' button allows the user to manually request updated content for the entire Heads-up display. Next to the button there is a small indicator that displays the last time the content was updated. The bottom left of the "U R Here!" displays the text 'Roaming' every time the application is in data roaming mode. This let's the user decide whether they want to press the 'Update' button or not.
Fig. 86 shows an exemplary "Real-time Content Carousel" area of a Heads-Up display, in accordance with the principles of the present invention. In particular, as shown in Fig. 86, the "Real-time Content Carousel" area of the Heads-Up display provides each person with location real time location relevant contents around his/her current area. The Carousel displays different real time local contents. Each content screen displays for a period of 5 seconds. Preferably this display period is configurable (though preferably not by the user).

There are exceptions for when the Carousel is not displayed as part of the Heads-Up display, where only 'U R here!' and Command buttons are displayed. For instance, the Carousel may not be displayed on devices with very small screen size. Also, for devices with orientation support (landscape and portrait modes), if the carousel cannot be displayed in landscape mode, it is not displayed in the portrait mode either.

Fig. 87 shows an exemplary "Commands" area of a Heads-Up display, in accordance with the principles of the present invention. In particular, as shown in Fig. 87,

The "Commands" area of the Heads-Up display comprises three starting places for the user who needs to use the application to Find a POI, movie, or event; Share an existing place, or Go to a new or existing destination.

The graphics for the "Command" buttons are intuitive, i.e. can stand alone without text pairing, to accommodate the situation where some translated text would not otherwise fit properly inside the button.

Fig. 88 shows exemplary alternative display modes, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

In particular, as shown in Fig. 88, in the Heads-Up display of ABN v5, 'Map' and 'Speak' are presented as alternative display modes and not 'Commands'.

Each screen displays real time content once a location has been acquired. Rules for when and how (frequency) the 'location' is updated
(background) and the respective location related contents and elements are refreshed (foreground) are as follows:

While ABN v5 is obtaining an updated location fix, it continues showing the most recent content for the most recent location fix. This includes when the device is roaming, and when the data network coverage has been lost. It also includes a distinct 'location' indicator on the Heads-Up display to notify the user if 'location' cannot be acquired.

If ABN v5 is unable to find real time information for each content, the carousel skips that specific content screen, until real time data has been downloaded and processed for display. The carousel does not display any content screen with blanks.

For the initial start of the application when four default content screens are displayed, but the data to display weather, gas prices, and movies has not yet been downloaded, the Tip' screen is the first content screen displayed to the user, and the content screens for each of the other 3 default screens display a general 'downloading information' message.

All content in different areas of the Heads-up display are properly localized, based on what each user selected in the regional settings. If the user returns to the Heads-up display from another mode, or after finishing with a route or search, the Carousel displays the weather content screen.

ABN v5 updates the location in the background and Heads-Up display refreshes the location related contents in the foreground. If ABN v5 is idle in the Heads-up display mode, Map Mode, or ASR Mode, or any other part of the application (e.g., recent searches menu, POI category list) such that no LBS requests have been sent to the server, then ABN v5 requests location every 20 minutes. This applies to both cases where ABN v5 is running in the foreground or background, as these are common cases in the smart phones.

If the newly acquired location is more than 5 miles apart from the most recent location, then ABN v5 obtains updated content and elements, the location of the 'U R Here!' is refreshed instantly on the Heads-Up display. Also,
all the content in the carousel is updated - the current content screen in the carousel can be refreshed after the next cycle.

If the user returns to the Heads-up display after a number of functions, the content of the Heads Up display is refreshed. These functions include returning from a Navigation session, or from a Follow Me Map session. Also if the user put ABN v5 in the background (idle) to read email, or play music, and then brought it back to the foreground. Also if the Heads-Up display comes back to the foreground, after the user finishes a phone call.

Preferably local weather, local gas prices, local movies, and product tips are displayed as default content in a Carousel. The Carousel setup screen is configurable, and thus some implementations of the wireless navigation device may exclude certain content from the Carousel. For example, no support for Events is available in Austria.

Similarly, the default set is configurable as well.

The content for the Carousel and the list in the Carousel setup screen is upgradable via a file set update. In this way a distinct version of ABN v5 may be deployed in a given market without certain content displayed in the Carousel, e.g., without Gas Prices as a selectable content.

Each user can go to the ‘Carousel setup screen’ via ‘Preferences’, and select a different list of content to rotate in the Carousel. Whatever the user selects is ‘sticky’.

Fig. 89 shows an exemplary Carousel setup screen, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

In particular, as shown in the exemplary embodiment of Fig. 89, 'Local Weather' is the only content that is always displayed, and the user cannot deselect it. This assures that there is always real time content in the carousel. If 'Local Weather' is the only content, and the user has explicitly deselected all other content from being displayed, then the left and right arrows are not displayed, when 'Local Weather' is displayed, meaning the carousel does not spin.
If a user selects a content screen by touching it (or pressing CSK/OK on non-touch devices), the personal wireless navigation system proceeds to a landing area off the relevant content screen. For instance:

'-Weather Content Screen' → 'Weather Search Results'
'Gas Prices Content Screen' → 'POI Search Results'
'Local Movies Content Screen' → 'Now Playing Results'
Local Events- → 'Events Near Me Results'

Product Tip Screens are not selectable or clickable. In the exemplary embodiments there is no landing area for this content type.

There is a set display time per screen for each content type. After that, the screen displays the next content screen in the Carousel. The display time per content type is an adjustable value and configurable. This time value is preferably not adjustable by the end user.

The content screen for 'Local Weather' displays current temperature, high and low temperatures for the current day, a graphical representation of current conditions, and high and low temperatures for the next 3 days. The default unit of measure is set per brand of the personal wireless navigation system, and can be changed from Fahrenheit to Celsius and vice versa, via the regional settings under 'Preferences'. If a user clicks on the weather content screen (or by pressing CSK/OK on non-touch devices), the personal wireless navigation system displays the 'Weather Search Results Screen'. This content is properly localized when a user selects a suitable regional setting.

If the user returns to the Heads-Up display from another mode (Map mode or ASR mode), or after finishing with a route or search, the Carousel displays the weather content screen.

The personal wireless navigation system displays local weather information of the most recent location in the Carousel (foreground), until the location has been updated in the background and updated data acquired from the server.
The content screen for 'Local Gas Prices' displays: Average local price of regular unleaded gasoline; gas station with the lowest price for regular unleaded gasoline; and the closest gas station where the lowest price for regular gas is available. For example:

Average: $2.49
Lowest: $2.39
Shell 1.5mi $2.59

If the closest gas station and the gas station with the lowest price are the same station, it is listed twice, once under 'Lowest', and also under 'Closest'. If a user clicks on the gas station content screen (or presses CSK/OK on non-touch devices), the personal wireless navigation system displays a 'Search Results Screen'. This content is properly localized, when users select different regional settings. For this content, the display of distance matches the regional settings. The personal wireless navigation system displays local gas prices and stations around the most recent location in the Carousel (foreground), until the location is updated in the background and updated data acquired from the server.

The content screen for 'Local Movies' lists the three most popular movies in the local area. This is the same rule that is used for displaying a list of movies when a user selects 'Now Playing'.

For some tiers with large screens, the list may include up to 5 movies that are 'Now Playing'.

Now Playing
<Title 1> MPAA star rating
<Title 2> MPAA star rating
<Title 3> MPAA star rating

Preferably each movie listing includes the rating, if available.

If a user clicks on the local movie content screen (or presses CSK/OK on non-touch devices), the personal wireless navigation system displays the 'Search Results Screen'. The local movies around the most recent
location are displayed in the Carousel (foreground), until the location is updated in the background and updated data is acquired from the server.

The content screen for 'Product Tips' displays quick tips on how to use certain functions of the personal wireless navigation system, including the ability to setup and modify the contents of the Carousel. Preferably there is a finite set of product quick tips, with the ability to update this finite set periodically, e.g., via a file set update per released branded versions of the personal wireless navigation system.

The description text within each tip fits inside the content screen of the Carousel such that no scrolling up and down is required. Once the first product tip is displayed in the Carousel, it is not displayed again until all the other product tips in the set have been displayed. After that the sequence shall resume, as illustrated in Fig. 90.

The content screen for each 'Local Event Type' displays the three closest event types starting with the current day. The format for displaying the each event is as follows:

<Event TYPE 1>
<Event name 1> <d d> mi
<Event name 2> <d d> mi
<Event name 3> <d d> mi

The syntax for displaying <next day> is the first three letters of the day of the week. If there are more than three events of the same type in the current day, the personal wireless navigation system lists the three whose venue are the closest. If there is only one listing in the current day for that event type, additional events of the same type that will occur in the next two days are listed. If an event listing is shown at multiple times on the same day, it will be listed up to three times, unless there are other event listings of the same type in that day. This content is properly localized when users select different regional settings. If an event listing is shown for multiple days (including the current day) it will be listed up to three times, if there are no other events of that type occurring sooner.
If a user clicks on the gas station content screen (or presses on CSK/OK on non-touch devices), the 'Search Results Screen' is displayed. This content is properly localized, as indicated by the user's configured different regional settings. For this content, the display of the show dates and times matches the regional settings.

The local events around the most recent location in the Carousel (foreground) are displayed until the location is updated in the background and updated data is acquired from the server.

Content types such as alerts require a user to define and setup the criteria that the Carousel uses to display the content. When the user goes to the screen to select such content types, the personal wireless navigation system leads them to (►) the screen to define or modify the criteria. In addition, the Carousel setup screen provides the ability for users to define the time window for when the Carousel displays certain contents in the Carousel. For example, for movies and events, the user is able to drill down (►), and select "Show on Weeknights and Weekends Only" or "Always Show".

Fig. 91 shows an exemplary Carousel Setup Screen enabling users to add additional content in the Carousel, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

The content screen for Commuter Traffic Alerts displays all traffic alerts along the user's commute route. The personal wireless navigation system provides a set up screen to define the commute route and the window of time when the user wishes to know about the alert. The 'Commuter Traffic Alert' content screen is only displayed in the relevant time window (which is set up by the user including the days of the week that the user cares to know about the traffic around the commute.) The 'Commuter Traffic Alert' content screen can be set up for one location, most typically the user's 'Home' area. When the user is traveling outside the Home area, this content is not displayed in the Carousel.

The content screen for Local Traffic Alerts & Advisories displays local traffic reports for incidents and congestion. This is similar to display of local
traffic incidents and congestions near the user's current location. The Carousel lists the three closest incident/congestions reports regardless of severity.

Fig. 92 illustrates an exemplary model for displaying this content type, which is properly localized in accordance with the user's regional settings.

The local traffic displays around the most recent location in the Carousel (foreground), until the location is updated in the background and updated data is acquired from the server.

If there are no traffic incident reports available in the local area, this content screen is not displayed (no screen with blank rows).

If a user clicks on the traffic alerts content screen (or presses on the CSK/OK on non-touch devices), the 'Map Traffic Incidents' is displayed.

Fig. 93 shows an exemplary content screen displaying the name and location of the upcoming Next Meeting Alert (Time & Place) event that is on the user's calendar, such that the user can invoke an LBS action such as 'Go', 'Find', 'Share', or 'Map'.

The personal wireless navigation system provides a set up screen for the user to import calendar events such as a meeting that have location, from the device's Calendar to the navigation application. Calendar content is properly localized when a user selects the relevant regional settings.

The content screen displays the status of a flight (Flight Status) that the user has set up to be tracked in the personal wireless navigation system. To display the Flight Status, a set up screen is provided for the user to import flight information either manually, or via another service. Flight Status is properly localized when a user selects the relevant regional setting(s).

The content screen displays partner defined upcoming events that are sponsored by, or on behalf of, a Business partner (e.g., Verizon, US cellular, etc.) Upcoming partner defined events are properly localized when a user selects the relevant regional setting(s).

The content screen may also display Coupons from Advertisers. In particular, the content screen displays a coupon advertisement from local
advertisers, or advertisers having a nearby POI to the current location of the personal wireless navigation system.

POI CUSTOMIZATION

A POI customization capability is provided for VZ Navigator V5. In accordance with this aspect of the invention, custom POIs are maintained on the client side, not on a NIM server. This puts the onus of keeping user lists with the organizations themselves.

There are three elements to the solution:

Defining/maintaining an "enterprise" capability for business users;

Client handset code that accepts a new type of place message, stores and uses them; and

Providing the information when a query is received.

For some time a market need has existed to support custom POIs. Custom POIs enable some users to easily select businesses and other locations that, in general, are not as easily accessible to others. In some instances, custom POIs may refer to location names that are not available at all through other services. This has been challenging because of several specific issues, described below. The challenge is to provide POIs only to those entitled to or with an expressed interest in specific POIs.

VX Navigator v5 provides an enterprise administrator with the ability to provision an enterprise user MDN list to access the enterprise POIs. The ability to manage (i.e., add/update/delete) enterprise specific POIs for enterprise employees usage is also provided, as is the ability to perform local search on POIs that are specific to the enterprise. Local search on enterprise related POIs from VZ Navigator V5.0 Website & application are enabled to enterprise users whose MDNs have been provisioned on the enterprise MDN list.
The challenge of managing custom POIs for enterprise or special interest group use involves four specific requirements: ensuring location "validity"; defining a way to collect new POI information quickly and automatically from third parties; An ability to present specific POIs and to handle conflicting information from different databases with similar, sometimes overlapping information - Example: Gas stations from NAVTEQ, and gas stations from OPIS; and Presenting custom POIs only to users who are entitled to them, or alternatively, have expressed interest in seeing additional POIs.

The present invention ensures that a location is "valid"; manages the various POIs that each application user is entitled to view; and provides a way to alert a defined user that a custom POI option is available. Custom POIs are presented only to users who are either entitled to see them (enterprise POIs), or those with a specific interest using a solution that is client-based, not centrally managed on a NIM-hosted service.

The following sections describe how a service offering these capabilities works, which investigate each of four challenges: Managing custom POI locations; Resolving POI conflicts; Managing custom POI users; and User flexibility for handling custom POIs.

As noted earlier, challenges in this area include defining an "enterprise" partner, and accommodating changes to the listed locations.

At a minimum, several items are provided to an "enterprise" customer, who in turn must ensure adherence to some standards.

A new enterprise partner must permit submission validation, ensuring that field definitions agree with content; and address "validation".

Requirements for supporting updates to the enterprise location list are based on the "volatility" of the list. Most lists are unlikely to change for many weeks/months. This relates to business locations, while others may have many locations and are hence likely to be updated more frequently. Within the invention it is also possible for the list to change on a minute by minute basis -
An example is a list of locations that require a site visit (route based on deliveries, requests for pick-up).

Preferably enterprise administrators define categories of locations. Establishment of a service requires a service "template" that includes the "Enterprise ID", core field, and location information.

The "Enterprise ID" preferably includes: The name of the "enterprise"; and the number and names of sub-category fields that the enterprise commits to support.

Core field options include:

- Enterprise ID (assigned automatically with acceptance of enterprise)
- Enterprise name (Required) - This is the level 1 (top level name) presented for the user to select - (This is the default if no level 2)

Location types (Optional Level 2) - Must agree with definition set.

Location Information includes:

- Location name (Optional) (Example "Central States Office")
- Street address 1 (Required)
- Street address 2 (Optional)
- City (Required)
- State/province (Required)
- Postal/zip code (Required)
- Country (Optional)
- Phone number (Optional)
- Lat/Lon (Optional)

The absence of a country code causes the system to default to local country.

The preferred periodicities of which when new information is supplied include: once a day; once a week (preferred); once a month; Annual; and once.

Location list submission supports list updates as frequently as once a day though initially weekly system updates are suitable. The initial requirement
is for one update/week, which may be combined with any other updates. Complete list replacement is acceptable as the ONLY model for list updates initially. An option to add a new address incrementally is preferred. Not required is the option to delete an existing address except through complete list replacement.

The geo-code of each address is supplied through a defined update process. A response is provided to the originator listing the original address, and providing any information available on the failure (e.g., "invalid street address"). Suitable error messages are provided for likely/possible issues detected in the process (feed issues, etc.)

The requirement is based on defining "valid" locations. Validity in this case means that an address can be geo-coded. It does not mean that the location is "correct".

Additional explanation of location types: The category listings supports one "category" or "sub-category" per location: "Company" (default, Category A); or "Sub-categories" (example: "Sales Offices", Category B).

It is possible to define the same location multiple times to support multiple category listings. (In the following examples, the first field has "level" (Category A is "all locations"), the second is the name of the office, the third, is the first line of a street address, the fourth could be a suite # (address line 2), etc.

An example with no location name:
"A,, 123 Main Street,, Dayton, OH, 43210, 513-640-4120"
"B,, 123 Main Street,, Dayton, OH, 43210, 513-640-4000"

An example with named locations:
"B, Southern Ohio Region, 123 Main Street,, Dayton, OH, 43210, 513-640-4120"
"A, District Sales Office, 123 Main Street, Dayton, OH, 43210, 513-640-4000"
An administrator is permitted to change the "my company" definition, but preferably only in areas that do not impact client side functionality (enterprise name, sub-category names). For example, a sales office might have a different name.

Moreover, some changes cannot be made without changing the place message definition. These require updates to the definition of what can be searched (on the mobile). Examples of changes that cannot be "incremental": adding a new "sub-category" (example - "distribution centers"); or changing the company name.

A user notification service, as part of an enterprise program, provides a new category of place messaging, referred to as "Custom POI Place Message" that provides the following capabilities:

A web interface enables the designated enterprise administrator to send the Custom POI Place Message to one or multiple MDNs. The interface is protected by an ID/password that must be unique for each enterprise.

Two "options" are available through the interface for the Custom POI message: Establish/Update Custom POI categories - New "Custom POI" message to establish custom category and any required sub-categories (DEFAULT); and a Remove Custom POI option to delete a category and any sub-categories. Each of the categories relies on an "invisible ID" to ensure that the right POIs are impacted. The ID is managed by the manufacturer when the account is created, and preferably remains with the account.

The Custom POI Place Message is created by the enterprise administrator, and is maintained on a manufacturer server. The Custom POI Place Message is accessible from a web-based interface. The Custom POI Place Message preferably includes, at a minimum: Enterprise ID (not displayed); Enterprise display name; Enterprise category(ies) (as needed); Purpose; and accompanying message, which may be limited. The enterprise ID is essential to ensure the user's ability to reference the appropriate location list.
Figs. 94A-94C show an exemplary web interface Mock-up, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

In particular, Fig. 94A shows an exemplary Login; Fig. 94B shows an exemplary interface to send a message; and Fig. 94C shows an exemplary page defining support for company name and optional sub-categories.

Fig. 95 shows exemplary support for Enterprise definition, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 96 shows presentation of Custom POIs to eligible/interested users, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

There are two classes of users (enterprise, special interest), but both are likely to require similar approaches to resolving custom POIs. These needs are likely to occur in user reception options, when using custom POIs, and/or when deleting/restoring custom POIs.

The following define user options for receiving a "POI category" place message. A POJ category place message functions similarly to today's place messages with automatic invocation of the application. A receiving user has the option to: (1) Accept the request to automatically incorporate the defined POI options (category and sub-category). This may include either a new or modified category list. (2) Postpone a decision on whether to incorporate the new POI list. (3) Refuse to incorporate the POI category(ies). (4) The option to reply to the receiving message may be suspended. Thus, a new category listing may be added, a category listing may be updated, and/or a category listing may be removed.

Fig. 97 depicts a device screen for a user to select enterprise or interest-specific POIs as a specific Category (SEARCH > CATEGORY), in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

The location for a single enterprise category is preferably the second position in the category listing. If the user receives and accepts multiple custom POIs messages (different enterprises) they are preferably presented in the following order: The most recent custom POI category
accepted by the user is presented at the second position (below "All
Categories"). If the user accepts an additional customer POI category
message, it displaces the earlier category which will then be presented in
the third position. As categories are added, older selections are "pushed
down".

If sub-categories are available, a right arrow (►) at the right-
most point of the column indicates the option. This functions as today's
"eating & drinking" option, meaning that if the "main category" is selected,
all locations in the category are presented. If a "sub-category" is selected,
only locations meeting this criterion are selected. If no sub-categories are
designated, the category offers no "right arrow" option.

Users have two options to delete category listings for custom
POIs: "Delete a custom category" (which will delete all sub-categories);
and delete ALL custom categories (if there are multiple ones). Users do
not have the option to delete "sub-category" listings (e.g., "sales offices").

In operation, delete custom categories are an option on the
SEARCH > CATEGORY screen. If NO custom categories are loaded on
the device, the option may either be NOT provided at all (preferred), or
"Grayed out". The option is preferably not "actionable" if no custom POIs
are available. If user selects the option to delete, they are presented with
a new screen listing of any custom categories on a list in the same order
as they appear on the displayed screen (LIFO). The cursor highlights the
top entry but is scrollable to any other custom POI category entry. The
CSK for the screen is "Delete" for the Delete Custom Category screen.
Sub-categories need not be displayed. If the "Delete" option is selected, a
"confirm delete" message is presented. If the user fails to confirm the
deletion, the category listing is preserved.

Search options and resolution of POI conflicts.

Location information supplied by the enterprise partner is preferably
not added to a general search database. Thus, a search from subscribers who
do not have the Custom POI category should not be enabled to locate this information, though this preferably does not preclude others from finding the "equivalent" location from a standard database. (Business offices may be listed in a standard data feed). The custom POI category takes precedence over other factors. For instance, if a user selects a custom POI category, no results other than those in the custom POI category are returned.

"Combined" searches may be supported. For instance, a user may combine a "What" with a special POI category. Similarly, a user may change the origin for the search. All returned results are from within a set defined by the Custom Category.

Fig. 98 shows that in this way the inventive navigation product avoids potential problems of multiple duplicate listings by providing a "binary" selection capability that does not merge existing/other POIs with enterprise or interest-specific POIs.

There are two broadly defined types of users: Enterprise users, and "special interest" users.

Enterprise users are those that are either employed by, or worth with/for a company that subscribes to an enterprise version of an wireless navigation device (e.g., AtlasBook Navigator v5) or related product. In either event, their identifying information is known to an "administrator" of the company who has the option to send a special "Custom POI" place message. If the place message is not successfully transmitted/received, the administrator would receive a report explaining the issue.

When the message is received, the user may or may not accept the message. If the user elects to do so, the message activates the navigation service and is provided the option to add the POI category option(s) indicated (or not). If the option is not immediately added, the message may still be stored, and activated later. Once the category message is "accepted", the user may immediately use the capability.

In operation, when the user selects "Local Search", and then "My Company" inside the "Category" box, all searches apply to "My
Company" locations. If the "My Company" option incorporates additional options, these are presented for selection at any time. If no sub-option is selected, then all relevant company locations are delivered.

Special Interest User Scenario works best with "automated" processing of initial custom POI place messages, essentially eliminating the gatekeeper function (sending "activation" messages) provided by the administrator in the enterprise scenario. In this option, a user interested in "subscribing" to a list of locations that may be very specialized (example: Geo-cache enthusiasts), goes to a website. At the website, the user registers to have access to the "list" and receives either a directed SMS, or some other link for activating the service. Then, the reception/acceptance process is as otherwise shown and described above.

While the invention has been described with reference to the exemplary embodiments thereof, those skilled in the art will be able to make various modifications to the described embodiments of the invention without departing from the true spirit and scope of the invention.
CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A carousel user interface for a personal wireless device, comprising:
   a circular-depicted carousel comprising a plurality of carousel pages of information sources, said carousel being visually rotated about a center, and said carousel continuously rotating sequentially said plurality of carousel pages of information sources, and repeating said rotation in a same order on subsequent full rotations of said carousel;
   wherein said carousel further comprises at least one carousel page of changing information that changes upon each full rotation of said carousel.

2. The carousel user interface for a personal wireless device according to claim 1, wherein at least one of said plurality of information sources depicted on said carousel comprises:
   a weather forecast for said current location of said personal wireless device.

3. The carousel user interface for a personal wireless device according to claim 1, wherein at least one of said plurality of information sources depicted on said carousel comprises:
   gas prices at gas stations within a region around a current location of said personal wireless device.

4. The carousel user interface for a personal wireless device according to claim 1, wherein at least one of said plurality of information sources depicted on said carousel comprises:
   movies at theatres in a region around a current location of said personal wireless device.
5. The carousel user interface for a personal wireless device according to claim 1, wherein at least one of said plurality of information sources depicted on said carousel comprises:

    information identifying an upcoming event in a region including said current location of said personal wireless device.

6. The carousel user interface for a personal wireless device according to claim 1, wherein said at least one page of changing information comprises:

    a product tip.

7. The carousel user interface for a personal wireless device according to claim 6, wherein:

    said product tip relates to an application running on said personal wireless device.

8. The carousel user interface for a personal wireless device according to claim 7, wherein:

    said application running on said personal wireless device is a navigation system.
9. A method of displaying a plurality of pages of information on a personal wireless device, comprising:

assembling said plurality of carousel pages of information visually into a carousel that rotates about a center point, said plurality of carousel pages of information displaying information readable from a direction outside a perimeter of said carousel; and

changing a content of one of said plurality of carousel pages of information after each rotation of said carousel beyond when said one of said plurality of carousel pages of information is displayed front and center;

wherein said carousel is rotated in a clockwise or counter-clockwise direction by hand gestures on a touch screen of said personal wireless device.

10. The method of displaying a plurality of pages of information on a personal wireless device according to claim 9, wherein:

said content of said one of said plurality of carousel pages of information is changed after each full 360 degree rotation of said carousel.

11. The method of displaying a plurality of pages of information on a personal wireless device according to claim 9, wherein said plurality of pages of information comprise:

at least one carousel page of weather information.

12. The method of displaying a plurality of pages of information on a personal wireless device according to claim 9, wherein said plurality of pages of information comprise:

at least one carousel page of gas station prices information.
13. The method of displaying a plurality of pages of information on a personal wireless device according to claim 9, wherein said plurality of pages of information comprise:

   at least one carousel page of movie information identifying movies currently playing at theatres in a region around a current location of said personal wireless device.

14. The method of displaying a plurality of pages of information on a personal wireless device according to claim 9, wherein said plurality of pages of information comprise:

   information identifying an upcoming event in a region including said current location of said personal wireless device.
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Native UI Access

NIM Abstraction Access
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AtlasBook™ Services API
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MOTD
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Implemented Using Portable C Code
or
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Implemented Using Optimal Platform Specific Frameworks and/or Languages
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Physical Database Layout (V5)
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FIG. 15
OTHER.SDS.6.7
Performance: time to display splash

Logo + disclaimer on app launch,
Accept to continue

OTHER.6.1
AtlasBook Navigator
"Do not attempt to enter route
information or adjust AtlasBook
Navigator while driving. Failure to pay
full attention to the operation of your
vehicle could result in death, serious
injury, or property damage. You assume
total responsibility and risk for using
AtlasBook Navigator.

Accept
Decline

Exits app

OTHER.6.2
MDN entry screen

MDN entry screen

Fail

Success
Messages as needed

OTHER.6.3
AtlasBook Navigator

One or more messages (EULA,
Mandatory OTA, Optional OTA,
MOTD with or without confirmation)
- see SDS for detail – see next page
for details of each type of screen.

Accept
Decline

MANDATORY OTA →
EULA → OTA → MOTD

OTHER.SDS.6.6
The order that these messages are shown
is the same as in AB V4 EU – see section
2.3.27 of the ABG Overall SDS.

FIG. 18A
FIG. 18
FIG. 18B
**FIG. 18B**

**OTHER.SDS.6.1**
Exact name and number of filesets is platform-dependent and will be provided with the release notes for each platform.

**OTHER.SDS.6.2**
Failure case needs explanation.

**OTHER.SDS.6.3**
Only needed and hence only shown on GSM devices.

**Note:** display fileset progress bar, but use the license result to indicate need for new fileset, no need for separate progress bar.

**Note:** get the purchase URL while checking for messages.

---

**OTHER.6.5**
Filesets as needed (for all features, not just the free one) – new in V5, single progress bar, showing names of data file combos as they get processed, e.g. “data”, “images”, “voices”, “weather”.

---

**OTHER.6.4**
License panel always shows on first-time through (up-sell opportunity) or when product is configured as 100% paid app.

See...

**OTHER.14.2**

---

**OTHER.SDS.6.5**
Bar-style progress bar when waiting for response of known length. Legend says what you are waiting for.

---

(2nd time through with no MOTD/EULA/LICENSE/FILESET)
Say it
Select search field, then press
SEND key when speaking.

Say Place Name
Say Airport
Say Address

OTHER.7.1

OTHER.7.8
Say it
Select search field, then press
SEND key when speaking.

Recording...
Say Airport
Say Address

Home
Exit/Close

Back

SEND

OK
Menu

OTHER.SDS.7.1
Cancel goes to previous screen (like Back)

OTHER.SDS.7.2
The main business search is only for businesses "around me", you can't change
the location.

FIG. 19A

FIG. 19
OTHER.7.9
Say it
Select search field, then press SEND key when speaking.
Say Place Name
Say Airport
Say Address

OTHER.7.10
Get Fix

OTHER.7.11
Get ASR

OTHER.7.12
Say it
Select search field, then press SEND key when speaking.
Say Place Name
Say Airport
Say Address

OTHER.SDS.7.4
If language, other than English is selected or a country, other than US is selected, the application shall display an error message: "Say it" is only supported in the U.S. and in English translated in the selected language.

OTHER.SDS.7.3
When changing language other than English, the Say It LSK will not display in the footer or toolbar.
When set back to English, Say it will re-appear in the footer or toolbar.

FIG. 19B
FIG. 20A

FIG. 20
FIG. 20B

OTHER.SDS.8.1
Per Carousel PRD, the fine fix only gets updated every 20 min. Loading fix will only show when no location is cached. Coarse Fix is assumed to be CellID or similar coarse fix. Location will progress from Loading à Coarse à Fine as quickly as better fixes become available.

OTHER.SDS.8.2
Refresh location hotspot has been removed and replaced by "Update location" in the menu.

San Francisco, CA
Near: 972 Mission St.

Local Festivals Nearby
Annual Run for Zimbabwe 3/6/09
Black Cuisine Street Festival 3/7/09
Crab Crawl Festival 3/8/09

Navigate Find Share

Say it OK Menu

San Francisco, CA
Near: 972 Mission St.

Current Gas Prices Nearby
Low Average High
$2.43 $2.43 $2.43
gallon gallon gallon

Navigate Find Share

Say it OK Menu
FIG. 22A

TOP.SDS.105
"My Account and Check for Updates and About" moves to Preferences for V6.
TOP.SDS.10.1 when user clicks carousel, it takes you to the results screen that matches those search results. Tip of the day will not be clickable.

TOP.SDS.10.2 number of small squares under the carousel data indicates the number of carousel data screens and which one you are on, i.e. it changes depending on the # of available feeds.

TOP.SDS.10.3 Call is not needed in advanced devices menu because Send key already brings up the recent call screen (BREW) or the phone dialer (WM, RIM, Android).

About
(Product Name)
Version: 5.0.0.xx
Device:
Servers: Production
GPS: VZW LPS
MDN: xxx-xxx-xxxx
Powered by Networks in Motion, Inc. (NIM). Copyright © 2005 – 2008 Verizon Wireless and NIM. All rights reserved.
NIM products may be covered by pending or issued patents, including but not limited to U.S. Patent No. 7,333,820, 7,321,826, 7,082,365, 7,271,742, 7,256,711. Map Data Copyright © 2009 NAVTEQ. All rights reserved. Copyright © 2008 Tribune Media Services

FIG. 22B
LOCATION SELECTOR (see next two pages)

Note:
Location Wizard from Find = POI
Place Menu
Location Wizard from all other areas = populates locations only.

Please see pages 12 and 13 for the detail on what goes in this box

TOP.SDS.11.1 Facebook users have the option of not posting a location, hence the option "None" when you get to this screen by selecting Location Wizard from Facebook.

TOP.SDS.11.2 OTHER.11.1 is the Address screen from FIND, OTHER.11.2 is the Location screen from LocWiz.

FIG. 23B

OTHER.11.2a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AtlasBook</th>
<th>Find</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address, Intersection, City, and</td>
<td>Find</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country: United States</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current Location</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recent Searches</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Favorites</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contacts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airports</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Back</td>
<td>Menu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LocWiz - Facebook

Location Top Level

FIG. 23
FIG. 24A
FIG. 24B Location Wizard Non-Touch

FIG. 24

OTHER.12.4

Favorites
Place Name 1
Address
Place Name 2
Address
Place Name 3
Address
Place Name 4
Address
Place Name 5
Address
Place Name 7
Address
Place Name 8
Address

Sort by Name
Sort by Date
Cut (if supported)
Copy (if supported)
Paste (if supported)
Home
Exit/Close

TOP.SDS.12.1 Menu items above show when supported. If not available at a given instant (on a supported device) it shows grey, e.g. you can't paste until you have copied (or cut)

BACK OK Menu

OTHER.12.8

Contact 1
Home: <Address>
Work: <Address>
Please Wait
Cancel OK

Selected address to display in Address field

OTHER.12.9

Disambiguation screen (for multiple entries)
Cancel OK
FIG. 25A

Note: Location Wizard

Address, Intersection, City, and/or Zip

Main St, San Diego, CA-92154, USA
(100-120) Main St, Riverside, CA-92501, USA
(300 - 599) Main St, Riverside, CA-92501, USA
14301 Yale Ave, Sacramento St, Irvine, CA
4299 Campus Dr, Irvine, CA-92612, USA
4245 Campus Dr, Irvine, CA-92612, USA
216 Berkeley, Irvine, CA 92612
5333 University Dr, Irvine, CA 92612
3097 Eclinger Ave, Tustin, CA
16291 Construction Cir. E, Irvine, CA
3720 Barranca Pky, Irvine

Back Exit/Close

LOCATION SELECTOR

OTHER.13.4

AtlasBook Select a Contact

Enter a name...

Robert
Sun, Hao

Select Menu

OTHER.13.5

AtlasBook Hao Sun

First St., Simi Valley, CA
Main St, Irvine, CA

Back Menu

OTHER.13.8

AtlasBook See FIND.25.X

For Details of Airport Flow

Back Menu

Home Exit/Close

SUBSTITUTE SHEET (RULE 26)
Your subscription has expired.

Submit w/ valid key that has expired subscription

Submit w/ invalid key

Valid key

From My Account Menu

Validate the license with the server

My Account

Fileset Download

TOP.SDS.14.1
There will be two product names used for AB V5/V6.0. For demo/trial use, no URL will be returned (user is expected to enter license key from other source).

For showing off Cardinal, a different product name will be used and the URL will be populated.

OTHER.14.1

Use moved to continue

In normal use

Main Menu

Success

FIG. 26B

License Panel

SUBSTITUTE SHEET (RULE 26)
FIG. 27

OTHER.15.4
My Account
License key: <license key>.
Purchase new features.
Package - VZ Navigator Plus
Expiry - 11/30/09
Back Menu

TOP.SDS.15.3
V6
The My Account page will list each subscribed BUNDLE, their subscription type, and expiry date. The user can also go to the purchase screen from my accounts page.

TOP.SDS.15.1
The My Account page will list each subscribed feature, their subscription type, and expiry date. The user can also go to the purchase screen from my accounts page.

TOP.SDS.15.2
The original comment here said that "Expired features do not show up on this list" but that would result in the very poor user experience of not allowing them to see that their license has expired (to explain to them why it just stopped working).

Note: "update account" does a refresh, e.g. if you have been away to the web site and purchased a license, you should be able to refresh this screen.

OTHER.15.4
Upgrade button for WM touch, Smartphone.
Upgrade icon in toolbar for Storm
Upgrade CSK on BREW

OTHER.15.3
Enter License
Home
Exit/Close

My Account
TOP.SDS.16.1
Each instance of a NIM app on the device will add to the menu list shown on screen OTHER.16.1. Each will include Navigate/Find/Map/Share using AppName where AppName is defined for each NIM product.

TOP.SDS.16.2
This flow only applies when the contact entry contains one or more addresses.

TOP.SDS.17.3 Menu also appears within Contact Details screen. Flow shall be the same.

Validate address during this time.

FIG. 28A
Navigate: Address entered into 'Destination' field.

**TOP.SDS.16.5**
V6 – If Map only, application will launch Navigate screen to allow user to select Directions.

Find: Address entered into 'Location' field.

**TOP.SDS.16.4**
If the contact entry does not contain a location, show the following popup:

**TOP.SDS.16.6**
V6 – If not premium app, display upsell pop-up once the user selects the premium feature. Do not display pop-up without launching the app.

Map: Address entered into 'Location' field.

Share (Message)

Popup stating “this contact entry does not contain a location” [OK]

Launch from Contacts

**FIG. 28B**

**FIG. 28**
Each instance of a NIM app on the device will add to the menu list shown on screen OTHER.17.1. Each will include Go/Find/Map/Share using AppName where AppName is defined for each NIM product.
**Note:** Validate address while showing the "Launching..." popup

- **Navigate**
  - Address entered into 'Destination' field.

**TOP.SDS.17.5**
- V6 - If Map only, application will launch Navigate screen to allow user to select Directions.

- **Share (Message)**
  - Address entered into 'Location' field.

- **Find**
  - Address entered into 'Location' field.

**TOP.SDS.17.6**
- V6 - If not premium app, display upsell pop-up.

**TOP.SDS.17.4**
- If the calendar entry does not contain a location, show the following popup
  - Popup stating "this calendar entry does not contain a location"

**Launch from Calendar**

**FIG. 29B**

---

**FIG. 29A**

**FIG. 29B**

**FIG. 29**

---

**SUBSTITUTE SHEET (RULE 26)**
FIG. 30

Sync Failed popup (explains failure), ok to dismiss

Sync Results popup (explains results), ok to dismiss

User allowed to continue

Sync Now

Sync Later

Sync Events

If Sync fails for some reason

Sync with Web (from the phone)

Sync from Web (from the website)

Sync Pending popup (Sync now / Sync later)

TOP.SDS.18.2 This option is only relevant when we have a similarly-branded website. AB v5 does not have a website component.
**FIG. 31**

Please Wait Screens

---

**Table**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FIND.19.1</th>
<th>FIND.3.5</th>
<th>TOP.SDS.19.1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>AtlasBook</strong></td>
<td><strong>List View</strong></td>
<td>This page will be used for capturing the various wait state, but they all fall into one of two categories A) Circle = we don't know how long the wait will last B) Bar = we can track % complete and give the user this feedback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enter Business Name (Optional)</td>
<td>Results 11-20</td>
<td>TOP.SDS.19.2 Progress Circle and Bar can both be cancelled by the user</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Near: Current Location</td>
<td>mi KFC, Address Free Grilled Chicken</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Getting GPS</td>
<td>2.0 Place Name 1 Address</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.2 Place Name 2 Address</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.7 Place Name 3 Address</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.3 Place Name 4 Address</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8.1 Enhanced POI 4 Address</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10.2 Place Name 5 Address</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13.8 Place Name 6 Address</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Map View Menu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map View Menu</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FIND.19.3</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FIG. 35

To use VZ Navigator, your phone's location mode must be set to 'On'. Change location mode to 'On'.

Your privacy settings are currently set to Allow. This setting always allows the application to obtain your location data without further prompting for permission. Please select Menu (Options) > Modify if you wish to change this setting.

WARNING! Changing privacy settings may prevent you from using VZ Navigator.
Map tray needs to be per the mock-ups, similar to Palm and Android.

If user not a Premium user, upsell pop-up displays when user selects ‘Say it’

“Say it…” (Speech To Text)

Say it (RIM non-touch)
Find (RIM non-touch)
Where Am I? (non-touch)
Follow Me (non-touch)
Share (if current location bubble)
Show/Hide Traffic (non-touch)
Show Legend (non-touch)
Preferences
Sync with Web
Dev Tools
Exit

Launch (from Contacts)
Map using AtlasBook etc. Navigate Share Find

Launch (from Calendar)
Map using AtlasBook etc. Navigate Share Find

Sync with Web

TOP.SDS.23.1 ‘Home’ shall not be a menu option for Map Theme

FIG. 36
VZ Navigator

Huntington Beach, CA
Near: Melbourne Dr

Gas Prices: Low $2.05, Avg $2.11
Flick/Swipe

1.4 mi $2.11, Arco, 2345 Las...  
3.2 mi $2.16, Costco, 2334 Pacific...  
3.2 mi $2.16, Costco, 2334 Pacific...  

Go  Share  Find

Say it  Menu

FIG. 37

GPS fix for location

FIND.22.2
Weather

Gas Prices

FIND.3.6
Gas Prices

FIND.5.1

Movies

FIND.12.3
Movies

FIND.15.7

Events

FIND.17.5
Events

Tips
Not selectable

Action:
Touch Devices: Touch Content Carousel area of the display
Non-Touch: Scroll or use d-pad to highlight and select Content Carousel

TOP.SDS.24.1
Clicking on the carousel initiates a POI search – getting GPS location and downloading the results:
Weather – Display week forecast screen
Gas Prices – Display first 10 POI results – not to include Sponsored Ad.
Movies – Display first 10 movie title results
Events – Display results of category

TOP.SDS.24.2
Once at the results screen, behavior is same as Search generated using Find function.
Prev/Next arrows are present and all CTA commands are available from the menu.

Note: Back returns user to Home Screen.

Clickable Carousel
First Time Through (FTT) Provisioning – VZ Navigator v5

**License Agreement**

< EULA Statement>

Accept  Decline

Exits app

**Traffic Reporting**

To improve traffic features, VZ Navigator can monitor your speed when you use this application. By selecting "Accept" you consent to the collection and use of this anonymous information for traffic-reporting related services, otherwise select "Decline" to continue.

Accept  Decline

**FIG. 38A**

**FIG. 38**
FIG. 39A

OTHER.25.1 EULA

End User License Agreement
VZ Maps requires the use of your location information. By accepting, you consent to the collection and use of information regarding the location of this device in order to deliver location based services. Verizon Wireless does not guarantee the accuracy or completeness of any information displayed through this application. Always use caution when displaying your location to third parties. Service could be interrupted or disrupted due to atmospheric conditions, inaccurate ephemeris data and other factors associated with use of satellites and satellite data.

Accept
Decline

Filesets as needed (for all features, not just the free one) – new in V5, single progress bar, showing names of data file combos as they get processed, e.g., “data”, “images”, “voices”, “weather”

Success

<Display appropriate Error Message>

OK

Main Menu
Or
From calling function.

OTHER.26.4 NIM server failure

VZ Navigator

Error processing request. Please try later. (Error – xxxx)

Exit Application

Duplicate Request

1) Checking GPS...
2) Loading...
FC Request

Validating Subscription

Launch from device main menu icon or App2App
Validating Subscription

1) Checking GPS...
2) Loading...
FC Request

**FIG. 39A**

**FIG. 39B**

**FIG. 39**

**OTHER.25.1** Purchase Screen

**Purchase**

VZ Navigator provides GPS on your mobile phone. Get turn-by-turn directions with traffic information, search millions of points of interest (POIs), movies and events.

VZ Navigator, Monthly $9.99 per month

Please select an offer. If you exit this screen, the program will close, and you will not be charged

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Buy</th>
<th>Decline</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Buy

**Exit Application**

**Purchase Confirmation**

**Validating Subscription**

**OTHER.25.2**

Please confirm purchase of VZ Navigator.

VZ Navigator, Monthly $9.99 per month

If you exit this screen, the program will close, and you will not be charged

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Accept</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OTHER.25.3**

Subscription request sent. Please allow up to 30 minutes for authentication.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OTHER.25.3**

Main Menu

**SPG Storm/Curve2**
Launch from device main menu icon or App2App

VZ Navigator Splash

Request FC - Detect missing feature code

Validating Subscription

Success

Failure

Main Menu

Error validating subscription. Please call *611 for Verizon Customer Care.

OK

Exit Application

Purchase Screen

Purchase

VZ Navigator provides GPS on your mobile phone. Get turn-by-turn directions with traffic information, search millions of points of interest (POIs), movies and events.

VZ Navigator, Monthly
$9.99 per month

Please select an offer. If you exit this screen, the program will close, and you will not be charged.

Buy

Decline

Decline = Exit Application

FIG. 40A

FIG. 40

FIG. 40A | FIG. 40B

SUBSTITUTE SHEET (RULE 26)
FIG. 40B
Launch from device main menu icon or App2App

VZ Navigator™
Version 6

Validating Subscription/Purchaser

Error

New/Valid Purchaser

Display appropriate error message

OTHER.29.1

VZ Navigator Options
Choose an option to learn more

VZ Navigator Maps
Maps and points of interest

VZ Navigator (Recommended)
Maps plus turn-by-turn 3D navigation, traffic, and...

VZ Navigator Global
Get turn-by-turn 3D navigation, traffic, and detour...

Cancel

TOP.SDS.29.3
Cancel exits the application.

Launching [ProdName]

Updating...

Did you know you can...
Share your location with friends and family and post your location on Facebook!

Navigate Find Share

Say it Menu

Probes
Traffic Reporting
To improve traffic features, VZ Navigator can monitor your speed when you use this application. By selecting "Accept" you consent to the collection and use of this anonymous information for traffic-reporting related services, otherwise select "Decline" to continue.

Accept Decline

Privacy

Your privacy settings are currently set to Allow. This setting always allows the application to obtain your location data without further prompting for permission. Please select Menu (Options) > Modify if you wish to change this setting.

WARNING! Changing privacy settings may prevent you from using VZ Navigator

Accept Modify

Menu

V4/V5 upgrade

Free Map

Downloading Filesets

FIG. 41

FIG. 41A
FIG. 41B

Please confirm selection.

VZ Navigator
$9.99 per month

Accept  Cancel

Dismiss pop-up.

End User License Agreement
VZ Maps requires the use of your location information. By accepting, you consent to the collection and use of information regarding the location of this device in order to deliver location based services. Verizon Wireless does not guarantee the accuracy or completeness of any information displayed through this application. Always use caution when displaying your location to third parties. Service could be interrupted or disrupted due to atmospheric conditions, inaccurate ephemeris data and other factors associated with use of satellites and satellite data.

Accept  Decline

VZ Navigator must be accepted to use VZ Navigator.

OK

Exit App

TOP.SDS.30.4
If authentication error, also display "Could not process your request. Please try again later."

If error occurs that allows the app to continue download of free map, display the message "Downloading VZ Maps".

If not an authorized purchaser, display "Purchase request not authorized." and continue download of free map.

VZ/AB V6 App Launch
VZ Navigator Options
Choose an option to learn more

VZ Maps - Search for points of interest, get weather and static directions
VZ Navigator Lite - VZ Map plus turn-by-turn navigation, movies, and events.
VZ Navigator (Recommended) - Lite plus 3D maps, traffic, detours and speech rec...
VZ Navigator Global - VZ Navigator with multi-country support.

Cancel

Note: Bundle descriptions and pricing options will come from the server.

VZ Navigator Global - VZ navigator with multi-country support
$2.99 for a 1 Day pass
$5.99 for a 3 Day pass
$9.99 for a 7 Day pass
$19.99 monthly
Press 'Submit' to buy.

VZ Navigator Lite - Get turn-by-turn navigation, movies, and events
$0.99 for a 1 Day pass
$1.99 for a 3 Day pass
$2.99 for a 7 Day pass
$4.99 monthly
Press 'Submit' to buy.

VZ Navigator (Recommended)
Get turn-by-turn directions using 3D maps, weather, speech input, and search for points of interest, movies, and events.
$9.99 monthly
$4.99 for a 7 Day pass
$2.99 for a 3 Day pass
$1.99 for a 1 Day pass
Press 'Submit' to buy.

FIG. 42A
If authentication error, also display "Could not process your request. Please try again later."

If error occurs that allows the app to continue download of free map, display the message "Downloading VZ Maps."

If not an authorized purchaser, display "Purchase request not authorized." and continue download of free map.
FIG. 43A
TOP.SDS.31.3
1) Lock icon will overlay the Find option icons. After the upgrade, the lock will not show.
2) No highlight state for touch devices.

TOP.SDS.31.4
If authentication error, also display "Could not process your request. Please try again later." and return to map main menu.
If not an authorized purchaser, display "Purchase request not authorized." and return to main menu.

TOP.SDS.31.7
Subscription Screen Pop up shall be based on Upgrade/Unsubscribe options. If the user Unsubscribes, the pop-up shall display "To upgrade to the premium features in VZ Navigator, select 'Upgrade' from the 'My Account' screen within Preferences."

OTHER.31.1
Subscription Screen
Upgrade/Unsubscribe.
Congratulation on your upgrade! You now have access to <bundle name>
FIG. 44A

OTHER.11.1
AtlasBook
Address
Country: United States
Recents
Favorites
Contacts
Home
Exit/Close
Back
Menu

OTHER.11.2
AtlasBook
Location
Address
Country: United States
Current Location
Recents
Favorites
Contacts
Home
Exit/Close
Airports
Back
Menu

OTHER.11.2b
AtlasBook
Address, Intersection, City, and
Country: United States
Current Location
Recent Searches
Favorites
Contacts
Airports
Along My Route
My Destination
LocWiz - Navigation

OTHER.11.3
AtlasBook
Near San
San Francisco, CA
San Jose, CA
Active Location Field
Back
Find
Menu

OTHER.11.4
Disambiguation screen
(for multiple entries)
Cancel
OK

SUBSTITUTE SHEET (RULE 26)
Note:
Location Wizard from Find = POI
Place Menu
Location Wizard from all other areas = populates locations-only.

_FIG. 44B_

TOP.SDS.11.1 Facebook users have the option of not posting a location, hence the option "None" when you get to this screen by selecting Location Wizard from Facebook.
TOP.SDS.10.2
My Account screen shall only populate purchased bundles. If there are no upgrades purchased, this will be a blank screen.

OTHER.33.1
VZ Navigator
My Account
Purchases
VZ Navigator Global – VZ Navigator with multi-country support.

Other 33.3
VZ Navigator
My Account
Purchases
Select 'Yes' to confirm cancelation of <bundle name>.

Yes
No

Upgrade

Processing request.
Request Processed.

Your subscription to <bundle name> is cancelled.

FIG. 45A
FIG. 45

FIG. 45A | FIG. 45B | FIG. 45C

OTHER.29.1
Service Options.

Back

Purchase screen

OTHER.33.1

OTHER.33.2

VZ Navigator
My Account
Purchases

Unsubscribe allows you to cancel your subscription to <BundleName>. Would you like to unsubscribe?

Yes  No

Upgrade
Back  Menu

VZ Navigator
My Account
Purchases
VZ Navigator Maps
Maps and points of interest

TOP.SDS.33.6
My Account screen shall refresh with the current account status.

FIG. 45B

SUBSTITUTE SHEET (RULE 26)
TOP.SDS.33.8
1) Purchases are displayed in List View.
2) Expiry only displays for non-recurring subscription.

TOP.SDS.33.7
Upgrade button for WM touch, Smartphone.
Upgrade icon in toolbar for Storm
Upgrade CSK on BREW

OTHER.33.4
BREW My Account Screen
My Account
Current Bundle
VZ Navigator (Recommended)
Get turn-by-turn directions using 2D/3D maps, weather, speech input, and search for points of interests, movies and events.
Expiry: Monthly Recurring
Back Upgrade Menu

TOP.SDS.10.3
1) Unsubscribe only displays in menu for recurring subscription.
2) User can only unsubscribe to recurring subscription.
3) Expiry upgrades shall automatically revert to the recurring subscription, i.e. recurring VZN Lite user purchases a week of VZ Global. At end of week, app reverts to recurring VZN Lite. Both purchases shall display in the My Accounts screen.
4) Unsubscribe will not display in menu if there is a recurring and non-recurring purchase.

No = clear dialog box

TOP.SDS.33.6
Error handling. Standard application error messages are displayed in the event of an error during unsubscribe process. If error occurs after user selects Other.33.3, subscription is cancelled.

OTHER.33.5
STORM My Account Screen
My Account
Purchases
VZ Maps
Search for points of interests, get weather and static directions.
Upgrade

FIG. 45C
FIG. 46A
TOP.SDS.34.1 When user clicks carousel, it takes you to the results screen that matches those search results. Product tips will not be clickable.

TOP.SDS.34.2 Number of small squares under the carousel data indicates the number of carousel data screens and which one you are on, i.e. it changes depending on the # of available feeds.

TOP.SDS.34.3 Call is not needed in advanced devices menu because Send key already brings up the recent call screen (BREW) or the phone dialer (WM, RIM, Android).

FIG. 46B

V6 Carousel

FIG. 46
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Windows Mobile</th>
<th>BREW</th>
<th>BlackBerry Java</th>
<th>J2ME</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HTC Cruise</td>
<td>HTC Diamond</td>
<td>HTC Tilt</td>
<td>Motorola Q9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LG 9700</td>
<td>LG 9600</td>
<td>LG 9100</td>
<td>Motorola VU204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bold (9000)</td>
<td>88xx</td>
<td>Samsung Instinct</td>
<td>LG LX400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83xx</td>
<td></td>
<td>SE W760</td>
<td>Nokia N96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIG. 47**
FIG. 48

AtlasBook v5
Select a Purchase Option
1 Monthly Subscription
2 One Day Use
3 Use this One Time

AtlasBook v5
Do you want to upgrade to AtlasBook Navigator to use GPS Navigation?
1 Yes
2 No

Options
1 Get Directions To...
2 Center Map On...
3 Local Search
4 Add to Favorites...
5 Start Trip Here...
6 Location Info
7 Help

OK  Cancel
Navigating To:
Los Angeles Intl Airport (LAX)
Los Angeles, CA

Trip Settings: Fastest;
Car/Motorcycle:
Avoid: HOV Lanes;
Traffic: Alerts

FIG. 52A

Navigating To:
Los Angeles Intl Airport (LAX)
Los Angeles, CA

Trip Settings: Fastest;
Car/Motorcycle:
Avoid: HOV Lanes;
Traffic: Alerts

FIG. 52B
FIG. 54A
FIG. 54B

Inbox > Details

Fr: Jennifer
310-555-1212

What's Up?

Location:
8700 Beverly Blvd
Los Angeles, CA 90048

GeoPoke

To: Jennifer

Message:
You should come check out this band playing at The Troubadour!!!
FIG. 55
FIG. 56

FIG. 57

FIG. 58
### FIG. 59

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Setting</th>
<th>Preferences</th>
<th>Menu/Options</th>
<th>Non-Sticky areas of the app</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Speech Recognition</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Units of Measure</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>Navigation Menu/Options, Trip Options</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heads Up in Follow...</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>Map Menu/Options</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Show/Hide POI</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>Map Menu/Options</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Show Recent/Favor…</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Show Place Coordin…</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Message Volume</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Privacy Setting</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share Traffic data</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>Navigation Menu/Options</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navigation Preferences</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>Navigation Menu/Options, Trip Options</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display Themes</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>Address entry, Airport Selection, POI search, Map Location, Weather Location, Traffic Location</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### FIG. 60

2:44PM
4 Liberty, Aliso Viejo, CA 92656

Traffic  Location  Send Msg  Search  Save
### MOVIE...RESULTS

**Now Playing**

- Jumper
- The Spiderwick Chronicles
- Doomsday
- CJ7
- Fools Gold
- Definitely, Maybe

**Search**

- Close
- View
- Theater

**Menu**

**Back**

---

**FIG. 61**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MOVIE...DETAILS</th>
<th>MOVIE...DETAILS</th>
<th>MOVIE...DETAILS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Now Playing</strong></td>
<td><strong>Now Playing</strong></td>
<td><strong>Now Playing</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Spiderwick Chronicles</td>
<td>CJ7</td>
<td>Doomsday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated PG ★★★★☆</td>
<td>Rated PG ★★★☆</td>
<td>Rated PG ★★★☆</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genres: Adventure, Fantasy</td>
<td>Genres: Comedy, Science Fiction</td>
<td>Genres: Action, Science Fiction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Running Time 97 min</td>
<td>Running Time 88 min</td>
<td>Running Time 109 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description: Of the three Grace Children, Jared (Freddie Highmore) has always been thought of as the troublemaker. So when strange</td>
<td>Description: A mysterious orb found in a junkyard is really a creature from outer space.</td>
<td>Description: When the first outbreak of the Reaper virus hit Scotland, Eden Sinclair was one of the last to...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CLOSE**

**FIND**

**HELP**

**Menu**

**Back**
Annunciator

TITLE

Item 13
Item 14
Item 15
Item 16
Item 17

FIG. 62
FIG. 63A

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;sub title or content&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- <menu item 1>
- <menu item 2>
- <menu item 3>
- <menu item 4>
- <menu item 5>
- <menu item 6>
FIG. 63C
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Menu Option</th>
<th>Actions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Navigate to</td>
<td>Displays the 'Find Destination' Screen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Search</td>
<td>Prompts the Local Search Screen, where the current location is the center point.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share</td>
<td>Prompts the Place Message Screen where the marked spot is the location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Add to Favorites</td>
<td>Geo codes the location, and pops up a screen for naming the favorite and saving it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location Information</td>
<td>Displays the latitude &amp; longitude and other information about current location.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIG. 67**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Menu Option</th>
<th>Actions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Navigate to</td>
<td>Calculates TBT directions from current location to the marked spot.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Search</td>
<td>Prompts the Local Search Screen, where the marked spot is the center point.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identify (ID)</td>
<td>Only geo codes the location, displays the latitude &amp; longitude, and the best possible address.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share</td>
<td>Prompts the Place Message Screen where the marked spot is the location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Add to Favorites</td>
<td>Geo codes the location, and pops up a screen for naming the favorite and saving it.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIG. 68**
FIG. 72
Metatiles:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>enabled</th>
<th>x</th>
<th>88</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>y</td>
<td>204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>z</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>size</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIG. 75
FIG. 76
FIG. 79
FIG. 87

FIG. 88
Contents to rotate in the Carousel

- All
- Local Weather *
- Local Gas Prices *
- Local Movies *
- Product Tips *
- Concerts
- Dancing & Night life
- Exhibits & Art Shows
- Family
- Special Events
- Sport
- Theater & Live Performances

FIG. 89

1st round of the carousel

- Weather
- Gas Prices
- Movies
- Product Tip 1
- Event Type 1
- Event Type 2
- Event Type n

2nd round of the carousel

- Weather
- Gas Prices
- Movies
- Product Tip 2
- Event Type 1
- Event Type 2
- Event Type n

nth round of the carousel

- Weather
- Gas Prices
- Movies
- Product Tip n
- Event Type 1
- Event Type 2
- Event Type n

Next round of the carousel

- Weather
- Gas Prices
- Movies
- Product Tip 1
- Event Type 1
- Event Type 2
- Event Type n

FIG. 90
Contents to rotate in the Carousel

- [ ] All
- [x] Local Weather *Can not be deselected!*
  
  - [ ] Local Gas Prices
  - [x] Local Movies
  - [x] Product Tips
  - [ ] Concerts
  - [ ] Dancing & Night life
  - [ ] Exhibits & Art Shows
  - [ ] Family
  - [ ] Special Events
  - [ ] Sport
  - [ ] Theater & Live Performances
  - [ ] Commuter Traffic Alerts
  - [ ] Local Traffic Alerts & Advisories
  - [ ] Next Meeting Time & Place
  - [ ] Flight Status
  - [ ] Partner Defined Events (e.g., VZW Promotions, USCC Street Festivals)
  - [ ] Coupons from Advertisers

**FIG. 91**
FIG. 92

Next Meeting or Event:

What: Drop samples to Mike Foster / Pep Boys

When: 3:00 PM

Where: PEP Boys-Costa Mesa Branch
        2344 Alton Avenue
        Costa Mesa, CA 92661
Web Interface Mock-up

Send Category Message to <Telephone Number>

OR
Attach

Attach a list of telephone numbers

Selecting options under “Where” in Location Search area of VZ Navigator will let you bring up nearby company offices sorted by type.

FIG. 94A

Send Category Message to <Telephone Number>

OR
Attach

Attach a list of telephone numbers

New message or change categories
Delete category message

Add Foonman Manufacturing to your VZ Navigator.
Selecting “Category” under “Location” lets you find nearby company locations.

The interface to send a message.

FIG. 94B
Defining support for company name and optional sub-categories.

**FIG. 94C**

Add Foonman Manufacturing to your VZ Navigator. Selecting "Category" under "Location" lets you find nearby company locations.
FIG. 95
FIG. 96

Initiating the Special POI Category

Receive POI Category invitation

Accept invitation?

T

F

Defer to later?

End

Add enterprise/special interest location to app

FIG. 97

FIG. 98

Core POIs

Movies

Enterprise 2

Enterprise 1
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